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PREFACE

The scientific scope of the 16th Symposium oh Plasma Physics and
Technology is focused on the research and development in theory, diagnostics
and experiments during the last two years in laboratories, scientific institutes and'
universities, mainly from the Czech Republic. The scientific program of the
Symposium includes 21 invited lectures, and two poster sessions on High and
Low Temperature Plasmas.

This book of contributed papers involves all the accepted contributions, which
were available and camera ready. We would like to thank the authors for having
prepared the contributions. We would also like to thank all our colleagues who
helped to prepare this conference and this book.

Jan Pichal

Chairman of the Organizing Committee



HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMAS

A. Theory

DIFFUSION OF ALPHA PARTICLES INDUCED BY LHW

L. Krlin and P. Pavlo

Institute of Plasma Physics
Czech Academy of Sciences

P. 0. Box 17, Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Abstract

Recently, a now mechanism was proposed by Fisch and Rax which should lead
lo amplification of lower hybrid (L1I) waves at the expense of alpha particles energy,
improving thus the LH current drive efficiency. The present contribution investi-
gates tlie possibility of achieving the conditions on which this mechanism - based on
the spatial diffusion of fusion alpha particles - could become operative The analysis
performed shows that in reactor grade tokamaks, the penetration of LH waves into
the plasma, column is very poor due to the intense election Landau damping and
the complicated geometry of the equilibrium magnetic fields. Consequently, at ac-
ceptable LHW input power levels, the waves do not reach the regions where fusion
alpha, particles power could reasonably compensate the losses of LHW energy due
lo the damping by electrons. The model of Fisch and Rax is based on special fea-
tures of the. induced diffusion of alpha particles in the energy- configuration space
Using suitable Haiuiltonian formalism, the LHW induced radial diffusion of alpha
particles and the energy transport between LHW and alpha particles in the frame
of generalized quasiliuear liucs of diffusion constraint is also investigated.

1. Introduction

It liad been generally accepted that {'or ait efficient LJI riirn.-nl drive, the io.soi)ii.iU
interaction ol I.IIVV with alpha, particles should be better avoided. The simpliest way for
this is to increase L11W frequency to the region of 5 GUz (see e.g. [1]).

Recent papers of Fistli and Rax ("2,3,4] have studied this problem in a rather untradit-
ional way. They <<mnider the regime of stronger LHW - alpha particles interaction. They
have found, that under certain conditions, this interaction can be used to the amplification
of considered LHW. Their mechanism is based on a special feature of the induced diffusion
of alpha particles in the energy-configuration space, where diffusing particles are able to
give their energy to the wave. The model is further based on the possibility of launching
of LHW with sufficiently large k$ component.



This proposal revives again the necessity of the knowledge of different features of LHW
- alpha particles interaction. The global solution of this problem requires the numerical
solution of LHW - alpha particles - plasma interaction in a fully velocity-space description,
which include the wave propagation and absorption and the induced diffusion of alpha
particles.

Some interesting results can be, nevertheless, obtained from more simple models. In
what follows we discuss the problem of launching of suitable LHW into the deeper region
of a tokamak plasma, and the effect of the quasilinear flattening of the velocity distribution
function of alpha particles on the global energy balance. Further, we discuss analytically
the mode) of Fiscfi and Rax in the frame of the quasilinear lines of diffusion constraint.

2. Propagation and absorption of LHW with large k$
component deeper into the plasma

The propagation of lower hybrid waves has been calculated using the l-fl/2-D code
described in [1]. This code performs 2D ray tracing calculations to find the radial group
velocity and the parallel refractive index of the bunch of LH waves launched at a chosen
poloida) position. Using these values, the electron Landau damping is calculated on each
of a set of magnetic surfaces chosen to be equivalent to a set of concentric equally spaced
circles (ID equidistant mesh in "equivalent minor radius" of the plasma torus). The
equilibrium configuration of the magnetic field (for prescribed initial radial profiles of the
electron density and electron and ion temperatures) was obtained from the code ASTRA
[5] (Automatic System of TRansport Analysis). The Landau damping model is based on
LD (in velocity), steady-state Fokknr-Planck equation.

The parameters of pjcisrna were chosen to match those of the last 1TER. definition: the
minor radius 2.15 in, elongation 2.2, triangularity 0.42, the major radius 6 m, the toroidal
magnetic field on the axis 4.S5 T, density profile nc{r) = l x ] 0 2 0 x ( l - 0.95a:2)os (m~3),
temperature profile 7 » = 31 x (1 - 0.95x2)a5 (keV), x = reqv/aeq,,.

Since the mechanism described in Introduction requires that, the alpha particles inter-
act with th« lower hybrid waves, the frequency has to be chosen below 5 GHz (see e.g.
[1]). Moreover, it is desirable that the rays form a ring around the plasma, and that in
the region where there is already a significant production of fusion alphas. To find the
best, candidates for the purpose, we have performed a preliminary study, launching waves
systematically from top to bottom around the outer surface of the torus. The refractive
index was chosen 1.8, snd the calculations were performed for the generator frequency of
5, 3 and 2 GHz, set; Fig. 1. The dashed portions of each curve correspond to the the
spatial points where any ray will be most probably damped because the phase velocity iy,
falls down to 1.5xi»2>. (thermal velocity); full lines show that either accessibility limit is
reached, or the ray has turned back (the latter case is indicated by circles). Fig. 1 shows
firstly that the lower the frequency the worse the penetration and, secondly, that there
are but two regions where the waves penetrate deep enough - just below the equatorial
and close to the top.

As a compromise between the required depth of penetration and the necessity of
interaction with alphas, we have chosen the frequency to be 3 GHz, and a side launch.
in the hope that due to pumping of LH waves by alphas, the penetration depth will
be improved - see the dash-dot curve in Fig.l which was constructed by softening the
condition for damping down to wp/, = uj-e.



Input power
Electrons
Alphas
Fast alphas fraction

100 MW
637.0

3.8
27%

200 MW
950.0

6.9
31%

400 MW
1250.0

11.8
51.5%

Table 1: Absorbed power densities at r/a - 0.85[fcW/rn~3]-

Fig. 2 shows the power density profiles for 100, 200 and 400 MW of LH input power,
launched at the poloidal angle in the range 0.125 - 0.15 rad (which corresponds to the
height 10 cm of the launching structure). The input spectrum was Gaussian, centered at
Apnr — 1.6, with the full width at half maximum equal to 0.1. For comparison, the part of
the fusion power released in alpha particles corresponding to the above profiles of density
and temperature is also shown (50:50 D-T mixture is assumed). Obviously, for acceptable
input powers up to 100 MW, the LH waves will be completely damped before they rould
bo noticeably enhanced by alpha particles. Comparing the power available even in the
hot central part of the plasma column with the power being damped by electrons, it is
obvious that waves launched from the plasma perifery cannot profit from the mechanism
under study.

it should be noted that it, is predominantly the damping by electrons which prevents
the waves from reaching the hotter part of the plasma column, then, it is the behaviour of
rays. The damping by alphas is not ve,Ty significant, even if there is no obvious saturation
of the absorption by alphas. The latter effect can be explained by acceleration of increasing
number of alphas over their initial energy with the increasing power; thus, the quasilinear
reduction of the slopes on the alpha particle distribution function is compensated by the
formation of this tail. So much can be deduced from the Table 1.

This last numerical simulation can be considered as a pendant to the analytical study
of the same problem, given in [6] and [2], and shows that the efect of accelerated alphas
should not be neglected.

3. Analytical study of space-velocity induced LHW diffusion
and generalized quasilinear lines of diffusion constraint

3.1. Geometry and canonical formalism

In what follows we consider the toroidal geometry with coordinates r, 0, tp. For this
geometry, we use the system of canonical coordinates and momenta, <5i, Q2, Q3, Jt. ./<,.
J3, described in [7]. Here, Qx is the angle of the cyclotron rotation, Q2 is the poloida]
angle od the guiding center of a partice, and Q3 = <p is the toroidal angle of the guiding
center. The canonically conjugated system of momenta is

(1)

(2)



h = P* (3)

where w<. = ^f, rp is the radius of the guiding center, Bv is the toroidal magnetic field,
p,;, is the toroidal momentum and wc, Bv are taken in the guiding center position. pc is
the cyclotron radius.

3.2. Quasilinear lines of diffusion and transport of energy between alpha
particles and LHW

Considering the motion of a particle in the tokamak magnetic iiold as integrable, and
taking LHW into its electrostatic wave approximation, the Harniltonian, describing the
particle-wave interaction has the form

H =-- H0(Ji,J,, Ja) + *VQexp(ik.rD(Q;, Jt) - turf) (4)

where HQ is the integrable part, 90 is the potential of the wave and k and u> is the wave
vector and angular frequency of the wave, respectively. Taking k as k{kT,k9,k^), we can
write

(5)
Let us first neglect Av <C k/). Using the expansion into the Bessel functions and the
resonance condition

- tw + in(Qx + Qi) + ik^RoQs = 0 (6)

where i = ^ , we obtain from the canonical equations the following expressions

dJ\ n dJx n dJ-i _ k^rp + n .

Using the results from our canonical formulation [7], we obtain for k$r^ >̂ n

dr = ——ke (8)
uicnni

where W± — u>cJi- This is already the result, obtained by Fisch and Rax [3] and which
determines the coupling between the change of the perpendicular energy of the particle,
dWL and the shift of the guiding center, dr.

We shall now show that the same result will appear - as a special case - from the
quasilinear lines of diffusion constraint. Quasilinear lines of diffusion were first mentioned
by Kennel and Engelmann [8]. Formal generalization for toroidal configurations were
performed by Kaufman [9] and Becoulet et al. [10]. Their consequences for the radial
transport of banana particles was discussed in [11].

For the determination of the generalized lines of diffusion, the unperturbed Hamilton-
ian Ho requires specification. We choose it (close to [10]) in the form



Here the first term of RHS represents the perpendicular energy, the second the poloidai
energy and thp third the toroidal energy. <?o is the quality factor. Considering the reso-
nance condition (6), and using the usual procedure for the determination of the quasilinear
iines of diffusion constraint (see e.g. [10]), we obtain

k\h Kr

where By and BP is the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field, respectively.
Neglecting the term, proportional to -Jjj*-, we obtain the result of Fisch and Rax [3].

The foregoing, more exact solution therefore offers further possibility of the transformation
of alpha particle energy, now its parallel component. For LHW, - ^ K. 0.1; the effect is
therefore rather weak. Nevertheless, for fast waves this term can be larger, and the
mentioned effect more expressive.

Till now we have considered the approximation kgro ~S* kr. From our general canonical
approach follows that the radial electric field, fiT —• — kr*p0 induces the radial shift also.
Labeling the shift, caused by the poloidal field as Arp and by the radial field as ArT, their
mutual relation is

A»> ^ rp
&rr ~ pc

The effect of Fisch and Rax caused by the poloidal field therefore dominates over the
effect of the radial field. Nevertheless, due to the difficulties with the generating of large
kg field deeper in the plasma, the effect of ET can be of some importance.

3.3. Power transport

According to the foregoing, the induced radial diffusion of alpha particles is accompa-
nied by the transport of alpha particle's energy into LHW (and vice versa). Nevertheless,
the ability of the feeding of the LH wave depends not only on the total amount of the
tranibrmable energy, but also on the diffusion velocity of particles.

Let us consider the simplest expression of Fisch and Rax [3] for the energy-space
constraint (in their notation)

Wx +aX ~ const (12)

where X is the space coordinate and a = Has^. Let r is the characteristic time for the
lost of the correlation , both for the diffusion in the velocity and configuration space.
Defining the diffusion coefficient for the energy as

aiid for the coordinate as

0,-^L (.4)
we- obtain a simple relation between this two diffusion coefficients

DWx=G2Dx. (15)

Supposing that the region of RF fields forms a slab of the thickness of Al. estimating the
time clement At, which is necessary for the space diffusion through Al, and labeling the



m a x i m u m of the available and transformable energy as A W i i T O I , then t he t ransformable
power desity p^p n is

The power density, describing the transformation of the energy between LHW and
alpha particles therefore decreases with the increase of a.

Conclusion

In the present work, the possibility to utilize a. part of the fusion alpha particles energy
to improve the driven current efficiency was investigated. It was shown that the damping
by electrons prevents the waves from reaching hot enough part of the plasma column
and the waves are damped before they could have been amplified. The mechanism of
enhancing Lil waves would necessitate the excitation of these ways deep inside instead of
lauiif hing them at the plasma boundary.

From t.he analytical approach, based on the discussion of the generalized lines of
diffusion constraint follows the possibility of the energy transformation also for the parallel
component of the energy. Moreover, the induced radial diffusion can be caused by the
radial component of the electric field also. The tiansormabie power depends on (.he
diffusion coefficients both in the velocity and in the radius.
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ON THE ROLE OF SHORT WAVE-LENGTH PART OF
THE SPECTRUM IN THE LHW ABSORPTION BY

ALPHA PARTICLES

R. Klima, L. Krlin, P. Pavlo

Institute of Plasma Physics
Czech Acadciny of Sciences

Prngvr

Lower hybrid waves (LHW) are successfully used for current drive (CD) in experi-
mental tokamaks with the aim to realize the continuous operation iuid/or to modify the
current profile. Since the basic mechanism of LHCi) is the Landau absorption of LHW on
i'ast electrons, any absorption by ion.s is undesirable. For the reactor grade plasmas, the
most, dangerous candidates for the undesirable: LIIW absorption are the fusion born alpha
particles with energy 3.5 MeV. Their large Larmor radius enables them u> damp LHW'
due to resonances on high multiples of their cyclotron frequency. Theoretical studies [] -5j
of r,ho above and other authors have shown that Ibis parasitic absorption of LHW can
lie acceptably minimized by choosing the LHW frequency sufficiently high, viz., about 5
Gil'/, for the projected tokamak reactor ITER parameters. However, those studies did not
lake into account the short-wavelength wing of the LHW spectrum, which is inevitably
launched by the waveguide structure !grili) as an undesirable supplement to the main,
long-wavelength peak. If the short-v,avelength wing would come into contact with the
fusion born alpha particles, it would be damped by them even <4 the frequency of 5 GHz.
Consequently, the Larmor radius of the alpha particles could be increased to sue!; an
extent that they would damp the main peak of the LHW spectrum.

Obviously, the undesirable wing is also absorbed by electrons. The competition
between the electron and alpha partick: absorptions will strongly depend on radial profiles
of plasma density and temperature and on the toroidal effects in the LHW propagation
The purpose of the present contribution is to give first results :>f computer modelling of
the effects mentioned above.

In the computer mode! used, the ASTRA code [Gj lor solving the tokamak plasma
evolution, equilibrium and transport was extended by two original codes for modelling
the LHW interaction with reactor grade plasma. The first code includes ray tracing,
absorption by electrons and the consequent current drive. The second one calculates the
quasilincar absorption by alpha particles by salving the 2D Fokker-Planck equation. The
complex of these three codes enables for find fully selfconsistent behaviour of the mode!
in question.



All runs concerned the ITER project parameters, viz., the torus major radius Ft = 6m,
plasma half- width at midplane a = 2.15m, elongation = 2.2, triangularity = 0.45, toroidal
magnetic- field Bt = 4.85T, nominal plasma current = 20 MA. The launched LHW power
in the main peak (N\\ ~ 2) and in the short-wavelength wing (iV|| ~ —4) is 70 MW and
(as a pessimistic value) 30 MW, respectively.

In Fig. 1, the three assumed profiles of electron temperature (dashed lines) and the
corresponding equilibrium profiles of electron density (full lines) are plotted. From, ray
tracing, the penetration depth of the LHW main peak for various poloidal positions
of the grill was found, with the results plotted in Fig. 2. The stars and the crosses
denote transformation of slow to fast wave and the points where wave turns outward,
respectively. The two optimum positions of the launcher (grill) lie near the zero and x/2
values of the poloidal angle, called "side'' and "top" in what follows,

respectively. Results of main peak (deeper penetration) and the short-wavelength
wing ray tracing arc given in Figs. 3a and 3b together with the magnetic surfaces poloidal
cross-sections. Case (1) and Case (3) correspond to the parabolic and strongly peaked
temperature profiles, respectively. Results related to the intermediate profile (2) in Fig.
1 are deleted for brevity. As it is seen, the short-wavelength wing does not penetrate at
all into the plasma in the case of side grill positions. The rays are terminated in places of
their full absorption. The ray tracing of the short-wavelength wing in the lower part of
Fig. 3b is not reliable due to the multiple reflections at the plasma edge and, therefore,
this ray is omitted in the further considerations.

The LIIW power density absorption and driven current density profiles are given in
Figs. 4a and 4b. Since the phase velocity of the short-wavelength wing is opposite with
respect to the main peak, the corresponding current densities are negative.

The radial profiles of the number of fusion born alpha particles are proportional to
the fusion power densities (full lines) plotted in Fig. 5 for the three temperature profiles
given in Fig. i. Dashed lines in Fig. 5 demonstrate diminishing of the short-wavelength
wing power density (in arbitrary units) due to its damping by electrons as described
above, with the obvious notation t — top, s = side etc. Apparently, the waves in question
do not reach the regions of sufficiently dense population of fusion born alphas.

Conclusion

It was supposed tacitly in the above computations that the velocity distributions of
the interacting ion species (D, T) are Maxwellian with temperatures equal to the electron
temperature. Under that assumption, the short-wavelength part of the LHW spectrum
does not enhance the absorption by alpha particles. Nevertheless, one can expect thai
the generation of fusion alphas will be stronger than Lhat one used above, viz., due to
collisions of bulk plasma, ions with fast particles (fusion born alphas and/or ions from
neutral beam injection). Also, the interaction of LHW with alphas will be stronger in the
r.aseb of realization the proposals using frequency less than 5 GHz [7] and strong pulses
[8] penetrating into the hot plasma core.
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INTERACTION OF THE SLOW LOWER HYBRID WAVES
RADIATED FROM A WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURE

AND THE PONDEROMOTTVE EFFECTS

J. Preinhaelter, O. Huffek

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences,
Prague 8, Czech Republic

1. Introduction

The application of electromagnetic waves with frequencies near the lower hy-
brid resonance has proved to be a prospective method for noninductive current
drive (LHCD) and plasma heating in tokamaks (see for example the last results
on ASDEX tokarnak in [l]). In this connection, the theory of phased waveguide
array (grills) used for launching lower hybrid waves into plasma has been
developed (see for example [2] and [3]).

The experimental results have showed that nonlinear effects may have
a great influence on launching of slow lower hybrid waves into plasma, in
particular on reflection coefficient of the grill which depends on launching
power [4],[5],[6]. This fact provoked a detailed theoretical investigation of
ponderomotive effects taking place at the plasma periphery in front of the grill
mouth. First, the one-dimensional model was used to study ponderomotive
modulation of plasma density [7]. The two-dimensional modulation (it means
in radial and toroidal directions) has been considered in later works, for exam-
pie 18] and [9].

To be able to study the nonlinear wave propagation in plasma, the power
spectrum of the grill has been approximated either by one wave or by two
waves. Ti) the latter case, the plasma density (time averaged) is modulated
also in the toroidal direction. The individual energy fluxes carried by the
waves are constant along the radial direction (as a result of the conservation
laws of energy and momentum) in spite of the mutual nonlinear interaction
of two waves [10]. The nonlinear generation of spatial harmonics has been
studied for example in [11), [12] and [13]. To include the possible plasma
heating m the front of the grill, the model has been improved by a simple
relation for dependence of plasma temperature on radiated power density.
The theoretical dependencies of power reflection coefficient on power density
has been in a good agreement with experimental results on ASDEX tokamak
[14], [15]. The influence of ponderomotive effects on the power distribution
among waveguides in a multijunction section (connected with the danger of
overloading a waveguide) has been studied in [16].

Nevertheless, up to now used models with two waves approximation of
the spectrum of the waveguide launching structure an- too simple since the
spectrum of a real gnif consists (if the giil! is considered to be iutiniu: in the
toroidal direction) of infinite number of waves.

14



In the present contribution, the calculation of plasma density modulation
takes into account four waves which are dominant in the radiated spectrum
of a conventional grill. The waves with shorter wavelenghts, nearest to the
dominant two waves, have a comparable electric field (which is relevant for
ponderomotive effects) though tbey contain much less power. In the mathe-
matical mode!, the theory of infinite waveguide structure (conventional grill)
J17] is combined with the nonlinear theory of wave propagation in plasma.
The problem i.s solved fully consistently using ci modified Newton iteration in
a shooting and matching method [18]. This approach makes possible to study
energy exchange between waves, it means the transformation of a radiated
spectrum in the plasma edge layer (as a result of including more then two
waves of a spectrum into the model). The response of the grill to the pon-
dCTomoiive dfects arid plasma density modulation can be investigated more
thoroughly ;is weil.

hi Sec. '1. the model used for theoretical reticulations is briefly described. In
S((.. :J, the lin-t numerical results concerning ASDEX lokamak are presented
aiiiJ discusc-d.

2. Theoretical model

The solution oi the radiation of slow lower hybrid waves from a waveguide grill
mi.o a rarefied phisma with inclusion of ponderoniotive effects consists of three
partial problems. First, uric must solve the propagation of waves in plasma
which density is modulated by ponderomotive forces. Second, at plasma edge,
the electromagnetic field of waves must agree with that radiated from the
waveguide grill. Third, deep in plasma (x —> oo) the waves must be outgoing.

We shall assume that time dependence: of E and B corresponding to slow
waves has the form exp-j —iurt,}. The local Cartesian coordinates x,y and z
correspond to radial, poloidal and toroidal directions in lokamak, respectively.
It is also supposed th;if the problem docs not depend on y coordinate (tho
model of parallel plate waveguides is considered,), thus, Hz — //., = Ey — U.
For remaining components of the electromagnetic field, we obtain tile following
Maxwell equations:

Ox az

Here it is supposed that in the rarefied boundary plasma the dielectric tensor
in lower hybrid range of frequencies is diagonal {sxx —- Eyy — 1, ezz — t], eap = 0
for Q -fi /?}, tj = 1 — n(x, «)/n«it where 7zcr;t = uPsamjt2 and the plasma density

X'?}*- (2)
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The relation (2) is the barometric formula based on the theory of time averaged
rf ponderomotive forces [19]. We consider the linear unperturbated plasma
density profile

i>u(x) = nct(l -f x/La) for x > .iiJt

uo(x) = 0 for x < xb. (3)

If we introduce quantities H = i(x>n0Hy/kv, fcv — w/c, x' = kvx, z' ~ kvz
and if we eliminate Ex in (1), we obtain the following set of equations for slow
wavos propagation

dE, _ c)2H
~dx' ~ ~ ds'2'

We consider the grill to be infinitive in z direction and periodical in this
direction with the periodicity b + d where b is the width of waveguides and d is
the width of the waveguide wall. According to Ploquet's theorem, the electric
field in front of the grill can be written as

., A^ IKS ,.
b + a h + d

where A(j> is the phase shift between incident waves in adjacent waveguides.
Similar expression holds for H. Putting (5) into (4), we obtain the final set. of
equations foT Fourier amplitudes of individual modes Ejx') and Hs(x').

ax'
d^(r)

da:'
rl'+d7

Jo

«" * J

Boundary conditions at the plasma edge can b<: formulated by means of
MIU!. suvfacf impedance, defined as

From the theory of infinite waveguide grill [17] we can determine the amplitudes
of individual modes E,(x') and H,(x') knowing the incident power in wave-
guides and impedances (7) of individual modes. In this way, the efficient
program for the infinite conventional grill provides boundary conditions at the
grill mouth.

Tho last problem is to formulate the boundary conditions inside the plasma
(.r —•. oo). It is necessary, to determine impedances of individual outgoing slow
waves at a certain point a1;. Supposing that at :;:. the plasma temperature is



sufficiently high, the nonlinear terms in (6) can be omitted (ponderomotive
effects are negligible) and the resulting linear set of equation can be easily
solved in the form of Airy functions (7j. From this solution the needed im-
pedances can he easily expressed. To fulfill preceding requirements, we must
choose the temperature profile appropriately. Because the integration range
(at,, r2) of equations (6) cannot be too large (from the numerical point of view),
we must suppose that the temperature grows exponentially in the vicinity of
j; j . The following profile suits well for these purpose

T'(z) = To{\ + {x' ~ xb)/LT) ioTXi<x'<Xi,
7"(x) - To(\ + (x, - xb)/LT)exp{C(x' - x,)/Z.T} for *i < *' < x* (8)

The high frequency field in front of grill heats the plasma. This can be
crudely approximated by the assumption that the temperature grows propor-
tional to the energy flow Sx in plasma. We suppose according to [14] that

T(x')= r ( z ' ) ( l + | } . <»)

Here 5'u is some calibration flow representing the heating saturation.
The solution of our problem begins with a proper selection of the ampli-

tudes Et(xi) in the plasma and the surface impedances p{A''-iS) of individual
modes. These quantities represent parameter appearing in the Newton ite-
ration in a shooting and matching method. This method changes iterative)/
these parameters to fulfil the boundary renditions <LI the plasma surface

^(•<>.) - Ki(xh), HJ.rhj = H?{xb). (10)

Her.1 E,(xb) and H,{xb) are the solutions of the set (6) for given parameters and
/i'f(xb) and H}(xu) are amplitudes of modes of electromagnetic field radiated
from the grill for the same parameters (p(jVSi3)) aiid the chosen incident power
in waveguides.

3. Numerical results

We applied this theory to the study of the ponderoniotive effects caused by
the radiation from the ooventional 24 waveguide grill installed at tokamak
ASDEX. The working frequency of this griil is 2.45 GHz, the waveguide width
0 — 10mm, the thickness of its wall d = 4mm. Two cases of spectra are
studied the synunetrical one corresponding to the phase shift between incident
waves in the adjacent, waveguides A<?> = 180' and the asymmetrical spectrum
used (or cuin-nt drive with A<£ ~ 9CP. The plasma parameters corresponds
to the experimental results [14]: the surface plasma density nb ~ 3.3ncriti
the characteristic length of the density inhomogeneity Ln = 1.5mm~J, the
temperature on the plasma periphery To = 15eV and the characteristic length
of the temperature inhomogencity L-j- — 3cm"1.

The several parameters for numerical computation must be adjusted: the
integration range in (6) x2 — Xb = 2cm, the range oi the linear increase of
temperature Z\ — x^ = ].5cin and th« calibration energy flow So = 2kW.
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The number of modes included in the ponderomotive force is very important
parameter and we conclude that the four modes are needed. The symmetrical
spectrum than consist of two long wavelength modes with NZti^ — ±4.37 and
two short wavelength modes with Nt£A = ±13.11 (the third harmonics). These
wavelength correspond well with the position of peaks in the spectrum of the
24 waveguide grill. The following modes are considered in the asymmetrical
spectrum: N.tl = 2.2, Nz,-> - -6.6, JV,,3 = 10.9 and NtA = -15.3.

In Fig. 1, we see the plasma density modulation caused by iiv symmetrical
spectrum with the total intensity of energy flow in plasma Sx — 1.9kW. The
increase of the temperature due to heating is considered. The individual
depressions in the density profile correspond to the positions where the super-
position of modes is constructive. In Fig. 2, the same situation is given by
the ievel map where the form of the depression is better distinct. The density
modulation is substantially influenced by the presence of the short wavelength
modes, li is clear from Figs. 3,4 which give the density modulation caused by
two long wavelength modes only.

DENSITY MODULATION (Sx=1.9kW/cm2, A*=TT)

nip! is 'i h ; i j ;' rpcv^'"<'<-A '>-

Fig.l.: Hlasma density modulation in front of the grill radiating the symmetrical spectrum

consisting from four modes. The plasma heating model is applied.
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DENSITY MODULATION (Sx=1.5kW/cm2, A$=7r)

Kg. 3.: Plasma density modulation in front of the grill radiating the symmetrical spectrum

consisting from two long wavelength modes only. The plasma heating mode! is applied.

Simultaneously with the density modulation, the power passes from the
long wavelength modes to (he short wavelength ones. Pig. 5 shows that this
conversion takes place in. the places of the local depressions of density. It is
also important how much power in the individual modes* can be found in the
plasma interior where the pouderomotive effects are negligible. This is depicted
in Fig. 6 showing the relative growth of power of the short waveieugth modes
with the increasing total power flow emanating from grill into the plasma. If

we set the heating in the piasma model to zero, we obtain similar results ouly
we need roughly a half power to reach the same effect.

Figs. 7 10 show the plasma density modulation and the distribution of
power between individual modes for the case of the asymmetrical spectra.
The shallow valleys ate formed on the density profile and the redistribution of
powers between modes is not so prominent as in the preceding case.

If we add next two modes into the spectrum, the results change only slightly
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because their electric fields are weak. The other higher modes have the big
Landau damping and thus it has no sense to consider them. We can conclude
that the presented results, in which spectrum was approximated by four modes,
describe well the ponderomotive effects in the front of a conventional grill
for the small and medium power flow. In this region, the power reflection
coefficient is practically constant. To be able to handle the higher power flow,
we must include some local model of heating in future.

WAVEGUIDE MOUTH

Ow•z
i

a
E
o
25

II
I—

in

o
3
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z[mj

Fig. 4.: Level map of the deasity for the same case as Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5.: Profiles of the normalized powers of the long wavelength (Nz = 14.3) and the short

wavelength (Nz = 113.11) modes for the total intensity of energy flow in plasma Sx =

1.9kW (full lines) and Sx = 0.5kW (dashed lines) for the same case as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 6.: Dependence of normalized powers of individual modes in the plasma depth on the
total intensity of energy flow Sx.
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DENSITY MODULATION , A4>=TT/2 )

Fig. 7.: Plasma density modulation in front of the grill radiating the asymmetrical spectrum

consisting from four modes. The plasma heating model is applied.
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DENSITY MODULATION (Sx=2.7kW/cm3, A * = T T / 2 )
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Fig. 8.: Level map of the density for the same case as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 9.: Dependence of normalized power of the long wavelength mode in the plasma depth
on the total intensity of energy flow Sx for the same case as in Fig. 7.
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MODELLING OF MACROSCOPIC PLASMA MOTIONS
IN THE REBEX MACHINE

Jiri Ullschmied, Martin Clupek

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences,
Za Slovankou 3, 182 11 Prague 8

Abstract

Non-linear non-stationary oscillations of a magnetized plas-
ma column, the driving force of which is the transient kinetic
and magnetic pressure produced by the injection of a high-
-current electron beam, are modelled on the base of numerical
solution of equation of the plasma boundary motion. The results
of the computations are used at interpretation of diamagnetic,
optical and neutral-particle measurements at the REBEX machine.

1.Introduction

The REBEX-3 machine operated since 1986 in the IPP, Prague,

[1,2] can be used also at investigation of turbulent processes

accompanying the interaction of a high-current mildly relati-

vistic electron beam with a magnetized plasma [3,4]. Though the

length and the profile of the plasma and of the magnetic field

in REBEX are varied from one experiment to another, the basic

characteristics of the machine remain unchanged:

The electron accelerator generates a 100 ns, 2 kJ beam with

the current exceeding the Alfven limit. The beam is injected

into a hydrogen plasma column 1.5 m long and 7 cm in diameter,

with the average density No<2.10
15cm~3 and with the initial

temperature TQ«2-3 eV. The beam-plasma interaction occurs in

a metallic interaction chamber 15 cm in diameter. The plasma

column is confined radially by an external longitudinal

magnetic field with the strength Bo=4-6 kG in its central

homogeneous part.

In a "good" REBEX shot the total beam energy exceeds

10 2 0 eV per 1 cm of the plasma column length. This energy is

transferred both to plasma particles and to magnetic fields.

The beam-plasma two-stream instability heats predominantly the

tails of the electron distribution. An about 20° beam velocity



spread at the anode foil of the accelerator decreases the

energy transferred to plasma electrons to Qewio
19eV/cm [5-10].

This value might be increased by a factor of 2-3 by using the

virtual cathode beam reflection [11]. On the other hand, the

free escape of fast electrons along the system axis reduces Q e

almost by an order magnitude immediately after the beam

injection. Since the value of the beam strength parameter is

close to 1, up to Qi»8*10
18 ev/cm might be transferred directly

to ions due to return-current driven ion-sound turbulence

[12-14]. Ions might gain energy also due to strong Langmuir

turbulence - via collapsing Langmuir cavitons [5,15,16].

Thus, at the end of the beam injection the total plasma

energy per unit length Qfflax
=:Qe+^i exceeds the energy of the

external magnetic field Wmi(0)«8.10
18eV/cm (for Bo=4 kG). The

considerable transient increase of the plasma kinetic pressure

acts as a driving force of macroscopic motions of the plasma

column. As even the initial plasma conductivity is high enough

for a 'skinning' of the rapid magnetic field change, the plasma

moves along with the magnetic fields lines. The kinetic

pressure and the counter-force of elastic magnetic field lines

(the increasing magnetic pressure in the vacuum space between

the outer plasma surface and a metallic chamber wall) result in

nonlinear macroscopic plasma oscillations.

Besides the effect of the kinetic pressure of the

beam-heated plasma, a considerable fraction of the driving

force might be produced also by the own magnetic field of the

beam, which like a piston pushes apart both the magnetic field

lines and the plasma. While the beam diamagnetism can be

neglected in the REBEX conditions, the magnetic pressure caused

by an uncompensated component of radially dependent azimuthal

drift of the beam as a whole might become comparable with the

plasma kinetic pressure. This is the case particularly in the

reflected beam regime.

Due to macroscopic plasma and magnetic field motions the

injected beam energy is partly accumulated in the redistributed

(oscillating) magnetic field. This magnetic energy dissipates

in a plasma after the beam injection and might compensate to

some extent the plasma radiation losses.



The pronounced macroscopic plasma column oscillations, which

result in periodical changes of the plasma density and

temperature and of the magnetic fluxes, modulate the

diamagnetic, VUV and soft X-ray signals. They might be the

cause of a pronounced Doppler component of the plasma emission

lines and might influence substantially the ion distribution

measurements. On the other hand, they provide also a useful

diagnostic tool: the local plasma mass can be determined from

their period, the plasma conductivity from their damping time.

To describe the plasma motions both qualitatively and

quantitatively within the framework of a model as simple as

possible proved to be a crucial task at interpretation of any

REBEX experimental data. The numerical model of non-stationary

plasma oscillations described in this paper follows with the

older analytic version usable for quasistationary plasma

oscillations only [17],

2. Description of the model

At the macroscopic approach used the magnetized plasma

column is treated as an elastic body, the motion of all parts

of which is fully determined by that of its surface boundary.

To simplify the task even further, only azimuthally symmetric

motions of the homogeneous radial expansion (compression) type

are studied and the longitudinal dependence of plasma para-

meters is supposed to be weak. Thus, all internal plasma

structures (except the radial dependence of plasma density) are

neglected. In such a simplified picture the plasma can be

characterized by quantities averaged over the plasma

cross-sectional area S, as the plasma mass per unit length M,

and the plasma kinetic pressure PK=N*T, which includes the

contribution of all the groups of plasma particles (T denotes

the average energy per particle and N the average plasma

density N). Similarly, the magnetic field inside and outside

the plasma cross-section is characterized by the average

magnetic pressures PBi and V#B, respectively.

Energy balance condition

The total energy per unit length W in the cross-sectional

area S c of the metallic interaction chamber consists of the



magnetic component Wm=PBi*S + PBe*(Sc-S), of the inner plasma
kinetic energy Wp=PK*S (associated with transverse microscopic
motions of plasma particles), and of the kinetic energy Wk of
ordered radial motions of the plasma column. The initial energy
value W(O)=Wp(O)+Wro(0)«Wm(O) is at the times t>0 enhanced by
the energy amount Q(t) deposited by the beam in the plasma
region:

W(t) = Win(t) + wp(t) + wk(t) = Q(t) + wm(0) + wp(0) (i)

For pronounced radial motions to arise, the deposited energy
c(t)max should be comparable with the initial magnetic energy
inside the plasma region Wmi(0) = So*Bo

2/2no, where So=S(0)
(see Fig.l):

S I (2)

If the energy deposition time is shorter than the period
rosc of radial eigen-oscillations of the system, the motions

Energy Q needed for b=1
<-* Magnetoacoustic period
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should be osci l la tory. In the f i r s t approximation the period
Tosc i s t n e roagnetoacoustic period Tac (see Fig.2):

1?
f

(3)

where M <M xs the reduced plasma mass per unit length (M*=M/2
for a homogeneous plasma density profile).

For the parameters of the REBEX experiment, the beam energy
deposition time («ioo ns) is always shorter than the magneto-
acoustic period.
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Conservation of magnetic fluxes

The total magnetic flux #c is fully confined in the cross

sectional area of the metallic chamber Sc within the time

interval of interest (the hot plasma lifetime is several us,

while the skin time at the stainless steel wall is of the order

of tens of \LS) .

The magnetic flux *p inside the plasma region (and,

therefore, also the magnetic flux *v=#c~* outside it) remains

conserved at the time scale of T a c (if the initial plasma

temperature is at least 1 eV, the skin depth of oscillations in

question is much less than the plasma radius R_ - see Fig.3),

and partially conserved during several oscillation periods.

• Oscillation period T«c
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Thus, the magnetic flaxes *c and * p (*v) may be taken for

the exact and the approximate integral of the studied motion,

respectively:

* * * Bo*scc s *p + *v
* p s B±(t)*S(t) W BO*SC

*v s Be(t)*(Sc-S) « BQ*SC - BOSO,

(4)

where B i rB e denote the magnetic field strength in the plasma

and in the vacuum region, respectively.

Particle balance

The period of experimentally observed plasma oscillations

remains constant for several IAS. Apparently, the longitudinal

velocity of most of plasma ions too small for the plasma mass

M=mi*N(t)*s(t) in a given cross-section to change, and freely

3!



escaping groups of fast electrons don't influence the particle

balance. Thus, the mean plasma density N may be taken as

inversely proportional to the plasma cross section S:

N(t)*s(t) = NQ*SO, where No=N(0)f So=S(0> (5)

Plasma energy flux conservation

During free oscillation of the plasma column the labour of

kinetic pressure forces is the dominant cause of the change of

the plasma inner energy at the time scale of one oscillation

period. This thermodynamic law may be expressed as

I a Wp(t)*S(t) » const. (6)

Thus, the energy flux I is another approximate integral of

motion. As I=N(t)*T(t)*S(t)2, it follows directly from (5) that

T(t)*S(t) » TO*SO/ (7)

where To=T(0) is the initial plasma temperature.

3. Equations of radial plasma notion

3.1 Quasistationary oscillations

For a step-like energy deposition Wp(t)t>o=wp(o)+Q and

providing that characteristic times of the loss and dissi-

pation processes are long when compared with T o s c, the

quantities I,*p turn to exact integrals of motion within one

oscillation period. As the kinetic energy W^ of the ordered

radial motion can be expressed as

. S'(t)2

Wk(t) = M* , (10)

8ir*S(t)

and Wp(t) = I/S(t), (11)

W(t) • Wm(0)+Wp(0)+Q,

where Wm(0)=Sc*Bo
2/2no.

By using (5) we obtain for the magnetic energy Wm(t):
[• /BQ-S{t)]

2

Wm(t) = Wm(0) * (1 + S ). (12)
S(t)*[Sc-S(t>]



The energy conservation law (1) can be rewritten in the form

S'(t) - f(s(t),Q,l,*p), (13)

which is an analytically solvable equation of motion in S(t)

with the initial condition S(O)<=SQ. The equation

f(Sm,Q,I,#p) = 0 (14)

is then a quadratic equation for the extremes S m = S m i n, S^^.

of the plasma cross section as functions of Q,I,*p.

The solution S(t) of (13) is a periodical function inverse

to the elliptic integral E[#(S),k] of the second kind, with the

period T o s c given by

T = T
aosc xac

sc - smin 2 E<k>

b*smin + sc
* < Ta^, (15)ac

2 smax ~ smin
where k =

sc " smin wmi<°>

Thus, not only the amplitude, but also the period of

oscillations depends on the deposited energy, and the near

metallic wall makes the period T o s c shorter (see Fig.4). The

nonlinear S(t) oscillations turn to harmonic ones in the limit

b « l and S C»S O.

Within the analytical model, also slow dissipation

processes can be taken into account by allowing for small

step-like changes of W,I,*p,*c in each half period. Then, by

using (14),(15) together with approximate equations for the

time derivatives of W,I,#p,*c, and after a lot of algebra, the <j

whole time history of S(t) and hence of all parameters of the $

system can be reconstructed, step by step. Such an approach, i

originally suggested by Karel Jungwirth [17], provided |

a powerful base for interpretation of diamagnetic measurements f
y

at the REBEX experiment. Though the analytical model has never i

been published as a whole, some partial results of it appeared ;

e.g. in [11,18,19,22]. j

i



3.2 Nonstationary oscillations

To account for finite energy deposition times and for fast

loss and dissipation processes a numerical solution of the

problem in question is necessary. By using the balance of

kinetic and magnetic forces in this case, the equation of the

damped plasma boundary oscillations may be reduced to:

r"(e) 1 (rc
2 - I ) 2

P(e),
r4(6) ( r c

2 - r 2 ( e ) ) 2
(16)

where r(e) and rc are the dimensionless plasma and chamber

radii, est/Tac, and P(e) represents the diinensionless pressure

(kinetic and magnetic) produced by the beam and by the

beam-heated plasma particles. This equation with the initial

conditions r(O)=l, r'(0)=0 can be easily handled by Wolfram

(Mathematica). The function P(t/Tac), modelled in such a way as

to correspond with the archived experimental data, together

with the interpolation function S(e)/So~r
2(©,<0,emax}) computed

for SC=5SO, 0nax=8, K=0.14 is depicted in Fig.5a:

t/T

Fig.5a,b

The diraensionless energy components Wp(e), W^fe), wm(6),



computed by using Eg.(10-12), together with the total energy

w(8), are shown in Pig.5b (in units Wmj_(O)).

During several first oscillation periods the computed mean

inner plasma energy per particle T(t) is much higher than the

experimentally measured temperature of the plasma bulk

(30-50 eV). Apparently, the high T(t) values correspond rather

to high-energy tails of the electron distribution, which escape

freely without being thermalized (the maximum energy of

electron tails which might be thermalized during their flight

through the REBEX plasma is about 400 eV - see the characte-

ristic times of e-e energy transfer in Fig.6a).

e-e energy transfer e-i energy transfer

5 0

s.io' Nn(cm3) Nn(cirf3)

Fig.6a Fig.6b

The energy of the ordered motion of particles at the plasma

boundary, which oscillates with the frequency 2/Tosc, may reach

relatively high values. The 'ordered' energy per one ion

= I n± * wk(6) * (n R o/T a c)
2 « Bo

2/No

exceeds 60 eV in the run shown in Fig.5c.

(17)

u

4.Interpretation of experimental data

4.1 Diamagnetic signals

The diamagnetic signal *d(t) defined as the change of

magnetic flux through the cross-sectional area S L (S<SL<SC) of

a measuring loop encircling the plasma column is given by

S(t) - 1
*d(t) = BOSC * * F (F=1-SL/SC) (18)

s_ - s(t)
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As seen from Fig.5d the energy Wp(t) follows up the mean value
of the scaled diamagnetic signal 2**d(t)/F. In this way the
ratio of the beam deposited energy and therefore the pressure
P(t) has been derived from the experimental REBEX data [22].

The plasma density determined from T o s c is up to four times
higher than the value deduced from optical interferometry.
This fact may be explained either by a considerable percentage
of impurities in the REBEX plasma (Zef«4), and or by a hollow
plasma density profile (cold plasma envelope acting at plasma
oscillations only as a passive weight).

4.2 Doppler broadening of plasma emission lines
To determine the time-dependent Doppler component of plasma

emission lines, caused by ordered radial movements of ions (and
therefore also of charge exchange neutrals), the integral ion
velocity distribution Fv^(E,t) along the plasma diameter
{-R(t),R(t}} (or along a fixed part {-RlfR2) of it, in depen-
dence on the real arrangement of the optical diagnostics) has
been computed first:

r
R(t) r \SV *

Fvi(E,t) » j N(r,t)*EXP

-R(t)

dr, (19)

where Ei(t) is given by (17), the radial plasma density profile
N(r,t) can be e.g. parabolic: N(r,t) = No*{l-[r/R(t)]

2)/S(t),
and the dimensionless ion temperature Ti(t)=Tio/S(t).

We assumed here that in each plasma element the Maxwellian
distribution of ions with the temperature T^(t) is shifted by
the ordered radial velocity proportional to the radius (i.e.
the expansion or compression is homogeneous). The distribution
F v i has been normalized to a fixed number of particles and its
time-dependent half-width has been calculated (see Fig.7a). The
half-width of the ion distribution oscillates in accordance
with the oscillations of the plasma boundary (cf. Fig.7b).
Obviously, for small values of the ion temperature To<E^(t),
the ordered motions should be the dominant cause of the
Doppler broadening of emission lines.
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The experimentally observed modulations of the emission line

profiles agree qualitatively well with the computed curves for

Ti«30-40 eV. To fit the experimental and the computed line

widths together, an increase of ion temperature up to several

tens of eV within the time much shorter than the corresponding

collisional time (cf. Fig.6b) must be allowed for. For the shot

depicted in Fig.8 the maximum 'ordered' energy E^ is 67 eV

(Fig.5c) and the ion temperature T^(t) increases from Tio=3 eV

Integral Ion distribution halt-widths _
— , . •" 1

to 30 eV within the time 0.3*Tac, and then decreases with the

characteristic time of 5*Tac (Tac=250 ns). It follows from this

comparison that the ion temperature and the ordered motion

effects should be comparable. Thus, fast ion heating combined

with the ordered motions is probably the cause of the

experimentally observed fast Ha line broadening in the REBEX

experiment [20,21].



4.3 Radial flux of charge-exchange neutrals

Charge-exchange neutrals arising from ions with energies in

the range of several tens of eVs should be detectable by

a time-of-flight analyser of neutral particles. The analyser

used at REBEX, with a secondary emission detector located at

the end of a drift tube 5m long, detects hydrogen atoms with

energies above Emir,wi0-14 eV [23]. To suppress the influence of

VUV and soft X plasma radiation on the detector, a chopper

disc, the rotation of which is synchronized with the beam

injection, is used.

The key question at interpretation of the tiiae-of-flight

measurements is whether it is possible to distinguish between

the temperature and the ordered motion effects. Therefore, the

model was used also for computing the radial flux of charge

exchange particles and the real analyser output current.

At detecting low-energy atoms the chopper slit opening

time is relatively long (25-50 \is). Thus, neutrals from both

the initial plasma and from the short-living beam-heated plasma

must be taken into account, according to the chopper timing

(see Fig.9). While only higher energy atoms originating during

the lifetime T^ of the beam-heated plasma are energy-analyzed,

Analyser chopper timing Analyser output current
3 , 35.

as

^ 6 eV

Kps)

Fig. 9

the initial-plasma neutrals create just

-dependent background.

Fig.10

some additional time-

The flux IN(t) of neutrals born during the lifetime T H of

the beam-heated plasma may be obtained directly from the time
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integral of the distribution function Fvi(E,t), providing that

TH«TF, where TF is the time of flight through the drift tube

T f
IN(t) « • — - * Fvi(E,t) dt. (21)

0
At computations of the real analyser output current also the

energy-dependent coefficients of conversion at the secondary

emission detector and of the charge-exchange rate must be taken

into account. The detailed description of the algebra used

exceeds the scope of this contribution. The total expected

analyser current for TQ=3 eV and for several values of the

equivalent temperature "S^ of the time integral of the

distribution Fvi(E,t) (obtained from fitting it numerically to

the Gaussian curve) is shown in Fig.10. The ordered motions

cause an increase of the number of particles at the hot side of

the distribution, while neutrals from colder initial plasma

make more pronounced the cold one (the analyser current might

have two humps).

The successful detection of neutrals from the initial plasma

(for T^o«3 eV it is the task at the sensitivity threshold of

the analyser) performed recently makes the chance of the

neutral measurements better.

s. Conclusions

By comparing the model and the experimental data the

following picture of energy transfer processes in the REBEX

machine may be drawn:

Up to 90 per cent of the energy transferred to plasma

electrons escapes almost immediately after the beam injection.

Therefore, the maximum electron temperature of the plasma

bulk may not exceed several tens of eVs.

The observed increase of diamagnetic signals in the reflexed

beam regime, not accompanied by a corresponding enhancement of

the electron or ion temperature of the plasma bulk, indicates

higher values of the magnetic pressure produced by the beam,

rather than an increase of the plasma kinetic pressure.
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The observed time-development of widths of optical emission

lines is well explainable if interpreted as the Doppler

broadening caused by a combination of thermal and ordered

plasma motions.

The ion temperature of the bulk at the end of beam injection

is comparable with the electron one. The increase of tempe-

rature is too fast as to be ascribed to collisional balancing

of the temperatures of electron and ion distributions, while

the turbulent ion heating due to ion-acoustic (and possibly

Langmuir) turbulence might be a good explanation.

Further detailed measurements of the time-evolution of

emission line profiles (with a better spectral resolution),

combined with time-of-flight measurements of the beam heated

ion plasma component, are believed to provide a final proof of

the turbulent nature of the observed beam-plasma energy

transfer processes.
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RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM SCATTERING
INDUCED BY MAGNETIC FIELD DISCONTINUITY

P. Vrba

Institute of Plasma Physics
Za Slovankou 3, 182 11 Prague 8, Czech Republic

The generation and propagation of REB through the thin

foil into a plasma column has been studied numerically. Two

types of electron scattering on the anode foil have been

compared. The -first one is multiple scattering of fast

electrons with atomic nuclei. The second one arises when the

magnetic field lines are discontinuous on vacuum - plasma

boundary. It has been pointed out, that these two types of

scattering strongly affect the excitation of two stream

instability.

1. The magnetically insulated diode performance

We have studied the formation of REB in magnetically

insulated high current diode with cylindrical cathode {see

Fig. 1). The similar diode geometry was used in experiments

performed on the REBEX - device in the Institute of Plasma

Physics r 1-3 J.

anode

drift cube

' d t

I-'iy. 1. Scheme of r.rjgnt;tic:3 J. J y insulated foil diode:
evi.iCi.Mted diode reyion, b - drift tuba fulfilled by the

p
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Two different regions are seen inside the diode volume:

a) evacuated cathode - anode region, where the high current

REB is generated,

b) plasma anode region through which the REB propagates. The

negative space charge of the beam and surroudings plasma is

compensated by the positive charge of plasma ions. The beam

current can be partially or fully compensated by return

plasma current. The evacuated part of the diode is separated

from anode plasma column by the thin foil. The end of plasma

boundary is fixed by terminating foil. According to the

collector position, the REB can be reflected back into

a plasma column or absorbed on collector surface. The diode

parameters and performance values are. summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Diode Parameters.

cathode radius rc (cm) 1.5

cathode length lc (era) 5.0

anode radius ra (c:m) 3.5

cathode - anode spacing dQ (cm) 0.3, 0.5

drift tube radius r^t (cm) 2.0

length of drift tube l d t (xn) 1.5

edge radii rce,rae,rdte (cm) 0.5

foil thickness tf (urn) 5, 10, 20

applied cathode voltage V c a t (MV) -0.35

external magnetic field BQ (T) 0.1

Our computer modelling is based on two dimensional

electromagnetic relativistic current tube code POISSON2. The

program package of 108 modules written in FORTRAN language

is the property of the Institute of Plasma Physics. The

program was implemented on the IBM 3081 computer in the

Institute of Computer Science f 4 ].

The projection of diode boundary in the r-z plane is

approximated by aimpie curves (part of the straight and

round lines). The number of curves describing the boundary
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was specified by KLIN = 11. The number of start and end

points or centers of circles was given by KPOIN = 15. The

multiple spatial grid was used, there were three zones in

radial direction KZONR = 3 and four zones in longitudinal

direction KZONZ = 4. Fine rectangular meshes Ar= Az= 0.8 mm

were used on the periphery of generated REB, where the beam

homogeneity failed.

The starting value of the emission current density

correlates with Child - Langmuir law, TIP = 1. At very

beginning of the diode performance the electrons were

emitted by fronts covering the central and outer cylindrical

parts of cathode surface (KFR = 4 ) . We described the

electron beam by thirty tubes (KTRA = 3 0 ) . In stationary

state twenty tubes propagate through the anode surface, the

others were returned to the cathode . The Runge-Kutta method

was used to calculate the shape of all current tubes. The

initial distance D was chosen to be zjnin < D < r m a x (in our

case D = 1.7 mm). The choice of the space step DEL =0.2 for

successive points on particle trajectory ensures that more

than 5 points are situated within the mesh box ArxAz.

The steady state of relativistic electron flow was

achieved after 25 relaxation steps (with the space charge

relaxation coefficient 0 - -0.075). The value of steady

state diode current was a) 1^ = 21 kA for diode spacing

<5Q — 0.5 ere and b) 1^ = 44 kA for dQ -- 0.3 cm (in both cases

the cathode accelerating voltage was v c a t =-350 kV). The

central part of the beam is nearly homogeneous with the

emission current density JG — 2.5 kA/cm'' . The maximum

emission current dtmsity Je
lr"ax = 2.9 kA/cm2 is obtained on

the cathode edge. The cumulative effect of current tubes on

the beam periphery is due the beam pinching in own azimuthal

magnetic field bj. The steady state trajectories inside

diode region are slightly bent. The incident angle

e = arctg(vr/vz) is increasing with the beam radius r

( 0° < c < 35°, sew Fig. 2 }. The propagation of REB through

the anode foil into a plasma column in the presence of

external magnetic field is depicted on Fig. 3 (solid line).
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Fig. 2. The dependence of incident angle e on the radial
trajectory position r

case a) E b = 350 keV, Ib = 21kA, BQ = 0.4T; full line
case b) E b ---- 350 keV, Ib = 45kA; Bo = 0.4T; dashed line

anode

Fig. 3. The propagation of relativistic electrons in the
presence of external magnetic field inside evacuated diode

and plasma fulfilled drift tube (case a):
without beam compensation (full lines), with the beam

compensation by return plasma current (dotted lines)
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2. The simulation of REB scattering induced
by magnetic field discontinuity

Two types of relativistic electron scattering with thin

anode foil have been studied. The first one is multiple

scattering of fast electrons with the foil atoms and it is

described by Gauss distribution formulae. The second one, so

called magnetic scattering, arises when the magnetic field

lines on the vacuuip - plasma boundary are broken. Both these

scatterings strongly influence the particles trajectories in

plasma fulfilled drift tube and may be the primary cause of

the current outflow on the tube wall.

The discontinuity of electric and magnetic fields

in the vicinity of anode foil depends on charge and current

neutralization of REB - plasma system [ 6 ]. The beam is

generated in evacuated part of the diode, there are no

other charges and currents ( we omitted the cathode and

anode plasma layers because they are negligible small;

iCp = l a p « dQ ). Owing to this fact, the REB is charge and

current uncompensated there. The situation is somewhat

different behind the anode foil. The electric field created

by the beam charge displaces the excessive negative plasma

charge to the metallic boundary. The charge neutrality of

REB - plasma system is achieved during a very short interval

( = 10"12 sec).

Somewhat ^duplicated process is generation of return

plasina current near the beam front i. 5 ]. The current

neutrality is achieved very quickly ( « 10~ 1 0 sec;. The

dissipation of return current is rather slower process

( > 10"8 sec) comparable with beam pulse duration. Usually,

the return current dissipates in plasma column or closes via

anode foil. The discontinuity of the magnetic field arises

when the REB is current compensated ( Ib + I r c = 0 ) and

return current goes back to the anode foi1. In front of the

anode foil the magnetic field lines wind round the beam,

behind the foil direct along the beam axis. The change in
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Fig. 4 The magnitude and direction change of total magnetic
field vector

the value of magnetic field and its direction is seen on the

Fig. 4. The total magnetic field intensity diminishes

according to the ratio (B, 2 + fcy2)/B2y2)/B0

changes

The direction of the

about the anglefield vector B = BQ + b.

m = arctg(b^/B0).

The magnetic field discontinuity is the source of

nonadiabatic electron motion (see Fig. 3, dotted lines). The

particles are deflected from the old direction v to the new

direction v1 (see Fig. 5). The value of the deflection angle

is T = arcos(v.v'/|v|.|v'|). The code POISSOK2 enables us to

Fig. 5 The deflection of the particle trajectory caused by
the the magnetic field discontinuity on the foil surface
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calculate the particle positions and velocities anywhere, so

on the anode foil surface. In correlation with the value of

internal azimuthal magnetic field

(l) Jbz<r''zf>-r'-drl

where Jbz(r,z) = Ijj(r,z)/7rr
2 is the beam current density, we

can determine the magnetic field deviation angle ae(r,Zj) and

the deflection angle T{r,zf) on the the foil surface. All

radial dependences of k^^r,Zf), «e(r,zf) and T(r,zf) are seen

on the Fig. 6, 7, 8, respectively. In the case of weak

selfconsistent magnetic field intensity (b^ < Bo) the

maximum value of aemax s ae(rb,2f) » 27° and the maximal value

of deflection angle -rmax = T(rb,zf) < 3°. In the case of

strong selfconsistent magnetic field intensity {bp > Bo) the

value of aemax « 450 and the maximum value of deflection

angle approaches to T m a x -f- 7 . We can see that the

'magnetic' scattering is three times smaller than multiple

scattering.

5.0-

0.0'
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0

radius C mm 3
20.0

Fig. 6 The dependence of internal magnetic field b^ on the
radial coordinate r, foil position zf - 5.5 cm:

case a) E b = 350 keV, Ib = 21kA, Bo = ot4T; full line
case b ) , E b = 3 50 K.eV, I, =• 4 5kA, B
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Fig. 7 The dependence of magnetic field deviation angle as
on the radial coordinate r, foil position z<= = 5.5 cm:.
case a)
case b)

Eh = 350 keV, Ib = 21kA, Bf 0.4T; full line
= 350 keV, Ib = 45kA, Bn = 0.4T; dashed line

7°A
0

6 -

o

0.0 S.0 t0.O t5.0
radius u mm 3

Fig. 8 The dependence of particle deflection angle T on the
radial coordinate r, foil position z^ - 5.5 cm:.

case a) E b - 350 keV, Ib = 21kA, Bo = 0.4T; full line
case b) E^ = 350 keV, 1^ - 45kA, Bo - 0.-5T; dashed line
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The multiple scattering disappears when we use the

toilless diode. In this case the induced return plasma

current may be closed via plasma boundary. According to the

value of scattering angle Tmax, the different modes (kinetic

or hydrodynamic) of two stream instability may be excited.

The ratio of kinetic and hydrodynamic growth rates equals

rk/rn = 1 , if the value of scattering angle is

7max _ i.45(nb/n )2/3_ V e c a n estimate the density of plasma

n p = 3.10
21 m~3 at which the REB (Eb = 350 keV, I b = 45 kA,

n b = 2.ao
18 m~3 with deflection angle ^may• + 70) excites

both modes of the two stream instability with the same

probability.

3. The radial drift of guiding centres

The/ relativistic electron motion in a plasma column,

under the presence of external magnetic field,, depends on

beam compensation. The electron trajectories are continuous

for charged compensated REB (potential <f> ~ 0, see Fig. 3,

solid lines). The Lorentz's force F(r,z) exerted on beam

particle contains the terms proportional to internal b^ and
*

external BQ magnetic fields

Fr - e.(vy.Bo - vz.bf) I
F,p = -e.vr.E0 I
Pz = e.vr.bV . . 1

where c is electron charge. The selfconsistent magnetic

tield b^ is inhomogeneous and responsible for energy

transfer from transversal to longitudinal electron motion.

One can estimate the maximum changes in the longitudinal

beam energy E b = m oc
2Ay < Ar~HPj,, a x

2 - P,nin
2)- In our

case, the maximum longitudinal beam energy changes are in

the range Eb - 350 ± 25 keV <£f= 0.1 )
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The electron velocities are discontinuous and

trajectories are broken for charged and current compensated

REB (potential <p ~ 0 and self consistent field by> « 0, see

Fig. 3, dotted lines). The electrons travel with constant

velocity vzQ along the z - axis and gyrate around the

magnetic field lines with the gyrofrequency n B = e.B0/m.c,

where m = mo/(l-p
2)0-5.

The next physical phenomenon caused by magnetic field

discontinuity is the radial drift of guxdings centres of

particle gyration. Particles enter to the plasma column with

different phases. Their positions cf intersection point and

guiding centres on the foil surface are different (see

Fig. 9 ) .

20.0-1

1 I

e.e

X

5 10 15 20
cur ran t lube nu mb 8 r

Fig. 9 The dependence of radial position of intersection
points, particle guiding centres and gyration radii on the

current tube number
case a) •*- guiding centres A , gyration radii A
case b) - guiding centres Q , gyration radii _J

intersection points +
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In the case of the uncompensated REB, the guiding

centres lie below the intersection points. When the beam is

current compensated all positions of guiding centres are

slightly shifted in radial direction and lie above

intersection points. The maximum dicplacement of guiding

centres equals to A r g c « rL s v /n B ( and for E b = 350 keV,

I b = 4 5 kA, Arg C « 4 mm).

The work is supported in part by Grant Agency of Czech.

Acad. Sci. under No: 14311.
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of Ultrashort-Pulse Laser-Plasma Interactions
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Recently, the enormous progress in the development of
high-power subpicosecond laser sources at infrared, visible and
ultraviolet wavelengths enabled to generate a new kind of laser
plasma, fundamentally different from conventional long-pulse
laser plasmas. when a sufficiently intense laser pulse of
sufficiently short duration is focused onto the surface of
a solid, the electrons within an optical skin depth lg at the
surface absorb energy from the laser and heat rapidly to
temperatures of several hundreds eV. The hot electrons
subsequently ionize the much cooler atoms and form a high
temperature, X-ray emitting plasma spark at the surface of the
solid.

Short laser pulses are also used to heat a target quickly,
before any significant expansion occurs, thus creating a hot
plasma at solid density. These very short-lived plasmas are
sources of ultrashort X-ray pulses which can be used either as
probes or as calibrating sources. Detailed studies of the atomic
structure of partially-stripped ions can be realized in this new
regime of laser-plasma interaction, in which plasma heating and
cooling occur on a time scale comparable to the ionization time.
Inversion of populations between states of recombining ions can
also be expected during rapid plasma cooling which takes place
immediately after the short laser pulse, thus making these
plasmas interesting candidates for X-ray lasers.

The ultrashort-pulse laser-plasma interactions are
characterized by absorption mechanisms, the shape of
plasma-vacuum interface and the character of the heat flux. Laser
absorption was analyzed by Rozraus and Tikhonchuk . Normal skin
effect with collisional laser absorption takes place for
intensities below XO16 W/cm , while the skin effect is anomalous
at high laser intensities above 10 1 8 W/cm2 and collisionless
absorption dominates. The paper was devoted to a simplified
analytical analysis of various interaction regimes. For lasers
with wavelengths below 0.5 r̂a there exists a pronounced
intermediate region, where the collisionless absorption dominates
at normal skin effect.' Analytical formulas that characterize the
plasma parameters and X-ray emission during the laser pulse were
obtained in a very broad range of experimental parameters. For
constant laser energy, the conversion efficiency into X-rays
during laser pulse was shown to decrease with laser pulse
shortening in all interaction regimes.
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We. have developed a simulation code for investigation the
interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with plasma by the
solution of Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation for electron
distribution function. The main aim of this model is to find the
impact of laser absorption and thermal transport on electron
distribution function and vice versa, the impact of modified
electron distribution on laser absorption and thermal conduction.
The model introduces many simplifications, most important is the
omission of inelastic collision/ when the mean charge of steady
and cold ions is assumed constant during the interactions.
However, collisional laser absorption is described
self-consistently together the dielectric function calculated
from electron distribution function. The interaction of magnetic
part of laser wave with plasma is included in the model, but in
most cases it may be approximated by ponderomotive force. The
self-induced quasistatic electric field is calculated from the
quasineutrality condition. The detailed description of the model
may be found elsewhere3.

For the construction and analysis of the numerical code we
have used our package FIDE4 for a semiautomatic approach to the
solution of partial differential equations systems (PDES).
Package FIDE is implemented in computer algebra system REDUCE and
it uses FORTRAN as the target language.

The results of simulations for laser-matter coupling with
a prepulse, when the plasma density profile lengths is comparable
to laser wavelength, have been published3. The electron
distribution function is close to the approximate form5

fm - C_m exof-fv/u)
18], where m = 2 + 3/(1 + 1.66/p0*724}, P =

2 (vQSC/v )
2 and v Q S C is calculated from local laser electric

field. The agreement is especially accurate at the absolute
maximum of the laser electric field. The minima of the plasma
absorption rate coincide with the maxima of the laser electric
field and thus a certain reduction in laser absorption is
induced. The thermal flux limiter grows moderately from f » 0.03
to f « 0.08 with laser intensity in the range 101* - 10 1 6 W/cm2.
In the underdense corona, the spatially varying non-Maxwellian
electron distribution results in thermal conduction in the
direction of increasing temperature. The propagation of laser
beams in underdense corona has been also studied in the
cylindrical geometry and self-shrinking of laser beam is shown.

Another study6 is devoted to laser interactions with dense
plasmas in the regime of normal skin effect, when the collisional
absorption dominates. We restrict ourselves to short laser
pulses, when step-like plasma-vacuum interface may be assumed. We
have shown that the regime of normal skin effect takes place for
intensities up to 101 W/cm2 for short laser wavelength 0.265
\ivd. The simulation results compare favorably in laser absorption
efficiency and in maximum plasma temperature T p with experiments.
The electron distribution is different from the case of rarifisd
plasma for subthermal electrons, that are collision dominated and
thus less influenced by laser electric field. The plasma
dielectric constant has to be calculated in a self-consistent
way. The approximation of effective collision frequency is not
acceptable here and leads to a significant overestimation of
laser absorption, as the effective collision frequency is
comparable to laser frequency.
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Here we present new results of simulations of laser-plasma
interactions in the regime of anomalous skin effect. We restrict
ourselves to intensities below 10 1 8 W/cnT, where non-linear
absorption mechanisms and relativistic effects may be neglected,
step-like plasma-vacuum interface is also assumed. The absorption
is described via boundary condition for the anisotropic part fx
of the distribution function. This condition may be expressed ,
as follows

where

Q(v) =

( n f0d/dv(v2Q)dv)f(Some<?T1/3

Jo

Here f0 is the isotropic part of the electron distribution, v E is
tron oscillation velocity in the incident laser wave in0 p p

the electron oscillation velocity in the
vacuum and ls is the laser skin depth.

The results are presented for the interaction of
Gaussian 1.06 jim laser puj.se with maximum
5 1 0 1 7 w/cm2

36 fs FWHM
intensity

5.1017 w/cm2. The laser pulse profile, laser absorption
efficiency and electron temperature at the plasma-vacuum boundary
are shown in Fig.l. The comparison of the absorption with the
scaling " T e

1 / 6 for Maxwellian electron distribution shows that
the modification of the electron distribution does not change the
absorption significantly.
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Fig. 1 Temporal profiles of incident laser intensity, laser
asorption A and electron temperature at plasma-vacuum interface
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The isotropic fQ and anisotropic f_ parts of the electron
distribution are demonstrated in Fig. 2 at the absolute maximum
of the laser pulse. The distribution f0 at the plasma-vacuum
boundary is modified approximately to Langdon form. However, the
distribution differs dramatically from the theoretical model',
which in the absence of energy transport from the skin layer
predicts electron distribution with minimum at v = 0 and wide
area of positive df/dv.
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Fig. 2 Electron distribution at laser pulse maximum. Symmetrical
part fg at the plasma-vacuum boundary compared with Maxwellian,
Langdon and fits S-_, S2- Anisotropic part f-_ at various distances
from boundary.
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Further effort is undertaken to improve the physical model
for the interaction. Evaluation of relaxation rates in dense
systems, based on the atomic characteristics, resulting from
non-ideal plasma theory has been used to search for realistic
attempts to improve the energy deposition model for powerful
femtosecond pulses and to include full radiation terms
(brerasstrahlung, recombination and line mechanisms) in the
description of the decay phase of ultrashort-pulse driven
targets, The hydrodynamic simulations with radiation transport
are conducted to study the X-ray emission and plasma cooling
after the end of the laser pulse.
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CHARGED PARTICLE RELAXATION AND RADIATION
PROCESSES IN HOT DENSE MATTER

L. Drska, M. Sinor and J. Vondrasek
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Abstract \

This paper describes physics fundamentals and some applications of the atomic physics

subpackage of the code MIRIAM designed for description of systems with strongly coupled

atomic and macroscopic processes. Self-consistent field potential formed by ions and

electrons in non-ideal plasmas at extreme conditions obtained by SCAAM model (Drska &

Sinor 1992) has been used as a basis for theoretical and computational study of charged

particle relaxation cliaracteristics and radiation processes in fwt matter.

1 Introduction

The model of electron/ion beam transport can be shortly characterized as follows: I

©Interaction of atoms/ions and electrons is supposed in the cluster model approximation. j

(ii) The atomic structure data obtained by SCAAM and ihe cluster interaction model is j

used in the formulation of the kinetic equations. BBGKY equations' hierarchy is I

truncated after the second equation. This procedure yields the transport equation with j

collision integral in the extended Balescu-Lenard form. \

(iii) The collision integral can be transformed to the Landau like form. In this expression i

formulas for stopping power and diffusion coefficient can be i:v*ntificd. j

The kinetic equation for electrons with the collision integral derived in this theory is \

utilized for examination of electron relaxation rates in dense plasmas with not fully stripped i

ions (Drska et al. ! 993). | ,

Average atom model data (Drska & Sinor 1992) are used as the zero order approximation

for calculation of the radiation characteristics (oscillator strengths, absorption and extinction

coefficients). Supposing statistical fluctuations around the average occupation numbers, line
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absorption spectrum is calculated by folding the line profiles obtained from detailed

configurations account The Voigt profile of the spectral lines shaped by standard broadening

mechanisms (natural width, Doppler, Stark, clastic and inelastic collisions) is supposed.

Broadening of the absorption edges is treated by the similar method. Radiation transport

coefficients (Rosseland, Planck, and group mean opacities) based on this model have been

evaluated.

Calculated numerical data have been included into databases used in the program package

MIRIAM determined for simulation of pulsed-driven high-parameter non-ideal plasma

systems.

2. Interaction of atoms/ions and electrons in cluster

The cluster model with two types of clusters is introduced for description of the mutual

interaction of atoms/ions and electrons in the plasma:

(i) The cluster of ions consists of N identical randomly distributed ion spheres with radius

Roin positions Rj, j=l N

(ii) The cluster of free electrons is formed by free electrons distributed in ion spheres

which have the same positions as in the case of ion cluster.

In the model, there exist interactions between:

(i) ion cluster and ion clusters,

(ii) free electron cluster and free electron clusters,

(iii) ion cluster and free electron clusters,

(iv) free electron cluster and ion clusters.

Exact positions of ion spheres in the cluster being unknown, mean cluster values of the

corresponding quantities are introduced. From the exact formulation of the BBGKY

hierarchy of kinetic equations with these types of mutual interaction we found by introducing

die structure factor.

3. Kinetic theory of ions and free electrons in the plasma

The atomic structure data obtained by SCAAM (Drska & Sinor 1992), and the cluster

interaction model outlined in the previous section are used in the BBGKY formulation of the

kinetic theory of ions and free electrons in the plasma. Truncating BBGKY equations

hierarchy afier the second equation leads to the transport equation with collision integral in

the modified (extended) Balescu-Lenard form. The collision integral can be transformed to



the Landau-like form, where are components of the stopping power and diffusion
coefficient.

4. Heavy ion beam transport

In order to calculate the energy loss of a heavy ion moving through a hot matter, il is

necessary to specify (i) realistic stopping power formula and (ii) model for the projectile

charge state.

For the stopping power calculation can be used formula derived from kinetic theory. The

charge state of heavy ions is introduced as a equilibrium ionization state of this ion in the

plasma (calculated by SCAAM) at effective temperature derived from the equation:

Ea ing/M., + 3/2 kTe= 3/2 kTeff

where me ,is electron mass, Ma, and E_a, are heavy ion mass and energy, respectively.

The detailed knowledge of the ion state calculated for above defined conditions is used in our

stopping power formula.

5. Transport coefficients and hydrodynamic equations

The hydrodynamic equations are derived from the kinetic equations in the 5-momentum

approximation. Electron transport coefficients (thermal and electrical conductivity) for

plasma close to the local thermodynamic equilibrium are obtained as solution of the

stationary linearized kinetic equation. This procedure is described in detail in (Drska and

Vondrasek 1989). Using the same kinetic equations, the hydrodynamic equations are derived

in the 5-momentum approximation.

In order to calculate transport coefficients, set of numerical schemes for collision integral

calculation and kinetic equation solution have been developed. Ail integrals are calculated

with use of the Quadpack adaptive procedures. Solution of the kinetic equation is obtained by

special numerical procedure reported by (Drska and Vondrasek 1989)

6. Radiation characteristics

Photoabsorption is a key element for understanding radiative properties of laboratory and

astrophysical plasmas. One of the main problems, which appear in calculation of photon

absorption cross section in plasmas, is the inclusion of the spectrum due to the bound-bound



atomic transitions. In hot plasmas the possibility of excitation gives rise to many different

ionization states of the atoms and for each ion there exist many possible configurations (not

just a ground state). So transition between two .single-electron states gives rise to a collection

of lines and total number of existing lines is enormous (100 000). A straightforward

computation which treats each of the possible lines is of course very time consuming (in fact

un tractable).

But each line is further continuously broadened by various mechanisms, like the Doppler

effect and the shortening of the life times of the levels due to collisions. Evidently some of

the broadened lines can merge together to form still broader lines. Aim of the presented

work is to estimate broadening caused by splitting of ionization and excitation states.

In the case of local thermodynamic equilibrium the problem can be solved in terms of an

"average atom" in the ""self-consistent field approximation" (Drska & Sinor 1992). The

average atom is a fictitious atom having for each given temperature and density an initial

configuration which is determined by average, not necessarily integral, occupation numbers

corresponding to the collection of ions in plasma. Starting from this average atom as zerolh

order approximation the broadening of lines due to the deviations from the average values of

occupation numbers can be computed. The main idea is to exploit the statistical nature of the

average atom and calculate the statistical fluctuations around the average occupations

; numbers. These fluctuations cause changes in the electrostatic potential which in turn yield

- changes in (he level energies and thus cause line broadening*.

| On the basis of this theory formulas for effective line profiles of bound-bound transitions

i and splitting of bound-free edges can be formulated.

I 7. Results
I

Model outlined in the previous sections have been used for some calculations. The

transport characteristics of matter for extreme values of temperature and density can be

r calculated with use of the presented model. Some important properties of this model are

£' listed below:

| ; (i) The mode! is unified without any adjustable parameters.

if (ii) The model can be used over wide ranges of temperatures and densities.

I
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B. Diagnostics:

ULTRASOFT X-RAY SPECTROMETER

FOR LIGHT IMPURITIES RESEARCH IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS

V. Piffl, J. Raus, A. Krejci,

A.V. Golubev1, Yu.Ya. Platonov2, L. P.ina3

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Acad. Sci.,
Za Slovankou 3, 1S2 11 Praha 8, Czech Republic

Abstract

A time-resolved, four-channel spectrometer with absolutely

calibrated response was developed in the Institute of Plasma

Physics. Each adjustable channel of the spectrometer combines

thin film prefilter, layered synthetic microstructure (LSM)

diffractor, and suitable detector - channeltron with metal

photocathode and magnetic field shielding.

The main aim is to realize an absolute measurement of the

content of impurities in tokamak plasmas. Dispersive

properties of the apparatus are appointed fox' alignment to

individual spectral lines to determine plasma parameters and

the fraction of light (C, B, 0) impurities. The dominant

spectral features of H-like.and He-like ions of these elements

are located in spectral region 200 - 800 eV which has not been

sufficiently covered by spectroscopic tools already used for

tokamak studies.

Basic information concerning the design, manufacturing and

scope of the spectrometer are given. (£*•••£ ̂"n\ ?Ai4* •* ;ft'C *-; *

1 Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Russian Acad. Sci.,
Polytekhnicheskaya 26, St. Petersburg, 194021, Russia.
2 Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Acad. Sci., Ulyanova
46, Nizhny Novgorod, 603600, Russia.

^ Czech Technical University, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences

and Physical Engineering, Prague, Czech Republic
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Introduction

Time-resolved dispersive analysis of the hot plasma

radiation is frequently used in a dense plasma now. The real

possibility to analyse the line emission in the selected

spectral region or the slope of the continuum in the

line-free region of the x-ray spectrum attracts the interest

to use such tool in tokamalc plasma experiments [1] . The

main aim of our project is to enable an.absolute measurement

of the content of impurities in the variable configuration

of tokamak plasmas. Dispersive properties of the apparatus

are appointed for alignment to individual spectral lines to

determine plasma parameters and the portion of light (C, B,

0) impurities. The dominant ultrasoft x-ray radiation (USX)

of H-like and f{e~7ike ions of these elements is located in

spectral region 200 - 800 eV which is not sufficiently

covered by spoctroscopic tools already used for tokainak

studies yet. Measurement in the line-free regions can also

give information on the electron temperature during the

start-up phase of the plasma, for T e s 200 eV.

For this purposes a method of absolute time-resolved

measurements of line-integration with spectral selection

obtain by multilayer mirrors was chosen as suitable and

available. This method was successfully tested by authors in

dense plasmas of gas-puff Z-pincb in the Institute of Plasma

Physics,Prague [2]. For tokamak research some other features

have to be taken into account and the developed ultrasoft

x-ray spectrometer must be' adapted to the specific tokamak

conditions. Tnus, ve have to consider another nature of

Tokamak plasma as USX radiator (i.e. another dimension,

timescale, and composition) and s?*̂ ong dissipated magnetic

field in the place of the spectrometer. The detection system

should be designed for high efficiency single quantum i

detection, covered 3-4 orders of the count rate tj
3 6 ' ^

(10 - 10 pulses/s) . The special detection elements jj

(channeltrons) used are sensitive to the spread magnetic *[

field, therefore efficient shielding is necessary. It was J

proposed to design the spectrometer with four scannable ':

channels. ';

A time-resolved, four channel spectrometer with
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absolutely calibrated response built in Institute of Plasma

Physics, Prague, attempts to overcome emerged difficulties

and to solve customer requirements.The design and

fabrication of the multilayer mirror based ultrasoft

spectrometer was carefully prepared in close scientific

cooperation of IPP Prague, EPPL Lausanne, loffe Institute

St. Petersburg, and Faculty of Nucl. Sci. & Phys. Engin.,

Prague.

Design of the spectrometer

output aperlure

v
turn point

\ magnetic (shielding

I

The spectrometer has been designed on the classic

& - 1% schemes, Fig. 1. Differently from everywhere used

scheme, the detector in our spectrometer is spatially fixed,

it can be only

turned. Such solution y \ j

make possible to use

massive iron

shielding around it.

The goal is to reduce

the intensity of the

outer (spread)

magnetic field

(0.3 T) by two or

more orders. In

a recent proof of the

shieldjng system,

0.1 T stationary

magnetic field have

bee'i used and we

reached the

calculated effect.

The heart of the

spectrometer1 is the

layered synthetic

microstructure, often

called multilayer Fig. 1. Schematic of the MLM-bascd

mirror (MLM). spestrometer

^R.cosHP-r

1=471 mm

R= 120mm

r = 20mm

d - 4mm

input aperture
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Mirrors & filters

MLM is highly reflective artificial periodic structure

composed of alternating layers of a high reflecting layers

and a low Z spacer. Incident radiation is diffracted

according to the Bragg rule (m.X=2d.sin 9).

The MLM used in our spectrometer were fabricated by Inst.

of Applied Phys., Russia, on customer requirement.

Multilayer's performance are presented in Tab. 1. A typical

example of V/Si multilayer mirror reflectivity is shown for

different Bragg angles in Fig. 2.

CHfihfEL. 1 ; - S3.6L'

Fig. 2. V/Si multilayer mirror (MSh 78.1)

reflectivity and line width (FVHM)

The submjeron films of the Tin and composites of

Chromium & Carbon, Nickel k Carbon supported by two nickel

meshes (0.72 transmission) are used as the filters (9-5mm).

The film thickness has been evaluated by transraittance

measurements using L- and K-lines of different elements in

the interesting energy range. It has been found, that the

thickness of the submicron filters produced in the one

technological cycle (laser evaporation) did not exceed 5%.
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Tab.l Multilayer mirror parameters

1

1
11
| MSh

| MS

MSh

78.

30.

170.

596.

i

1
1
1

1 I
1 i

1 i

1 I
t

Mat.'

V/Si

•V/Si

Fe/Sc

Ni/C

• i

1
1
1
1
I
1
I

d[A]

35

56

47

70

.0

8

0

0

!

t

1

I 19

i 1 8

| 28
i

f

1
1

• 3 |

•9 i

.8 j

.0 j
i

h 2

20

36

28

42

[A]|
1
1

•7 |

•9 j

.2 |

.0 |
i

N

30

40

35

30

»[A]

4.8

5.0

8.8

7.0 |
i

Tab.2: Filter oliaracteristius

I 1 i I 1

Photon energy |Filter | Film J Filter |

range, [eV] |material | thick,[urn]| transraixtanc|

200 - 277

277 - 395

532 - 827

Sn

Sn

j 395 - 532 | Cr/C

j Ni/C

0.4 min - 0 . 1

max - 0.12

0.4 j min - 0.12 |

j max - 0.18 |
j j

Cr(0.2)

C(0.02)

Ni(0.2)

C(0.02)

man

max

0.3

0.5

min
max

0.3

0.5

The light-tightness to the visible emission is better than

10" . The main features of the submicron filters used are

presented in Tab.2.

Detection system

The detection system is designed for the registration of

the separate photons with the counting rate up to 5.10

ps/sec. The channeltron (VEU-6, gain 10 , Russia

fabrication) equipped by tungsten x-ray/electron convertor
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is used as a detecrtor of the low intensity soft x-ray

emission. The advantage of applied arrangement is the

constant detector response, independent on the place of the

incident photon, over all sensitive detector surface. The

detector quantum efficiency with tungsten convertor (see Tab,

3.) was measured using the line emission of the different

•elements in the photon energy range from 280eV to 930eV. The

accuracy of the detector quantum efficiency measurement is

better than ±35%. The deviations are determined by the

systematic errors of .the absolute dosimetry, laser beam

stability and geometry. An absolutely calibrated Secondary

Electron Multiplier with the gold photocathode was used for

the phoron flow evaluation.

Channeltron electron multiplier (CEM) VEU 6 combined with

a biased front photocathode and a fast photon counting unit.

This unit consists of a charge to voltage converter,

amplitude discriminator and output impulse shaping circuitry.

Input circuits have nanosecond resolution and the whole unit

is designed using mount technology to be small and compact.

Kach detected photon is represented by a 0.5 microsecond

TTL impulse at the output. The charinc-1 tron itself works

relatively well up to 103 counts per second and features an

iiverage discriminated dark count rate 0.3 ops at room

temperature. The bias voltage between photocathode and input

cone oi the channel iron multiplier is several hundred Volts,.

Hugh voltage on the multiplier is 3.1 kV.

All above described parts being placed together on

single board surrounded by magnetic .shielding are forming an

ex trendy compact X-ray photon detection system which works

inside a vacuum chamber of spectrometer.

Tab.3 Detector quantum efficiency vith tungsten convertor

i F r T I I I I I
( Photon energy | 277 | 302 | 344 | 510 \ 705 j 850 | y30 \

I [oV] i C k | C a l r | Ca, I xi V L | F e [ |Ni L | C u L |
, _| 1 1 1 1 1 j _,
j Quant.eff.xl(T2j 1.1 j 1.3 j 2.5 I 3.3 i 3.6 j 3.3 | 3.0 j
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Calculated detector throughput

The throughput and the spectral resolution are all

important parameters of the soft x-ray spectrometer. The

distance between the input- and output-detector aperture has

been chosen with the respect as possible better to

conserve the spectral properties of the used mirrors. The

calculated throughput of the all four channels with aperture

diameter S=4mir. a.re demonstrated in Fig. 3. Naturally, the

channel spectral resolution slightly differs from the used

mirrors.

a.as -

E-S

ee.e 7B.D

•se.0 58.0 c>0.a ?&.e

UAUELENGTH t f i l

Fig. 3. Calculated spectrometer throughput

and resolution of separate channels

with in- and output aperture d=4mm
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Conclusion

The four channel HLJI soft x-ruy spectrometer for absolute

measurements of the light impurities content in the xokamak

plasmas was designed and fabricated at IPP. Prague. The

mechanical accuracy of the spectrometer are tested on the

optical bank now. This summer the first performance on

Castor (Prague) and TCV (Lausanne) tokamaks are foreseen.

The roughly estimation of the counting rate with the respect

to the presented here spectrometer properties leads to the

acceptable value: 10^-10" pulses/s, for dominate 0 VII,

OVIII lines under expected TCV experimental conditions.
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OSCILLATORY TECHNIQUE FOR Te-MEASUREMENTS BY
LANGMUIR PROBE ON THE CASTOR TOKAMAK

Stflckel J., Kryflca L., 2afiek F.

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences,

Za Slovankou 3, P.OMox 17,18211 Prague 8, Czech Republic

The experimental data about the local electron temperature Te in the tokamak
edge plasma are of the fundamental importance to determine the transport coeffici-
ents in this region. The Langmuir probes are used often for this purpose. The
standard Langmuir probes techniques as swept probe or triple probe, however, have
some principal disadvantages. The first technique is rather cumbersome for routine
measurements and moreover, processing of the data has to be performed to obtain
Te. For this reason the method has limitation in the temporal resolution. The later,
triple probe technique, allows to determine the electon temperature on line, but
the value of Te is averaged over the distance between the probe tips. Moreover, an
existence of poloidal non-uniformities in the plasma potential complicate interpreta-
tion of the measurement.

The oscillatory probe method, described in this contribution, overcomes these
disadvantages. It was originally developed for measurement in mirror machine [1],
however, it has been used recently in tokamak TEXTOR [2] as well. The principle
of the method is based on the rectifying properties of the Langmuir probe immersed
in the plasma. Namely, if the harmonic RF signal, with the amplitude Vo < Te is
applied to the probe being on the floating potential V}j, a negative shift AVfi of
the averaged floating potential arises. This shift AVfi is related to the electron
temperature Te through the simple expression:

Here Te is expressed in eV.
There are two possibilities how to measure the potential difference

1. Two very near placed floating probes are used. The RF signal is applied to
one prob? only, while the second serves as a reference one. In this case it is
possible to measure the difference AV/i on line,

2. Only one probe is used and the RF signal is alternately switched on and off
(square modulation). In this case the value of Vji in both phases are compared.

The second method has been used for measurement of Te in the edge plasma
of tokamak CASTOR (R = 0.4m, a = 0.085m, B = IT, 1 = 10 - 20kA).
The results have been compared with the triple probe technique. Experimental
set-up of the oscillatory technique used is given in Fig. 1. The results of the
measurement are shown further in Fig. 2. The more negative values of VJI ( y
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axis) in this figure correspond to the phase with zero RP signal. Interpolated values
of Vji in corresponding phases of the modulation are given in the figure as well.
In the lower part of the figure, the time evolutions of < Tc > obtained by this
oscillatory technique are compared with the triple probe data. It may be seen
that the agreement is very good. This is an indication, that oscillatory technique
may be used in the edge plasma as a convenient, strictly local method of electron
temperature measurement.

COMPUTERGALVANIC
ISOLATION

OAIA
ACQUI-
SlTfON

J.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of electric circuit used in the oscillatory probe
technique.

As a further application of the oscillatory technique the mapping of electron
temperature in both radial and poloidal directions is envisaged. For this purposes
the multiple tip probes will be used.
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TIME [ms]

Figure 2: Floating potential picked up from the probe with a harmonic disturbance
which is modulated by rectangular signal. Sign O means interpolation of the non-
ruodulated phase and Q means interpolation of the modulated phase (upper part of
the figure). Evaluated Te by the triple probe (line) and average Te evaluated by the
oscillatory probe are given in lower part of the figure.
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LASER BLOW-OFF ACCELERATED MICROPELLETS FOR
PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

G. Veres, S. Zoletnik, S. Kilvin, J. Bakos, P. Igirtcz. B. Kardon

KFK1 Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics H-1525, P.O.Box 49,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

Impurity injection technique is a useful tool for the investigation of many
plasma properties. To study quick processes with good temporal and spatial
resolution, one needs a bunch of impurities well localized both in space and
time. Mici-opeilets, ranging from 10 to 100 pm size and 0.1 to 10 km/sec
velocity, are very suitable for the above task. A new pellet acceleration
method is reported using ~ IQQfim granule size aluminium powd'jr. The
powder is glued with synthetic glue to the surface of a glass disc. Tht disc is
then fired from the opposite side with an intense laser pulse and the pellets
get free from the glass surface.

Some results of the experimental investigation of the toroidal transport
of injected impurities in the MT-lM tokamak plasma using the new pellet
injector are also presented.

1. Introduction

For the injection of various kinds of impurities into the plasma, mainly
the three following injection techniques have been applied: gas puffing, blow-
off method, pellet injection. The first two of these enable relatively small
penetration depths and the duration of the pulses is usually of the order of
some 100 micro seconds. These techniques are well applicable in plasma edge
experiments. But the toroidal transport studies, where the characteristic

time of the processes is some micro seconds and the most interesting areas
lie deep in the plasma, only the third one can successfully be applied.

Usual pellet injectors are very expensive and difficult to handle. We
describe in this paper a brand new method, based on the blow-off technique,

' but producing pellets of 10 fim size and 200 rnjsec velocity.

The toroidal transport study experiments were performed on the MT-
lM tokamak (R=0.4 m, a ^ = 0.12 rn, BT = 1 T, <nc) ^ 2 - 1019 m~3).
The main diagnostic tools of the impurities were two MicroChannel Plate
cameras (MCP [1]) plat°d at two different toroidal positions. The formation
of the anode stripes enab.'ed the radial resolution of the plasma column along
16 chords. With placing different absorber foils in front of the cameras, a
certain wavelength selection was possible (see Tab. 1.).
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wavelength range in A
1200-2000

1-30 and 150-400
40-150

1-30

filter type
2 mm CaFj crystal

2 (im A) foil
0.2 /im C foil
10/am Be foil

Table 1. Wavelengths sensitivity ranges of the MCP cameras.

2. The new pellet injector

It is a well known fact, that a blow-olf beam consists not oisly of atoms
and ions of the injected material., but as well as clusters and pellets of it.
However, this kind of pellet source is not very suitable for plasma diag-
nostics purposes because of the poor reproducibility of the pellet speeds
and contained material in the pellet, that is mainly resulted in the random
fragmentation of the blow-off layer. One can avoid the above problem, if,
instead of a continuous, vaporated blow-off layer, one uses small granule
size powder, fixed somehow onto the glass surface. The glass disc is than
fired, as in the case of a usual blow-off injection, from the opposite side
with an intensive laser pulse.

In our investigations the 60-10 (im granule size aluminium powder was
fixed with vinilacetate glue onto the glass disk of the pellet injector. This
kind of glue is well applicable in these cases, because it is transparent and
not affected by the illumination. The laser used, was a 30 ns ruby laser
with energy densities from 104 up to 105 J/c?n2 on the target. Due to the
laser pulse the under the aliminium granules the glue is evaporated and a
dens, rapidly expanding plasma is formed, that accelerates the fragments.
The size of the fragments is about 10 y.m and their velocity distribution has
a sharp maximum at 200 m/$ec, but fragments with velocity as high as 700
m/sec could also be observed, (see Fig.l.)

60-1

350-

30-

020
a

&L powder + glue

o4*-» r
0 203oa 460 "e6a "ado"

pellet speed ( m / s )
1000

Figure 1. Velocity distribution of 10 pm size aluminium pellets.
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3. Transport studies with pellets

Due to the suitable size and velocity distribution of our pellets, the new
pellet injector was found to be very capable in studying the transpoit prop-
erties of injected impurities.

The injections were done at port .4 from the bottom side ol the tokamak,
perpendicularly to the equatorial plane. The observations were performed
both at port A and B through a horizontal window.

Fig.2a. shows the contour plot of the MCP signal, obtained <il port A
with a CaF-t filter. The deep penetration of the pellet into the plasma
can clearly be seen. F:g.2b. shows the comparison of time histories of the
signals, obtained at ports A and B with carbon filter. The time resolution
ol the experiments is 10 fis, and one can not. see any difference m the time
behavior, so this indicates, that the aluminium ions travel tin1 10 i in distance
from port A to B in less than iO fts. This fact results a toroidal speed of
at least A au/fis.

52839 Horizontal (fl) camera
, n P , , , j

CaF2 filter „
1200-2000 A

time

channel 5
channei 5

Figure 2. a.) The radial dependence of the radiation of aluminium w.
time in the 1200-2000 A wavelength range, b.) The time histories of the

aluminium radiation at ports A and B measured wilh C fdte.<-
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4. Summary

Our work and this paper can be summarized in ihe following goals.

• Micropellets (rp as lOjim) could be injected into the plasma by blow off
technique with pellet speeds up to 700 m/sec.

• The pellets penetrate deeper into the plasma than the blow-off beam
and deposit impurities at a given radial position.

• The pellet cloud expands in toroidal direction with at least 4 an/fis
speed.

The pellet injector of our type is very easy to create and handle, so ii,
can be recommended to be applied in any kinds of impurity experiments.

The authors would like to thank the financial support, of the Hungarian
OTKA foundation, contract No: 4087 and 2974.
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NEW ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR FUSION EXPERIMENT
Slow Variable Transients

M.Bielik

Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 05-400 Otwock-Swierk, Poland

1. Preface
Research program on fusion experiment needs collecting and processing of

input and measuring data. In all kinds of fusion technology the input data are:
charging voltage of capacitive energy banks with computing to stored energy
E = l/zU2C and charge Q = UC, charging voltage of ignition system and auxiliary HV
sources, working gas pressure, air pressure in spark-gap network of surge generator or
Marx VHV generator, in pneu installation and e.g. grounding system.

2. Sources of processed signals (S)
In case of HV circuits the source of signal is HV resistive divider with ratio,

e.g. 100 kV/IO V. For measuring of working gas pressure or vacuum an output signal
of electronic measuring system is used. ITie air-pressure in spark gap installation is
measured with pressure gauges coupled with resistive potentiometer (100 ohm) from
which the signal for further processing is taken. All presented signal sources (S)
supply signal with amplitude in range 0 - 10 V and polarity depeudent on processed
source.

3. Conceptual design of the system
The conceptual scheme of developed system is presented in Fig. 1. Processed

signal UJJJ from S is introduced to VFC (voltage to frequency convene!) where with
pulse frequency modulation method is converted with F = i('^m) relation.

With regard to necessity of full galvanic separatic between signal source (S)
and data processing system located in Faraday Cage (FC), fioe;- -.Ttic (FO) separation
are performed which excellent secure the insulation requ;. jments and do not
introduce external interferences to receiving part of system in FC.

s -

Qfe I
RP

E/0

VFC -
ON | OFF

... . .i . .

(

_ ; FO._

E/O

= :^.-
AOOA

FVC

V F - 1

• PC/AT

- DM

FC '

cn

Fig. 1. Conceptual scheme of developed system
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The output pulses from VFC are converted in electro-optic converter E/O to optical
pulses and transmitted through FO to O/E opto-electronic converter in FC. The
eletrical pulses from O/E supply FVC (frequency to voltage converter). Analog output
signals equivalent to Uj,, are connected to multiplexor in ADDA-card, mounted in
operating block of PC/AT.

Some of processed signals, e.g. charging voltage of main capacitive bank,
working gas pressure of other important parameter of experiment must be on current
control at Control Desk (CD). For realization of these requirements the electrical
pulses from O/E converter in FC are again converted in E/O to optical and
transmitted with FO to CD where are detected in O/E, converted in FVC and
distributed to e.g. digital voltmeters.

If signal source S is on high potential, power supply of transmitting part (VF-1)
is with additional FO from receiving part controlled securing in this way the
requirement of full galvanic separation [1].

With regard on fact that optical fibers FO in fusion experiment may be strong
irradiated (neutrons, X-rays) it is recommended to perform the quartz FO and
carefull screening of optoelectronic devices, i.e. LEDs and PhDs against fluence $
with respect to lower value of their hardness level [2,3].

4. Transmitting part, VF-1
An electrical scheme of transmitting part of the VF-1 type consisting of

matching amplifier MA, VFC and E/O converters is in Fig.2 presented.

1• 1—-•—-4—

H&HC
• BC211 ^L

Fig.2. An electric scheme of transmitting part, VF- 3.

Main task of MA amplifier is matching of polarity o* input signa Um and separation
of VFC against interferences appearing during discharge period of capacitive bank.
As VFC is ADVFC32KN module performed. Ratio of conversion of VFC is
K = 1V/10 kHz selected. An E/O converter is with LED of the CQYP42F-CEMI
equiped.
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5. Receiving part, RP
The optical signals from VF-1 are in O/E converter in FC delected to electrical

and introduced to FVC. An electrical scheme or receiving part RP is shown in Fig. 3.
An analog signal from FVC supply an input of ADDA-card in PC. The switching
capacity of multiplexer is 16 channels. An operating block of PC permits of switching
2 ADDA cards what means processing of 32 analog slow variable signals.

BCW8

Fig.3. An electric scheme of receiving part.
The receiving part for 7 transmitting channels is in 3M CAMAC module realized
together with 7 E/O converters for FO lead-out to CD.

6. Results
An oscillogram of Uin (Al), output signal from VFC (A2), signal after O/E

conversion (B1) and output signal Uou, (B2) are shown in Fig.4. Presented
oscillogram confirm that in result of double converting, i.e. E/O in transmitting part
and O/E in RP appears no mistakes in transmitting channel. Performed FO were
100 m long with a B =20 dB/km. Current drivers of ll/O work only with 50% of
admissible value of I,.- -100 niA. An output signal Uou( has also an alternative
compaund Ua c connected with converting process in FVC. The value of Uac is inversly
proportional to conversion ratio K and to amplitude of Ujn. With additional
R C = 1 0 m s , connected to the output of FVC the Uac may be limited to value
< 20 inV.

An oscillogram of Uin ~7.02V (Al), output signal after VFC (A2), signal after
O/E in RP (Bl) and output signal Uo u l =7.14 V (B2).
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Some of signals are transmitted continuously (working gas pressure, air
pressure in spark-gap or pneu installation) and long time jitter of read-outs is very
important parameter of quality of developed system.The results of long time
measured value of Uo u l for U^ - 7.035 V show the long time jitter in order of 1-2
mV what may be practically neglected.

The linearity of transmission of all channel and relative deviation factor s% for
U in = 0 - 10 V are shown in Table 1. An increasing value of e% in lower part of Uj,,
is with Uac compaund connected.

Table 1. Linearity of transmission system.

£ %

1.02

1.00

-1.8

2.02

2.00

-0.7

3.02

3.01

-0.34

4.02

4.02

-0.13

5.03

5.03

0

6.03

6.04

0.09

7.03

7.04

0.14

8.03

8.05

0.19

9.03

9.05

0.24

10.03

10.06

0.26

Some of signals are transmitted continuously (working gas pressure, air pressure) and
long time jitter of read-out is very important parameter of quality of the developed
system. The read-outs obtained during some hours of monitoring show that the long
time jitter is in order 1-2 mV and may be practically neglected.

7. Fiber optic connections
Used in developed system quartz FO connections of the TS-21 type have an

attenuation coeficient a B =20 dB/km and core diameter d = 200 jan. The
optoelectronic part of FO, i.e. LED (CQYP42F) and PhD (BPYP42F) are mounted
right in BNC connectors (male) where short FO from p-n junctions are welded to
long FO. Main superiority of this solution is switching on electrical side and
unchanging in time quality of optical connections but important disadvantage is the
impossibility of seif-repairing of FO connection while damage of LED or PhD.

The influence of hard X-rays irradiation or neutron Fluence of D-D reactions
are not remarkable in exploitation of Plasma-Focus, 300 kJ experiment.

8. Software
Presented data acquisition system developed for Plasma-Focus experiment with

proper software permits to create the data base of research program.
The programing of ADDA-card for slow transients was prepared by

Mr S.Brand. The presented system permits for monitoring of 32 analog signak from 2
ADDA cards. Together with fast transients acquisition system based on video
Tektronix card is very convenient in daily practise on fusion experiment.

9.Conclusions
Performed galvanic separation and fulfilling of fundamental requirements of

screening of optoelectronic devices (t.EDs) and (PhDs) works unfailing. The
developed system was also successful lested with ns VHV pulse accelerators in
Efremov Institute in St.Petersburg and probably will be mulitiph'cated in other utilized
fusion experiments at SINS.
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THE APPARATUS FOR REGISTRATION OF SPECTRAL LINE WINGS BY
MEANS OF INTRACAVITY DYE LASER SPECTROSCOPY

H. ftipa, K. Koladek, H. 6lupek

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences,
Za Slovankou 3, P.O.Box 17, 182 11 Prague 8, Czech Republic

1. Introduction

Optical spectroscopy belongs to widely used and very

powerful plasma diagnostic. But apart from its numerous

advantages (it is e.g. contactless, instantaneous ... ) it has

also some drawbacks: complex interpretation (it reguires some

model of the plasaa), yield of line averaged results

(inversion procedure has to be applied), and the fact that an

enhancement of sensitivity have to be (in limiting cases)

compensated by a reduction of spectral resolution. To overcome

some of these disadvantages, the spectroscopic methods were

modified by that using tunable lasers - e.g. resonance

fluorescence, multiphoton ionization, intracavity dye laser

spectroscopy [1], [2] This last technique was developed

to change the instantaneous response of the spectroscopy for

2 to 5 orders enhancement of the sensitivity with maintained

spectral resolution.

We investigate an interaction of relativistic electron

beam (REB) /350 keV, 30 kA, 100 ns/ with plasma. It is

generally accepted (see e.g. [3]) that under certain

circumstances REB at such interaction excites a strong

Langmuir turbulence, which results in plasma heating (see e.g.

[4]). A characteristic feature of this turbulence are regular

electric fields. For their detection a number of methods were

elaborated (see e.g. [5], [6], [7]). We chose the detection of

satellites of Ha line, the existence of which was pointed out

long before [8]. The detuning of satellites from the line

centre are multiples of the characteristic frequency of the

electric field, while amplitudes of their first pair are

proportional to the square of electric field intensity and
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fall very rapidly with their serial number. For our plasma

parameters (ne « 5.10
14 cm""3) and expected electric field

intensities (E « 10 kV/cm) is the detuning of the first

satellites from the line centre 2.89 A and their intensity is

as low as 0.013 or 0.0014 of central component intensity for

the observation direction perpendicular to E or parallel to

E, respectively. The detection of such small effects on the

far wings of spectral line enables only the intracavity dye

laser spectroscopy.

The requirements on an apparatus, which should detect

small satellites well detuned from the line centre are the

following:

1) the laser should generate a broad spectrum covering the Ha

line with satellites,

2) the laser pulse should have a comparable length (« 50 - 70

ns with injected REB (» 100 ns) and should be triggerable

with high accuracy {to enable the REB and the laser time

coincidence),

3) the laser intensity should remain small enough not to

change the population of the atom levels,

4) the registration part should have a sufficient sensitivity

and spectral resolution.

In the following we describe the present status of the

apparatus intended for detection of satellites of Ha line at

REB - plasma interaction.

2. Apparatus

The apparatus could be splitted into two parts: the laser

(see Fig.l) and the detection.

2a. Laser

The laser consists of four elements: generator,

amplifier, second harmonic generator and dye laser.

The generator was adopted from earlier ruby laser. It is

set with an active element NdrYAP <j> 6.3 x 86 mm, Pockels cell

with DKDP <p 10 x 20 mm, quarter-wave-plate, thin layer

polarizer, "100 %" and 15 % mirror and the diaphragm 2 to

3 mm in diameter for limitation of transversal modes. The

original length of the laser pulse was 15 ns. For its
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ALIGNMENT H«N« LASER

ALICNMCNT H*N* LASER

PUMP OF DVE SOLUTION

Pig.l Laser diagram

prolongation it was

tested both the

partial opening of

the electrooptic

shutter {it caused a

greater delay only)

and the elongation

of the resonator: at

its length 2.5 m the

laser pulse was as

long as 70 ns, but

with a small

undulation which we

accepted for the

tine being (see

Fig.2). The output Fig.2 Pulse of the generator



energy in a near single-mode (TEM00) operation was typically

higher than 30 mJ. Prior entering the amplifier the laser beam

diameter is 4-times magnified by a telescope.

The amplifier (namely its pumping cavity) was also

adopted from earlier ruby laser. It is set with crystal Nd:YAP

<f> 8 x 130 mm. Its single flash-lamp is connected in series

with the flash-lamp of the generator. The capacitor of the

flash-lamp circuit was reduced down to 450 uP (charging

voltage 2 kV - i.e. pumping energy 900 J) to reach the rise

-time of the flash-lamp pulse 380 us (10 % to 90 % within

200 us, while the electron live-time on the upper laser level

is 180 us). The output beam quality was very good, influenced

only a little by a small interference on the output mirror of

the generator.

For the second harmonic generation (SHG) a LiNbO3 crystal

of the dimensions 15 x 15 x 16 mm was chosen [9]. It was

mounted on a rotation gimbal with as fine angle-reading as

5'. Our crystal has the critical phase matching [10] with

maximum of SHG at the angle 74°10' to 74°30" of the laser beam

and crystal axis at the temperature 22°C to 24°C (being

strongly dependent on the crystal temperature given not only

by an ambient temperature, but also by the laser cadence); the

half power points of the curve of the second harmonic power

against angle are typically 10' to 20' distant. We obtained

the output energy of

the order of 30 mJ.

However, at such

small energies the

threshold level

plays an important

role and pulse is

significantly shor-

ter (see Fig.3).

The dye laser

consists of two

mirrors and of

a pumping flow-cell

of the cross- Fig.3 Pulse of the second harmonic

if/-1't
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section 25 x 12 mm with Brewster windows (the length of the

cell is 40 nun). As a dye suitable for generation in the

wave-length interval round the Ha line Oxazin 17 was chosen.

Its slow flow was enabled by a stainless-steel pump. The

laser action is for the time being very weak and not yet

reproducible.

2b. Detection

For the detection is prepared a diffraction grating

spectrograph with the focal length f = 1300 mm, double

diffraction on grating with 100 lines/nun, blazed into the 20th

order, working in the 27th order. Its linear dispersion is

0.905 A/mm, width of the its instrument function is < 0.04 A.

The spectra could be either registered on a sensitive 35 mm

film and developed with a piece of same film with a pattern of

diffraction on a slit (this serves for the construction of the

film characteristic curve) and analyzed by a microdensitometer

or scanner or registered by a triggerable CCD camera, which is

under development.

3. Conclusion

An apparatus for intracavity laser spectroscopy is being

developed. The Nd:YAP laser generates a long pulse, which was

successfully transformed to the second harmonic. The dye laser

is on the point to be set in operation. The detection part was

partly tested before [11], partly is being upgraded by digital

reading of spectra.
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APPLICATION OF THERMOLVMINESCENT DOSEMETERS

III LASER-PRODUCED PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

L. Juha, M. Pietrikova, J. Krasa

K. Masek, B. Kralikova, J. Skala

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic

Na Slovance 2, 180 40 Prague 8, Czech Republic

The determination of the conversion efficiency of laser

pulse energy to a soft X-ray {SXR) region requires using

absolutely calibrated detectors. Except for widely exploited

semiconductor photodiodes as detectors of SXR radiation,

thermoluminescent dosemeters (TLDs) have been used, in

particular single crystals LiF:Mn,Ti and CaF : Dy [1-3].

Considering their low fading they can be easily calibrated by

applying different very low dose rate radionuclide sources.

Comparative measurements of TLDs and Si P-I-N diodes responses

demonstrated that the used Si P-I-N diodes showed an

enhancement response in a region of high dose rates for photon

energies lower than about 5 keV [3]. From this point of view

LiF:Mn,Ti (TLD 100) is the most suitable dosemeter. Since the

thickness of TLDs is approximately ten times higher than Si

P-I-N diode active layers, the spectral response of TLDs is

better. On the other hand, TLDs are unique detectors for 'che

determination of SXR doses in biological applications of a

laser-produced plasma source of SXR radiation.

The purpose of our contribution is to demonstrate a new way

of TLDs application based on the glow curves analysis. Applying

a deconvolution of the glow curves, parameters of single glow

peaks corresponding to different activation energies in TLDs

are determined. The ratio of their heights depends on the

energy of absorbed photons. It is shown that except for a total

thermoluminescent signal (integral of the glow curve) represen-

ting the dose, the known dependence of the peak height ratio on

the photon energy can be used to estimate a mean photon energy

of absorbed SXR radiation.

In presented experiments CaF :Dy monocrystalic chips with

dimensions 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.89 mm3 ( TLD 200 produced by Vinten )
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were used. Before the application they were selected to have a

standard sensitivity uncertainty of ± 5 Ss. The TL responses and

glow curves were recorded by a Vinten Solaro reader. As SXR

sources 109Cd, 238Pu, ssFe and high temperature dense plasma

( T - 500 eV ) shielded by Be filters of different thickness

(7.5 - 350 lira) were used. The plasma was produced by focusing

the high power laser pulses of the iodine photodissociation

laser system PERUN [4] ( * = 1315 nm, ELp < 30 J,

T ^ ~ 300 ps ) on a 30 Mm thick planar aluminium target. In

contrast to the well defined energy of photons emitted from

standard SXR radionuclide sources, a relatively wide spectrum

is emitted from a laser-produced Al plasma. Nevertheless, this

radiation passed through some Be filter can be represented by a

mean photon energy taken as the value of the photon energy

corresponding to the most intense band in the spectrum of the

filtered radiation.

The glow curve of TLD 200 has six single peaks, the most

evident ones are P, ( 120 CC ), P,( 140 °C }, P,( 200 °C ) and

P ( 250 °C ). At low photon energies only P. P and P, peaks
4 1 2 3

can be designated.

The TL glow curves were analyzed numerically. Each peak is

approximated from the first-order TL kinetics by the expression

[5]
AT E AT E

[ 1 +-f-
L- ^ ~ exp ("Y-5". -j^- )1 (1)

where P( is the height of i
th peak, Tt the temperature of the

glow peak maximum, AT = T - T . E the activation energy and k

Boltzmann's constant. The composite glow curve is, therefore,

of the form

G(T) = £ G^T) + C (2)

where C is a constant adjustable background. G{T) is in our

case a nonlinear function of 10 parameters which is fitted to

the experimental glow curve points using the method of least

squares and the M1NUIT [6] program for numerical calculation.

The presented results are based on the determination of

peak height ratio P /P as well as the total TL output ( res-
2 3
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ponse } integrated over the glow curve from 80 °C up to 250 °C

using the mean heating rate of - 2.8 °Cs .

A calibration curve of chips CaFa:Dy (TLD 200) is shown in

Fig. 1. A radionuclide standard 55Fe emitting rays of 5.99 keV

was used for the calibration. For an illustration of a possible

diagnostic using of TLDs in laser-produced plasma experiments a

comparison of Si P-I-N diode signal and TL response of CaF.,:Dy

is demonstrated in Fig. 2 (see eg. [3]). A glow curve of

CaF :Dy exposed to SXR radiation from a laser-produced Al

plasma transmitted through 25 nm Be foil and its deconvolution

are in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows a dependence of a ratio of

P (140 °C) / P (200 °C) on photon energy. An effect of the dose

as well as the dose rate can be omitted. It is evident that the

decreasing ratio P2/J?3 with increasing photon energy can be

used for the approximate determination of the mean photon

energy in the region of 1 - 22.2 keV.

10 15

SXR energy

Fig. 1 Calibration curve of CaFa:Dy for 5.99 keV SXR radiation.
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1. Introduction

The detailed knowledge of spectral distribution of radiation

emitted by laser-generated plasmas is substantial for

characterization of an intense laser-matter interaction and

also for possible application of these bright pulsed x-ray

sources. To meet a need for precise and absolute spectroscopic

diagnostics of high-temperature plasma, many experimental

techniques have been developed [1].

Among the instruments based on crystal diffraction, the

schemes with bent crystals are frequently used due to their

generally high spectral resolving power and radiation

collection efficiency. Elliptically bent crystal analy2er

offers several advantages which are briefly surveyed in the

next chapter. To benefit from these characteristics, a compact

spectrometer with an elliptically curved mijsa crystal has been

designed and constructed. The instrument was successfully

tested in interaction experiments at an iodine

photodissociation laser system Perun II [23. Selected

experimental results are presented and their use in x-ray

diagnostics of laser-produced plasma is demonstrated.

2. Properties of elliptically bent crystal analyzers

The general characteristics of the elliptical analyzer with

an one-axis curvature were discussed in detail by Henke et al.
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Fig. 1. The scheme of the elliptical analyzer spectrograph.
XRS - x-ray source, S - scatter aperture, PSD - position
sensitive detector (film).

ft,
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[3J. The basic properties of this dispersive element can be

understood from fig. 1. Radiation from the source placed at one

of the ellipse foci is diffracted by the curved crystal towards

the second focal point. The x-rays then proceed to the linear

detector which is perpendicular to the central beam. An optical

pathlength for all rays between both foci is constant, the

dispersion of the instrument depends on the distance 1 from the

crossover.

• The advantages of this focusing elliptical configuration

consist in elimination of an angular source broadening (which

is important when trying to achieve the spectral resolution

close to single crystal diffraction limit), simple suppression

of scattered radiation by an effective scatter aperture located

at the crossover line, low sensitivity to a misalignment and

the variable dispersion which can be easily conformed to a

given type of detector by simply changing the distance between

the polychromatic focus and a plane of detection. The spectral

range covered is relatively large and depends on the

illuminated length of the crystal; to determine the transmitted

energy bandpass, limiting values of the angle )3 are to be found
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by solving an elliptical integral of the second type and then

converted to the Bragg angles using the relation

6 = tan"1ni-ecosp)/<esinj5}],

where e is the numerical eccentricity of the ellipse.

Spectrometer transmission function, the knowledge of which is

crucial for absolute photometric analysis, can also be

expressed in a relatively simple analytical form [3].

An alternative way to find the detailed characteristics of

this type of instrument is to use the ray tracing method. On

the basis of recently published code [4], the spectral

resolution, luminosity and other parameters of the given scheme

can be reliably determined and compared with those of different

experimental arrangements.

3. Computer assisted design of the spectrograph

Basic design parameters of the spectrograph were derived

from the above mentioned ray tracing method. To demonstrate the

importance of this procedure, an approach to optimizing one of

the parameters is suggested in fig. 2. The graphs correspond to

the detection of monochromatic radiation with energy 1598.4 eV

(Al He-like resonance line). Rather surprising calculated
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Fig. 2. The influence of the focus-to-detector distance on
spectral resolution, luminosity and dispersion of the
spectrograph.



dependence of the resolving power and luminosity on

crossover-to-detector distance is to be interpreted in terms of

the mutual position of the detector and the intersection of

local Rowland circle (see fig. 1) with the reflected rays. The

distance of the detector from the locus of the monochromatic

Johann focusing points is a very important parameter that must

be taken into account when designing the spectrometer.

Now the construction of the spectrog/raph will be briefly

described. The elastically bent crystal of mica (002) with

2d=1.993 tun and thickness of about 60 im was pressed to a pair

of convex elliptical profiles precisely formed by a

computer-controlled milling machine and separated by two 8 mm

thick spacers. The accuracy of the 80 mm long elliptical shape

of mounting blocks was optically checked, the rms deviation of

the surface from the ideal profile was found to be 6 jim. The

radiation passed through a gap between mounting blocks and was

reflected from the inner side of the crystal. The focal

separation of the ellipse with numerical eccentricity 0.9 was

180 mm. The active length of the crystal 50 mm provided the

energy bandpass 1360 - 2450 eV in the second spectroscopic

order, the limiting angles ^'=45-135o corresponded to the radii

of curvature 24.7-145.7 mm. The crystal was mounted on an

aluminum plate equipped with x-y positioners to facilitate the

coincidence of the focal point with the plasma source. Using an

auxiliary removable needle, the alignment of the spectrograph

to a target was quick and reliable.

Preliminary trials with a standard x-ray source proved that

an uniform elliptical shape was achieved over the whole active

length of the crystal. Also the FWHM value 110 fjm of the

intensity distribution at the crossover point found in plasma

experiments was in accordance with the results of ray tracing.

4. Experimental results and discussion

Several x-ray spectra were taken using the iodine laser

system Perun II. The pulses of infrared light (A=1.315 im. 0.3

ns, 10-20 J) were focused on 30 pm thick Al foils, the focal

spot diameter was about 100 jim. The spectra were registered on

Agfa-Gevaert Structurix D8 film and microdensitometered. To

Qfi
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Fig. 3. Typical aluminum spectrum taken in four shots.

achieve photographic densities above D=l, several shots had to

be summed up. The densities were converted to emitted

intensities using a computer program which took into account

the film calibration curve, integrated reflectivity of the

crystal, spectrograph transmission function and the absorption

of radiation in protective foils.

An example of a typical spectrum taken in four shots with

energies 9.6-10.4 J is shown in fig. 3. Despite a fact that

the crossover-to-detector distance 6 mm corresponds to the

spectral resolution 2300 only, the dominant spectral features

can be clearly distinguished. As indicates fig. 2. in optimum

setup the resolution may reach the values above 10000, which is

more than sufficient to evaluate the Doppler broadening of

spectral lines or the Inglis-Teller limit [1],

A part of the spectra from fig. 3 is shown in a more detail

in fig. 4, where the decomposition of the Al He-like resonance

line and accompanying satellites into individual components is

demonstrated. Doing this, the Gaussian shape of spectral lines

was supposed, the other options include Lorentzian. Voigt or

pseudo-Voigt profile.

The above shown spectral data were compared with theoretical
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data calculated from computer code Ration [5]. This package

solves the system of steady state LTB and non-l/TE rate

equations to calculate the populations of H- to Li-like low-Z

ions and provides selected diagnostic line ratios and synthetic

spectra as a function of plasma density, size and temperature.

Obviously such a model is valid under the assumption only that

temperature and density gradients are small during observed

emission. The fulfillment of this assumption is limited,

however this method was used to deduce characteristic

parameters of the laser-generated plasma.

From the ratios of decomposed He-like resonance,

intercombination and j,k,l satellite lines, the plasma density

9.6xl819 cm"3 and the electron temperature 290 eV were found.

Using the ratio determined from the composite spectrum, the

temperature was of about 10% higher. An attempt was also done

to determine the plasma temperature from the ratio of the He-

and H-like resonance lines but the resulting temperature was

unrealistic high (almost 500 eV). Assuming the electron density

1021 cm"3, this ratio provided the value 288 eV. A possible
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explanation of this discrepancy may be a change of the

calibration curve due to a film from different batches.

S. Conclusion

Using the results of ray tracing optimizing, a simple

compact instrument with the crystal of mica elastically bent

over the surface of two elliptically shaped mounting blocks has

been designed and tested. It has been demonstrated that the

elliptically bent crystal spectrograph is adequate to register

high resolution spectra in relatively broad energy range. The

decomposition of spectral line groups into individual

components may contribute to the more precise comparison of

experimental results with theoretical data.
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POSSIBLE ROLE OF THE INVERSE FARADAY EFFECT IN
PLASMAS
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Electronics, V Holesovickdch 2, Prague 8

The existence of very large (> 100 Tesla) spontaneously generated magnetic fields

in laser-produced plasmas under conditions of non-uniform irradiation is well

documented [1]. Mechanism proposed to explain the generation of the magnetic fields

usually rely on the termo-electric e.m.f.'s created by crossed temperature and density

gradients. In an axially symetric system the magnetic field is in the toroidal direction. In

some experiments, an axial field has been seen and attributed to the MHD dynamo effect

in the presence of turbulence.

Recently a direct method capable of producing megagauss poloidal fields in a

direction parallel to the incident circularly polarized laser light using Inverse Faraday

Effect (IFE) have been suggested [2\. IFE is simply the excitation of a magnetic field by

a circularly polarized wave. It arises in plasmas because electrons quiver with the

oscillating electric field of incoming laser light and if the laser is circularly polarised, the

electrons will describe a circular motion. Such circular curent generates the magnetic

field. IFE-generaled magnetic fields would be an additional magnetic field source in laser

produced plasmas. However, their presence and magnitude should be much more readily

controlable than thermo-electric fields. They should be able to be switched on (and

possibly off) over femtosecond timescales by simply irradiating (or not) with a circularly

polarized laser.

The existence in plasmas of IFE has been theoretically studied |3] and

demonstrated with cicularly polarised microwaves [4], Though a comparatively familiar,

albeit small, effect in solids [5], IFE has been little studied in plasmas, largely on account

of the strong magnetic fields produced by thermo-electric effects. There has been no

observation of the optical 1FE produced by lasers in plasmas, even though the magnitude

of the magnetic fields should be more than J 0 6 limes greater than the fields generated in

solids.

In their analysis of the IFE the authors of Rcf. 2 employed both classical and

semiclassical models to derive respective expressions for the magnitude of such

magnetic fields. They concluded that the IFE could be beneficial in creating a spheromak

like magnetic field (in combination with the thermo-electric effect), which could give

better thermal insulation in inerlial confinmeni schemes. Moreover, tokamak-like

magnetic field configuration in laser-plasmas could be useful traps of highly ionised ions

and thus useful X-ray and spectroscopic sources. Time average X-ray brightness would
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be increased several orders of magnitude over inertially confined laser-plasmas and the

high magnetic fields would produce interesting spcctroscopic and atomic effects. The

potential good uniformity and greater control of IFE-generated magnetic fields should be

particularly important here.This suggestion triggered some activities in laser laboratories

around the world (e.g. RAL UK [6]).

The possibility of creating a tokamak-like magnetic field configuration in laser-

produced plasmas is also relevant to recent ideas [7,8] of 'intermediate' density fusion,

where densities -10 2 7 nr3 arc confined for times > 0.1 microseconds in order to satisfy

the Lawson criterion. Such an approach circumvents many of the complexities of inertial

confinement fusion where symmetric implosions using many laser beams are required.

Intermediate density fusion may also overcome the scaling requirements of tokamak j

fusion. It now seems that even if technically feasible, to be economic, conventional

tokamak fusion with densities - 10 2 0 nr3 wil! require devices which arc very large.

Fiom an examination of the piibiishe literature, ii seems that there are several

aspects of IFE-gencrated magnetic field which arc not understood. For example, the

timesc-alc lor producing and turning-off the fields and their exact dependence and

magnitude with various parameters. The timescalc for producing IFE magnetic fields is

likely to be approximately the inverse of the laser light frequency (- a few fs), but this

rcrnais to be verified.

As well as an axial magnetic field, at least three other effects are predicted to occur

when circularly polarised laser light interacts with plasmas:

a) The circular motion of the electrons in laser beam will produce substantial

cyclotron radiation emission near the laser frequency and its harmonics. For example, lor •

a laser intensity of only 1015 Wcnr2, !he cyclotron radiation emission is calculated to be

10 2 0 Wcnr^ [3j which is comparable to Bremsstrahlung emission for a 500 cV, 2=10 1;

plasma. >i

b.) Thomson scatter will occur off the circularly rotating elections. This is likely to

dwarf cyclotron emission at frequencies around that of the iascr and may serve as ':

a useful diagnostic of the electron motion in Ithe laser electric field. \i

c) Intense light is predicted to propagate into overdense plasma. This effect is due '%

to the rclaiivistic increase in the electron mass, which modifies the plasma frequency. j j

Intensities > 10 18 Wcm-2 are required for this to be significant f 3]. at

All these predictions and consequences listed above have been based on the •

assumption that the amplitude of the IFE-gencrated magnetic field in a laser-produced

plasma will be large enough. The authors of Rcf.2 derived a simple expression for the

IFE magnetic field. In units commonly used in laser-plasma studies
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[Gj [Wcnr2]

where / is the laser intensity, X. is the laser wavelength and n is the plasma electron

density. For example, taking k = I jam as for neodymium laser, n=10 2 1 cm-3 with

/ = 1016 Wcnr2 gives fl=200 Tesla. The magnitude of magnetic fields obtained using

the above equation are in aproximate agreement with code evaluations [3].

To put some questionmarks at the and of our paper, however, we would like to

say, that our own analysis of IFE provides results by a factor of 20 smaller than those

published in Ref. 2. This has been independently confirmed by another studies [9]. We

also found the magnetic field aiming in an opposite diiection to the one from Ref. 2.
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1. Introduction

inductively coupled plasma is to date favorable used in applicatious: to plasmachemical

treatments of material - in powder, to glass processing and production of optical fibres

and tti spectral analysis [1].

The application of ICP (inductively coupled plasma) in spectroscopy appears to be

advantageous and very effective. Thus, it makes it possible to arrange modern complete

spectral fittings maximally adaptable for chosen methods and procedures of spectral ana-

lyses.

The physical conditions in ICP are determined by mcaus of diagnostics methods.

The spectral methods were used for ICP generated within arrangement optical emi.ssion

spectrometry (OES) fy Philips - PU 7000.

2. Experimental methods

The ICP was investigated by means of the spectral methods i.e. the meihud for measure-

ment of temperature of neutral particles, excitation temperature and density of charged

particles and concentration of excited atoms (2-4].

The first of the methods which is applicable to the diagnostics of non-equilibriurri

plasma has been that using the spectral line width to determine of density of charged

particles and of the temperature of neutral gas^

The second of the methods is measurements of the spectral lines intensities - both

absolute and relative ones. Using results of these measurements it is possible to determine

an excitation temperature and the concentration of excited atoms.

3. Experimental design

Inductively coupled hf discharge was burning in. argon (or argon + H2O, or argon +

{He + Mg)) under atmospheric pressure. Frequency of the Rf. generator (regulated free-

running oscillater) was 40,68 +/- 0,02 MHz, power 1 kW (0,7 - 2 kW stepb with 0,1 kW),

grating MgP-j caated Echelle 79 lines (mm. spectral range 190-890 tun, photonmHiplie.r
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Hamamatsu R 759. Automatic wavelength calibration using built in mercury lamp. Our
black body had the temperature 3000 K.

4. Results and discussion

A ICP burning in argon or H^O, or (HjO + Mg) is a source of spectral lines Ar (or Ha and

Mg) Tab.l. These spectral lines were used for establishing the excitation temperature T^r,

T\fg and the temperature of neutral particles {Ha , Ars495) .The line profile Ha broadened

by combination of the Doppler, collision mechanism and of the apparatus function. The

influence of the apparatus function and Doppler effect may also be calculated - we assume

the disperse profiles. The measurements may be realized in case the plasma is optically

Ar lines
772,420
751,465
750,386
706,721
591,208
518,775
419,832

M g lines
285,213
383,826

H
656,285

518,362 1
1

i

Table 1:

thin. The temperatures TUr and TM9 may also be established if knowing only the relative
intensities. By meaus of relation for the energy irradiated in one volume and time unit the
concentration of atoms upon the upper energetic level may be determined, too, because
all other terms in the equation are known [5-6].

The temperature in Ar, Ar + H2O was estimated TAT = 5500 K and in Ar + H2O+Mg

was TM9 = 4300 - 5040 K, respectively. The5 concentration of charged particles was

4.1015 cm"3 (in Ar). In Ar+H2O the intensities of the spectra! lines increase i.e. the

temperature or the concentration or both are higher (approx. 7000 K and N - 2.1O15 cm"3).

The concentration of excited atoms is higher too. The results corresponds with other

authors [7-8] Our experimental conditions was given by the spectrometer PU 7000 and

its experimental possibilities.
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5. Conclusion

Physical knowledge on ICP makes their effective application both in spectroscopy and

technological processes possible: in our case the results demonstrate constant conditions

of ICP Phillips for the spectral analysis.
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MODERN FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER
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1. Introduction

The Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) is a high resolution spectrographic instrument used
for diagnostics of plasma.

Unfortunately, there is not usually given sufficient attention to the time stability of
the apparatus function and related problems such as accuracy of calculation of plasma pa-
rameters. Although great amount of papers is devoted to the Fabry-Perot interferometer
this field is omitted. Namely, measurement procedures used up to the present day were
developed in period when accessible detection technique didn't make possible to solve
successfully mentioned problems.

In addition, time stabilities of different, types of FPI differ even several orders. The
highest stability show pressure scanning interferometers. However, there are problems
how to guarantee linear change of the pressure during the scan.

At present, the interferometers using the piezoeffect for the scanning have been applied
in plasma diagnostics. In this case, a contingent, noniinearity of the piezoceramics may
correct changing a voltage pulse supplied on piezoceramics.

Furthermore, in plasma, diagnostics a higher scan velocity is often required to be
possible to ensure the stability of spectral line profile, during the measurement. For this
reason the Fabry-Perot, interferometers produced at the present time allow to choose the
scan velocity in relatively wide range. The shortest, recording time, occupies about 20 ms.
The interferometer works in periodic regime which makes possible to increase an accuracy
of measurement of the profile applying e.g. the data accumulation procedure.

At first the FPJ manufactured by Carl Zeiss Jena has been used in our Department.
The exposure time of a spectral line profile was 7 minutes and more. Due to the cum-
bersome preparation of the equipment it was possible to measure several profiles per day
only.

At present we are working with the R.C 150 interferometer (Burleigh, USA). At first
the interferometer was controlled by means of two fi-bit microcomputers [6], [8].

Now, the PC 486 computer is used. Its possibilities are extended by three expansion
board that make possible to choose different scan velocities and to use an optimum ratio
between an exposure time of the line profile and an accuracy of measurement for con-
crete application. Namely, increasing the scan velocity one obtain the profile with worse
accuracy.
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2. Experimental arrangement

A heart of the apparatus is the RC 150 interferometer, the RC-670-B2.3 mirrors and
the RC 43 ramp generator. All those components are manufactured by Burleigh. The
RC 150 is piezoelectrically scanned FPI (3 piezoceramics). Ramp rates are variable from
20 ms to 1000 s and ramp output is periodic. The analog signal is registered by the
photomultiplier. The cadmium lamp (wave length 479.9 nm) was applied as a source of
light for measuring the apparatus function. To suppress an mechanical vibration from
neighborhood we placed all optical parts of the FPI on 6 pneumatic springs.

To convert the analog signal from the photomuitiplier into the digital form three types
of A/D convertors were used.

The adapted memory cartridge OPJ 619 has been used for fastest measurement. The
cartridge is controlled by the PC via parallel ports. However, one must change over the
gain of the input amplifier by hand and the 8-bit resolution has been at disposal only. In

01 SPMZ

Figure 1: Experimental set-up.

case of more precise measurement the high speed analog I/O board DAS 16G1, Keithley
MetraByte (12-bit resolution) that includes programmable input amplifier at a gain of 1,
10, 100, 500. The board installs internally in an expansion slot of the PC. The throughput
is 70 kHz at a gain of 1, 60 kHz at a. gain of 10, 50 kHz at a gain of 100 and 30 kHz at a
gain of 500, respectively. The board makes also possible to measure in modes Interrupt,
and DMA. A/D conversions can be triggered by chosen DC voltage level or by TTL puise.

The most precise measurement can be realized by means of a digital voltmeter or mui
timeter controlled via the 1ERE 488 interface. The MIT 330 voltmeter and the MIT 380
multimeter have been used in our experimental set-up. The equipments don't make pos-
sible to realize more 10 measurements per second. However, the accuracy is high. In
addition, the voltage is always measured in the moment when the AC voltago of the net-
work if passing through zero and therefore network interference is significantly supressed.
This fact is especially important in case of the boards with A/D cemvertors installed in-
ternally in the expansion slot of the PC computer. The measurements are triggered by
the pulse of the ramp generator via one of thr input of the parallel port interface.



To test the iaterferometer we used the board DAS 16G1 to the exposure of the spectral
line profile. We measured both one profile and several profiles were accumulated to
exclude an influence of a noise. It means that each point of the profile was obtained as
an arithmetic mean from profiles measured in succession. We were interested in

• can influence an input diaphragm of the FPI the apparatus function

• how can influence an input monochromator slit the apparatus function

• what is the time stability of the FPI

• how can influence the accumulation of the profiles the accuracy of measurement

3. Results

As a testing profile the Cd line (479.9 nm) was used. The mirror separation was always
the same (2 mm). The scan was 1 s. A typical measured profile is shown in Fig.2. The
accumulation of ten profiles is drawn in Fig.3.
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Figure 2:

Measured profiles were characterized by quantities as follows

• free spectra! range FSR (distance of t%vo peaks)
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• magnitude of the first peak and second one

• line profile width of the first fringes (Widthi) and second one (Widths)

• spectral line widths related to the free spectral range i.e. ^ n ' ' aric^ ^ F ' J ^ ' r c sPec~
tively

In the presented figures there are used relative units,

4. Discussion and conclusion

In Fig.4 and 5 there is shown the influence of the FPI's input diaphragm D% on the
magnitude of the first peak and on the magnitude of Widthl. Changing the magnitude
of the input monochromator slit Dx we obtained similar dependence that are plotted in
Fig.6 and 7.

The time stability of the apparatus function is presented in Fig.8 and 9. Profiles
were measured with fixed time-gap of 20 s between two profiles (a1 ways accumulated five
profiles). It is evident from figures that starling with the perfect, aligned interferometer
its properties become gradually worse in time, i.e. the peaks decrease and their widths
increase.

By the theory [1] one deduces that the width of of the profile increases enlarging both
diaphragms which results in a. decrease of the FPI's resolution. However, in case of the
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monochromator slit of Dl that broadening is comparable with errors of measurement.
In case of the D2 diaphragm one can observes an obvious dependence. Nevertheless, it
is evident that in case of the first-quality FPI this broadening is small. While the peak
increases four times the width increase only about 10 % in case of the D2 diaphragm.

Taking into account the significant increase of the signal it is advantageous to use as
large diaphragms as possible to increase the ratio of useful signal and a noise (for the
A/D conversion) which is very important in low temperature plasma diagnostics where
this ratio is usually low. We can also conclude that accumulation of 5-20 profiles helps to

no
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Figure 7:

suppress the noise and to increase the accuracy of measurement in this way. However, we
must emphasize that used procedures don't eliminate the shift of the the scanned profiles
as a whole which is typical for all interferometers using the piezoeffect for the scanning.

The time stability tests certify that the interferometer is stable in the period of of
10 minutes which makes possible to measure both the apparatus function and a proper
profiles. Nevertheless, one must do it so that one measure the apparatus function followed
the investigated profile and finally to measure the apparatus function again.
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C. EXPERIMENTS

DEPENDENCE OF PARTICLE CONFINEMENT ON PLASMA
DENSITY AND PLASMA POSITION IN LHCD DISCHARGES

IN CASTOR TOKAMAK

J.Badalec, P.KleteCka, L.KryCka
Institute of Plasma Physics. Czech Academy of Sciences

Za Slovankou 3, P.O.Box 17,182 11 Prague 8, Czech Republic

Abstract: An enhancement of Hoe average electron density was observed in CASTOR
tokainak, when lower-hybrid power was launched into target Ohmic plasma. Moreover,
a broadening of the density radial profile is measured. Such behaviour of the density in
the lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) discharges can be attributed to an improvement
of particle confinement.
Dependence of the global particle confinement time on the plasma density and plasma
position is investigated in the present work. A simple model is used to evaluate total
number of particles in plasma volume. The global particle confinement improves by a
factor of 2 -2,5 during LHCD. Further improvement of the global particle confinement is
measured in plasma position closer to an optimum.
Key words: tokainak, particle confinement, lower hybrid current drive

1 Introduction
Integration of the continuity equation

over the plasma volume yields

^ + v . i V ) = 9 W (i)

p~QT-dNB(dt [>

where the total number of particles Nc is deduced from line average electron density and
Qx is a total souroo of j>articles and r p is the global particle confinement time.
The panicle source may be deduced from the Ho line intensity [!j and impurity lines
einissivity, respectively.

A.Total number of particles
The line average density was measured in two chords by a 4 mm microwave interferometer.

A simple model was used to estimate the total number of particles in plasma volmne[2j.
Supposing a parabolic radial profile, the density can. be described as follows

n.(r) = fio(J)<I-2p)[l-(£)a]'' (3)

with p = 2off(no/n») , where n0 and fit is the line average density in the central chord and
at radius 6 , respectively. The peaking parameter p characterizes the broadening of the
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Figure I: Modelling of the radial profile uf plasma density for Olimic (dashed) and
LHCD (solid line) discharges with high (a.) and low (b) improvement of the particle
confraeiiit'ut .
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Figure 2: Evolution of the density, the peaking parameter u.nd total number of
particles for the LHCD discharge same as in Fig.i(a).
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density radial profile. The radial profiles following the model are in Fig.l for two LHCD
discharges, the first with higher and the second with low improvement of the particle
confinement and for corresponding- Ohmic discharges.

Integration of Eq.(3) over the plasma volume yields the total number of particles,
supposing homogenious distribution along the toruj.
Time evolution of the density, the peaking parameter and the total number of particles
for Ohmic and LHCD discharge with high iuiprovement of the particle confinement is in
Fig.2.

B.Total particle source

The Ho intensity has a substantial toroidal and poloidal asymmetry in CASTOR [3].
Typically, the value at the limiter is higher by a factor of 6 than that at the chamber
wall. Therefore, a weight coefficient gi was introduced to evaluate the contribution of the
limiter (and the gas inlet, which is close to the limiter) to the source of particles. The
total particle source can be then described as follows

QT « Pi • O • IuM + (1 - ,?£,) • « • IWALL + QlMPVR (4)

where the IUM a f ld IWALL is the Ha line intensity at the limiter and the chamber wall,
respectively and a coefficient a gives a number of ionization events per one emitted photon.
The QIMPUH includes a contribution to the total source of particles dtic to an ionizatioii
of impurities.

The weight coefficient gi is evaluated from an effect of the pulse gas-pufiing on the
Ha emissivity measured 45" and 180° toroidally from the lhniter. Tin* value of IJL, ~ 0.2
- 0.3 is obtained, supposing the exponential decay of the particle source at limiter along
the torus.

A simple code, is used to calculate a time evolution of the global particle confinement
time TP from experimental data of the line average density and Ha lino intensity at the
limiter and the chamber wall following Eq.(2) and (4). The impurity term QIMPUR °f
Eq.(4) is neglected in this code and only changes of the impurity lines with respect to a
corresponding Ohmic discharge are monitored.

A relative value of .the particle confinement time (normalized to the corresponding
Ohmic discharge value) is mostly used to be reduced errors due to an uncertainty in the
absolute intensity of Ha line and the coefficient a.

2 Experimental arrangement
The experiment was performed on CASTOR lokamaK (the major/minor radius R/a -

. 40/8.5 cm) with following discharge parameters: toroidal magnetic field Br = 1 T and
plasma current Ip = 12 kA. A view of the set up of diagnostics is shown in Fig.3.

\ The line average electron density was measured in two chords (centra) and that with
j radius 54 mm) by a 4 mm microwave interferometer.
j The Ho intensity was measured at limiter {IUM)* in the front of the grill {IGRIL) and iSO"
I toroidally from the limiter [IWALL) by three sets of a photomultiplie.r with interference
| filter and a simple coilimalor • A visible inouochromator was used to muni tore the impurity
| spectral lines.
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The LH power (f=1.25 GHz, P<40 kW) was launched to the plasma by a multijunction
waveguide grill in the stationary phase of the discharge (typically around the 10th or the
15th milisecond with pulse duration of 5 - 8 ras).

The plasma position was controlled by feedback system [4], which allows to push the
plasma towards the main axis of the tokamak, if necessary. A initial position of the
plasma was possible to be choosen in certain range by changing a hardware constant of
the feedback system.

3 Experimental results
Time evolution of the discharge parameters, which are significant for the global particle

U loop

DEN'S IT Y

H,,-limilor

Hawaii
\a.u.\

HXR

RELATIVE

cotfp.Ti
rut Iron 30

Figure A: Evolution of plasma parameters and the relative conf. time in LHCD
(solid) and OH (dashed) discharges

confinement, together with the evolution of the global particle confinement time normalised
with respect to the corresponding Ohniic discharge TmjroH is shown in Fig.4 (the OhmJc
di charge (OK) parameters are drawn in dotted line).

MOTC than 60% of the plasma current is driven noninductively by the LH wave in this
case, as is demonstrated by the drop of the loop voltage. The decay of the electron density
is stopped and afterward the density increases. A broadening of the radial density profile



is observed at the same time-see Figs.l and 2. The particle influx decreases slightly both
at the liniiter and the chamber wall, as can be deduced from Ha intensities.

No substantial change of the light impurity (carbon, oxygen) lines is observed. Therefore,
we suppose the term QIMFUR of Eq.(2).is possible to be neglected without significant error
in the calculated rp.

The relative particle confinement time increases by a factor of 3 at the beginning of
the LH power pulse and by a factor of 2 during the steady-state phase of the LHCD, when
the. density has a plateau. A drop of the HXR signal can indicate that the confinement of
the run-away electrons improves as well [5]. Simultaneously, the level of the edge plasma

I

optimalized
plasma position

na jjoai'.ion •

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

DENSITY [1018m"3]

Figure 5: Density scan of the relative conf.time in LHCD discharges

deusity fluctuations decreases significantly [6j.
Dependence of tlie relative particle confinement time on the plasm a density was constructed

from several series of discharges, which differed in some parameters (time of LH power
puise, rilling pressure of working gas etc.). This density scan shows rather slight dependence
of the Tin JTQII, which reaches vaiues hi range of 2 - 2.5.

The dependence of the particle confinement on the plasma position seems to be more
significant. The. relative particle confinement time reaches value of 3.3 • 3.7, when plasma
is closer to an optimalized position.

It should be^noted, however, that we could not achieve real optimum of Uie position,
because the feedback system can't pull the plasma backwards the tokamak axis, which
would be necessary.

4 Summary
Improvement of the global particle ronrinemeut time in LHCD was estimated from plasma
density and spectroscopic experimental data.

A simple model was used to evaluate the total number of particles in plasma volume.
Initial plasma position was controlled by changing of constant in the feedback controlling

system.
The relative particle confinement time TIH/^OH increases by a factor of 2 - 2.5 during

the LHCD phase. Only a slight dependence on the plasma density was measured in range
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we have investigated.
Influence of the initial plasma position OD the confinement is significant. Further

improvement of the confinement time by a factor of appr. 1.5 is obtained when the initial
position of plasma is closer to an optimum.
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Study of Electron Density Profile in the CASTOR
Tokamak Using a Lithium Beam
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17, 182 11 Prague. 8
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Abstract
A diagnostic impulse arc source of Li beam was used for the measurement of electron
density profile in front of the lower hybrid grill on the CASTOR, tokamak. It, was
shown that this profile is modified significantly during lower hybrid wave application
if the regime with improved particle confinement is achieved.

I Introduction

The knowledge of the electron density profile is a fundamental requirement to study
the particle transport in tokamaks. The reason is the fact that, experimentally
observed transport of particles and energy in tokamaks exceeds many times predic-
tions of neoclassical theory. The measured density profiles are therefore input data
for modelling of this anomalous transport and for calculation of the real transport
coefficients, playing the decisive role in the global confinement of tokamak plasmas.

One of the contactless methods with relatively high space resolution is active
corpuscular diagnostics using a beam of lithium atoms [1,2]. Passing through the
plasma the Li atoms are excited by collisions with plasma electrons and simultaue-
ousiy the beam density decreases due to the beam atom ionization. Using a thermal
beam, a depth of the beam penetration due to its full ionization did not exceed 5-10
cm. Registering the relative intensity of lithium resonant Lil \\r\c (670.8nm) along
the whole path of the beam through the plasma (from the. point where the beam
enters the plasma to the point of its disappearance), the evaluation of the'absolute
electron density value along this path is possible without the knowledge of the
probing beam density [2,3], with only knowledge of the beam velocity distribution.
The method of low energy beam is therefore, highly convenient for small tokamaks
and for the peripheral regions of large tokamaks as well.

For the measurement of the electron density profile in tokamak CASTOR, a
new miniaturized source of thermal Li beam (ARALLIS) has been developed [4].
The Li atoms are produced in this source by a controlled arc discharge in a hollow
cathode made from Al - Li alloy (Al : Li — 91.1 : 2.2 weight percentage). The
paper compares the electron density profiles measured by means of the ARALLIS
during the ohmic heating (OH) and combined OH and lower hybrid current drive
{LHCD) regimes of the tokamak CASTOR operation.
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2 CASTOR tokamak and experimental setup
The measurement was carried out in the CASTOR tokamak, R = 0.4m, limiter
radius a = 0.085m, BT = IT, 1P = WkA and n. < 1 • 1019m~3 with the lower
hybrid power P = 20kW. As the microwave antenna a 4-waveguide multij unction
grill was used [5].

The arrangement of the experiment is given in Fig. 1. In this top view on the
tokamak CASTOR a localization of the Li beam diagnostics is shown together with
microwave ruultijunction grill and limiter. The Li beam source is placed close next
to the side of the grill and beam is injected by the source in the equatorial plane,
8" obliquely to the main radius. Divergency of the beam, determined by a source
collimator, is about 20°. For the registration of Lil line a CCD camera with a line
chip (512 pixels) is used. The camera is equipped by an interference filter with the
halfwidth AA = lOnm. Simultaneously the other important diagnostics as Langmuir
probes, optical detectors of working gas influx (Ha — lines) and 4 — mm microwave
interferometer for measurement of the line average electron density nK are shown in
Fig.l.

TW0-CHANNE1
INTERFEROMETER

Figure 1: Top view of the tokamak CASTOR.

The construction of the arc Li source itself, together with its electrical supplies
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and operating characteristics are described elsewhere [4]. From the point of view
of its diagnostic application it is important to mention that the arc duration is of
about 400/i5.

The Lil signal is registered with integration time lms starting with the arc
source trigger. It follows from these facts that measured density profile is integrated
over the whole arc pulse duration, i.e. over the period 400/ts.

3 Experimental results

Time evolutions of basic global parameters of the tokamak CASTOR discharge are
given in Pig. 2. In this figure the total plasma current Iy, loop voltage Ui and line
average electron density ile are given for both OH and LHCD regimes. The LH
power was applied in the time interval 9 - Ifiras. It may be seen from a significant
drop of UL that about 40% of the total plasma current If is driven by LH power
during the LHCD. The increase of he during this period is interpreted as a result of
improvement of particle confinement by a factor 2 because an existence of additional
particles sources has been excluded by ineaus of optical measurements [6].

The probing Li beam was triggered in tu =•• lOro.s for the measurements discussed
below. It may be seen that the value of ne is enhanced in this time from 4 • 10lsm~3

in OH to the 5 • 1018m-3 in OH/LHCD regime. The signals I registered by CCD
camera, related to the plasma radius, are given in Fig. 3. The Figs. 3a,b show
comparison of the signal from plasma without (denotes as background) and with
the Li source in operation for both OH and 011/ LHCD regimes. In Fig. 3c the
net signals //.i(r) without background are given. These signals represent input data
for the electron density profile ne{r) evaluation [2].

The result.s of the evaluation, taking the beam temperature 1500" [7j, are given
in Fig. 4 by dotted lines. If we suppose the density profile to have a parabolic form:

than the parts of the profiles determined by the Li diagnostics can be fitted very
well to the values of measured line average density 4 • 10laifi~3 (OH) and 5 - 1018m~3

(LHCD) for the. following power coefficients

OH :u = '•>./<= 1

The parabolic profiles with this coefficient arc given in Fig. 4 by dashed lines.
For completness the local values of edge density measured by the movable Laugmuir
probe are shown by crosses in this figure as well. The probe was located 45" toroidally
away from the grill (see Fig. 1) and movable (on a shot to shot basis) in the range of
radii •>• = 78 — 90mm. A very good agreement between the probe and Li diagnostics
data indicates that the value of the Li beam temperature was chosen reasonably

* (
\

well. (

* 1
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the total plasma current lF, loop voltage Ui and line
average election density ne in ohiaic heating (O//) and lower hybrid current drive
{LHCD) regimes of tokamak CASTOR.

Figure 3: The signals / registered by CCD camera and net Li beam signals !u as a
fuction of plasma radius.
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Figure 4: Radial profiles of electron density in OH and LHCD regimes of tokamak
CASTOR operation.

4 Summary
The main results of the electron density profile measurements using the arc source
of Li beam can, be summarized as follows:

• radial distribution of the election density in the OH regime of tokainak CAS-
TOR can be described quite well by a simple parabolic, profile;

• a region with a steep density gradient is formed approximately in the half of
tokamak chamber radius during LHCD; this region represents an additional
transport barrier separating the hot plasma, core from the periphery;

• despite of an increase of total number of particles in the tokamak. the lor a]
density in peripheral regions is slightly lowerized during the LHCD; a certain
broadening of the density profile in the central part of the plasma during the
LHCD, characterized by a parabola of higher order, can be deduced from this
fact;

• these results are in full concordance with the improvement of global particle
confinement (up to several times) observed in the CASTOR, tokamak during
LHCD [6,8].
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Introduction
Recent lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments in low
density plasmas on ASDEX [1], CASTOR [2], WT-3 [3], VERSATOR [4]
and HT-6B [5] tokamaks demonstrated an improvement of the
particle confinement at moderate lower hybrid powers (PLH^'
Moreover, the experiments [1] and [2] have shown that a reduction
of edge electrostatic fluctuations is resposible for this
improvement. However, the mechanism behind the reduction of
fluctuations has remained unclear.

Here we try to explain the reduction of fluctuations by an
enhanced population and non-ambipolar losses of runaway electrons
with LHCD adopting the model presented in [6].

Experiment
Experiments were carried out on the CASTOR tokainak (R = 0.4 m,
a = 0.085 m) at Bt = IT, IR = 12 kA and density n = 6E18 m-3. For
the non-inductive current Qrive, the lower hybrid wave (f = 1.25
GHz and PLH < 40 kW, launched into the plasma via the
three-waveguide multijunction grill [2]), was used.

Evolution of a typical LHCD shot is shown in Fig. la. The
drop of loop voltage U, proportional to the LH driven current
ILH, is ,accompanied by an increase of line average density,
H-alpha emission from different sections of the torus decreases.
This is interpreted as an improvement of particle confinement.
Simultaneously, we observe a reduction of the edge fluctuations
for all LH powers available, as shown in Fig.lb. The best
confinement and the minimum level of fluctuations is achieved
when the total power PJOT = p0H + PLH i s TOiniinuin (p0H = u*Ip i s

the residual ohmic power).

Model
Here, we will discuss a possibility that the fluctuations are
reduced due to an enhanced population of electrons, with energies
higher than a threshold (runaway electrons):

W r u n *= EDrmv^/E ~ n/U (1)

(EDr = m* v *Vme/e - Dreiser el. field, E = U/2TTR - toroidal
electric field). Let us assume that, in OH case, the threshhold
energy W r u n is within an interval of energies (W,, W2)
representing the boundaries of the LH-wave spectrum. In LHCD
case, even at low LH power, the number of runaway growths in
spite of the fact that the loop voltage decreases, as
schematically shown in Fig.2. The population of runaways will
increase with LH power until the loop voltage is low enough so
that W r u n > W2. Then it drops sharply. It is clear that the
population of runaways should have a maximum for POH > 0.

Further, we calculate the radial losses of the runaway
electrons due to the interaction with fluctuations. The
non-ambipolar fluxes of particles of different kind lead to the
generation of sheared radial electric field stabilizing the



fluctuations via a sheared poloiclal plasma rotation. Therefore,
the model is selfconsistent.

We start with the quasllinear kinetic equation for
suprathermal electrons

df dndf E di

taking into account collisions with bulk electrons (St(f)), the
guasilinear diffusion of fast electrons with a diffusion
coefficient Dal-Wk I H (where Wy L H

 i s t h e spectral energy density
of LH waves), the radial diffusion of the fast electrons with
a coefficient D ~ W (where ft is the density of energy of
fluctuations) and. finally the acceleration of particles by the
external electric field E. We are interested in the total number
of particles n with energy W > W r u n. The balance equation for
n(r) has a form

~ = -;/n + CPk(WIUU) - div Trun (3)
or

where the first term describes maxwellization of the fast
electrons. The second term is the source of particles determined
by their LH-wave-induced flux into a region of acceleration in
the velocity space (here P^ is spectral energy density of LH
wave, c = const). To obtain this term the stationary quasilinear
equation for the energy density of LHW is used: P}c~ Dgl^f/5r. The
third term describes the anomalous radial diffusion of the fast
electrons (according [6]):

To - -Wno(Cn,oVno/na + CT.OVTQ/T« + C<i,oeô /Tc,) (4)

where C = const,«= e,i,run. The energy density of fluctuations
W is modelled as

i -x i W - W k - 2 • (5)

The plasma potential in the edge plasma cj) , responsible for
reduction of fluctuations, is derived from ambipolarity condition
for total electron and ion fluxes

T. rft = o . (6)
o=i,e.ruu

The detail description of this set of equations is given in [6].
To close this system we use the dependence of Wrun(Pjjj) derived
from (1) and from the folllowing equations

UP= I0J * Rw (8)
PLH = JLH * f1/'- °> C9)

Here I T H and I 0 H are LH and inductive currents, Rb - bulk plasma
resistivity, JJ - LHCD efficiency in absence of an electric field.
Equation (9) describes the stationary energy balance of
suprathermal electrons.

Results and comparison with experiment
Model equations were solved by the ID ASTRA code. Results of
computation are shown in Fig.3, where radial profiles of the
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threshhold energy wrun' density of runaway electrons n, the
source term in eq.3 lfs = cpv{wrun^ an(* resulting edge plasma

l f
q v{run g p

potential and level of fluctuations are plotted for two values of
LH power and compared with the OH case.

For LH power at which the best confinement is achieved
(PLH = 11 kW), the population of runaway electrons increases
accordingly with the growth of W r u n and pk(wrunA * i n t n i s

calculation we use the gaussian spectrum peaked at w°=8keV, and
W°>W n, when U=o). The increase of runaway electrons lead to the
growth of edge potential, which is significantly higher than in
the OH case. Edge fluctuations are reduced similarly as in the
experiment.

For a higher power (PJ_,H = 3 0 kW), the population of runaway
electrons decreases in central parts of the plasma column. The
source term of runaway electrons S is shifted towards the plasma
edge. However, the edge potential is still high and consequently
the edge fluctuations are reduced nearly as effectively as in the
previous case.

Comparison of the computed level of fluctuations in the
whole range of LH powers (full line) with experimental data
(points) (shown in Fig. l.b) suggests that free parameters of the
simulation can be choosen such a way that the results of
simulation follow the experiment quite reasonably. It should be
emphasize, however, that the best fit is obtained only assuming
the LHW spectrum significantly narrower and peaked at lower
energies than expected from calculations of the grill used in the
experiment. We believe, however, that a more realistic form of
the LH wave spectrum can be used, if ray tracing will be taken
into account in our model.

Finally, it should be noted that our model is consistent
with behaviour of hard X-ray emission observed in LHCD eperiments
on ASDEX [ 7 ] .

Conclusions
Modelling of LHCD regimes with improved confinement on the CASTOR
tokamak demonstrates, that the possible reason of creating such
regimes is an enhanced population of runaway electrons. The
nonambipolar losses of such electrons lead to a growth of edge
potential with subsequent reduction of fluctuation. Such sequence
of events is similar to that describing a standard H-mode regimes
except of:
i) regime is triggered by runaway electrons instead of hot ions;
ii) there is no threshold power to initiate this regime.

To confirm the proposed model in more detail, additional
experimental data about runaway electrons and radial electric
field deeper inside the plasma are necessary.
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a) Evolution of a LHCD shot on CASTOR
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Fig.2.
The electron distribution function for inductive (OH) and
combined (OH + LH) current drive (schematically).
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Fig.3.
Results of the numerical simulation for two values of LH power
compared with OH regime (dotted lines). Radial distributions of:
a) Threshold energy of runaway electrons w

r u n;
fc>) Density of runaway electrons nR(r);
c) Source term of runaway electrons Sp =C P^fWrun);
d) edge plasma potential and level of fluctuations;

for: I p = 12 kA, Wo = 8 keV, dW = 1.5 keV, T e = 100 eV,
n£ =• no(l-(r/a)**2), n o = 1E13 cm-3



MAPPING OF THE EDGE PLASMA IN CASTOR
TOKAMAK
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Institute of Plasma Physics,Czech Academy of Sciences,
Za Slovankou 3, P.O. Box 17, Prague 8, Czech Republic

1.Introduction

There is considerable interest in the study of edge plasmas of the tokamaks since the

edge conditions seem to control the core of the plasma in many respects.The general

confinement seems to be remarkably influenced by the hectic activities at the edge.

The transition of the plasma from low confinement to the high confinement regimes

by altering the edge plasma properties is one of the most interesting and promising

investigations being carried out in almost all the tokamaks. It is widely observed

phenomenon that edge of the plasma is a highly turbulent region in tokamak which

instigates an anomalous particle transport and thus badly affects the confinement

properties [1], [3], (4].

The pronounced effect of the lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) on global

confinement in general and on MHD activity in particular was of much interest during

this experimental effort, where we focussed on determining the poloidal dependence of

both magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations [1M2],[4].

Experimental setup

The experiments were performed in the CASTOR tokamak. The device parameters

are Ro (major radius)=40cm, a (minor radius) = 8.5 cm We also have the rail limiters

which could be moved to vary the plasma minor radius. The operating parameters were

Ip=12 kA. and BplT. The RF power (40 kW, 1.25 GHz) is launched into the plasma

through the three waveguide mullijunction grill with the phasing -90,0, +90 degrees.

This grill has broad space spectrum (N ) t- 1-4) and rather low directivity (70%).

Moreover to maintain the density at ne< 2.1019nr3gas puffing was used. The pulse

duration t £ 40ms.

To measure electrostatic fluctuations the multiple tip Langmuir probes consisting of
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eighteen tips 2.2mm long, 0.5mm diameter were used. Probes were organized

horizontally on a single shaft mounted on the top vertical port which located at 40°

toroidally away from the limiter section. The inter probe separation was 2.5mm.In one

single discharge we were able to measure the floating potential over a distance of

42.5mm. But due to data acqisition system where we could collect the discharge only

for 4ms we performed the experiment with eight probe tips (Fig. 1).

Pig.l.: Experimental setup of Langmuir probes measurements

The MHD activity was monitored by a set of Mirnov coils placed in one diagnostic

port at the radius b=96mm. Each coil has the length of 30mm and diameter of 6mm

and detects the poloidal component of magnetic field. Signals from probes are

processed by passive integrators (to avoid the aliasing) and the amplifiers so that

frequencies are from lOOHz to 300 kHz (Fig.2). The detection possibilities were

limited by AJD converters with sampling rate lus and 4090 points per channel (Fig.2).

l r -

iSOlMfOK
MSPII-
mas

PASSIVE FliHSS

graiuER
PC

I
Fig.2.: Experimental setup for magnetic measurements
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3.Results and discussion

(a) Magnetic measurements
The peculiar effect of the LHCD on magnetic turbulence is shown in Fig. 3a, b. Die

relative drop in of loop voltage suggests that more than half of the plasma cunent Ipis

driven by waves. At tbe very same time the level of MHD activity is suppressed by a

factor between 2 and 3.

\ ^ ^

^
1

time in ia

Fig.3.: Evolution of loop voltage and signal from the magnetic probe during

OH/LHCD shot

The magnetic fluctuations were studied by the means of the crosscorrelation

analysis. In Fig.4, the crosscorrelation function of signals from two adjacent probes

signals. We compare OH and LHCD phase of a shot.

Cros3-corpelation Measurements
i.a
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T
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Time delay in /is Time delay in fis

Fig. 4.: Crosscorrelation function of magnetic fluctuations in OH and LHCD

regime.



There are two characteristic features of correlation functions:

1. The form of the crosscorrelation function is peculiar and additional data are

necessary to interpret it properly.

2. The maximum of the crosscorrelation function is significantly shifted towards

zero delay in case of LHCD, which is interpreted as an increase of the

propagation velocity of fluctuations in the poloidal direction.

b) Electrostatic measurements.

In Fig.5 the radial profiles of the floating potential are plotted. Maximum potential is

observed just closed to the limiter radius. The form of the radial profile indicates that

the radial electric field Er = -dUfl/dr is positive in the limiter shadow and negative

deeper inside the plasma (r < 85 mm). This radial electric field causes poloidal rotation

of plasma fluctuations due to the E^B^,. drift.

radL't \

a = 85 mm

Fig.5.: Radial profile of floating potential

Tne poloidal rotation of potential fluctuations was measured by the correlation

technique. In Fig.6, the 2D plot of the crosscorrelation function is shown for three

radial position of the probe array.

i

\m tuir li'l

Fig.6.: Space-lime correlation for lips No 15.13,11,9. The Up No 15 is taken as the

reference one. Distance between tips are 4.8 nun.



The figure documents that the propagation velocity is changing with the probe

position in accordance with direction of the radial electric field. In scrape of layer, the

fluctuations are moving in the ion diamagnetic drift direction with rotational velocity in

the range of 1.5 km/s. Deeper inside the plasma the fluctuations propagate in the

electron diamagnetic drift direction and the magnitude is nearly the same as in the

limiter shadow.
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REB ENERGY DEPOSITION IN MODIFIED REBEX
EXPERIMENT

V. Piffl, M. Clupek, P. Sunka, P. Vrba

• Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy Sciences

P. O.Box 17, 18211 Prague 8, Czech Republic

The interest to the energy transfer of the

relativistic electron beam (REB) into the intermediate

dense plasma (np< 5.10 m ) [1,2,3] grows. Possible ways

to enhance the transfer efficiency are : the decrease of

the initial angular spread of the injected beam -( © <

< 10°-15°) and the increase of the magnetic field a,t the

interaction path.

In the first case, if the RGB with small angular

spread is injected into homogeneous magnetized plasma,

the two-stream instability results in the excitation -of

a small-scale Langmuir turbulence [4]. It is generally

accepted that the turbulence ( plasma micro fluctuation)

is responsible for the observed transfer of the beam

energy to the plasma.

In the second case the strong magnetic field heigtens

the modulation instability threshold which limits the

maximum energy density of the excited oscillations and

decreases the characteristic relaxation length.

In REBEX experiments [5] usually the oscillating

high-current relativistic electron beam (350 kV,

20-40 MA.nT2, 110 ns, ©a20°. 20 Mm Al anode foil) is

used. The plasma column (ne=10
14-5xl015 cm"3, Te==l eV) is .*} ,

terminated at both ends by thin conducting foils. Behind M

the exit foil there is a section of a vacuum chamber r,

without plasma. Using a movable collector, two regimes of ;

REB-plasma interaction can be realized. If the collector
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is far enough from the exit foil, most of the REB

electrons are reflected back into the plasma from

a virtual cathode created near the foil-vacuum boundary.

Putting the collector close to the foil, regime with

propagating REB is established.

MODIFIED REBEX EXPERIMENT

At Modified REBEX experiment we attempt to applicate

the injection of the beam with smaller angular spread for

the enhancement of the energy deposition in the

propagating REB regime. The pitch angle of peripheral

beam electrons is substantially reduced (8<10°) also for

the beam with a high current density (s50 MA.m ), by

increasing the diode guiding magnetic field (1,5 T).

Ultrathin anode Al/mylar foils (down to 60 nm/1,5 pm) are

used to reduce the angular velocity beam spread.

FuU« coll circuit

s2Bo£t<u
ftxxs M,

turns
• • ? • X . I T

see t,u»;

PutSB valve

Ha, a « i , 1.9 i

Discharge circuit

a lao 200

„ T n U* Extern*1 Magnetic f1*1

Fig.l. Plasma gun system of M-REBEX experiment
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To avoid the deterioration in the beam plasma

throughput due to the local plasma inhomogenities the REB

is injected into an almost z-homogeneous plasma column.

Reconstructed plasma gun system is. the new move at the

REBEX facility, Fig.l. Solenoidal external magnetic

field is reversed by means of pulse coil to form double

cusp geometry in the gun region. In reversed field the

plasma gun is switched, and discharge between the ring

electrode and the terminating foil (along cusp field

lines) generates a plasma column. Several hundreds

microsecond later, when magnetic field is unperturbed

again, the plasma column fills the x-egion between both

foils, anode and terminating one. This arrangement of

plasma source enables the production of the plasma with

the maximum plasma density at the axis. In the current

experiments the plasma with density n_*3.10 m"'* are

already used.

In two different places the plasma density was

measured by use of He-Ne laser interferometer and in the

other test of the plasma longitudinal density profile,

output signals of a set

of diamagnetic coils

have been recorded at

the beam injection. The

diamagnetic signals are

modulated by magneto-

acoustic configurational

waves, the frequency of

which is inversely

proportional to the

square root of the local

plasma mass. According

to these measurements,

the plasma density along

the beam interaction

path is uniform within

the factor two.

0-1

a - combined magnet, field

b - solenoid field

c - mirror field

Fig.2. Magnetic field configur.

at REBEX facility used
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The magnetic field

configuration of the

open magnetic trap is

used on the M-REBEX

ex per iinent, Fig. 2. The

HV diode is placed in

one of the mirrors, near

to the maximum of the

magnetic field intensity.

If the HV diode

W- B. = 0.4 T

J=21kA(—-)
45kA(—)

6.* 16.9 a*.*
rad lut

25°.

1.°-

operates in the guiding Fig.3. Incident angle vs. beam

magnetic field O « the radius

incident (pitch) angle

growths to the periphery

(due to uncompensated

electron current).The 2%

dimensional calculations

shows the mixing of the

bent trajectories of

the separate electrons

generated in different

ring radii on the

cathode surface. The

calculated steady state

trajectories inside the

diode region are bent Fig. 4. Deviation angle and

and the incident angle deflection angle vs.

e a arctg(vr/vz) bean radius

increases with the beam radius r ( 0® s e s 35 , see

Fig.3, for Bo=0.4 T ) . The further angular spread is

introduced by the multiple scattering of fast electrons

with the foil atoms. Another non-adiabatic effect occurs

in the vicinity of anode foil. There are not any other

charges or currents in the evacuated diode part, the REB

is uncompensated there. Behind the anode foil, where the

plasma is located, the excessive negative charge is

displaced on the metallic drift wall by electrostatic
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repulsive forces. Moreover, near the beam edge the return

plasma current is created. The different value of net

current (the beam current minus the return plasma

current) leads to magnetic field discontinuity. Inside

diode region the magnetic field lines wind round the

beam, behind the foil direct along the beam axis. The

direction of the magnetic field vector B = BQ + b

changes the angle » = arctg(b / B Q ) . This discontinuity is

the primary cause nonadiabatic electron motion. The

particles are deflected from the origin direction v to

the new direction v*. The value of the deflection angle

is x = arcos(v.v*/|v|.jv"|). Ve can determine the

magnetic field deviation angle ae(r,z.p) and the deflection

angle t(r,Z£) on the foil, surface (6]. All radial

dependences of aj(r,Zf) and t(r,Zj?) are seen on the

Fig.4. In the case of weak guiding magnetic field

intensity (b —BQ) the maximum value:. of the deviation

angle aemax s ^(r^,^^) * 27 and the maximum value of

deflection tingle xmax s T(rjj>Zf) £ 3 . The 'magnetic' V

scattering is approximately three times smaller than J

multiple scattering and seems to be limi ted by local :

pitch angle. i

The strong magnetic field favourable influences the

quality (angle stochastic distribution) of the injected ^

beam. Generally to say our effort is to keep the

spreading of the beam in the diode system, inclusive the

action of the anode foil thickness/material, as possible \

low in our real experimental conditions. ?

Peculiarity of our experimental arrangement is the v

injection of REB into the falling down magnetic field of T'*}

Lhe magnetic mirror following by homogeneous part of the -^

magnetic field in the interaction chamber. Though the gjt

pitch angle be smaller, the parallel component of the 3

electron velocity is growing, and simultaneously the /

local, beam density drops due to the beam diameter growth :

(D2.B = const.)
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PROPAGATING BEAM REGIME

The time dependence of the diode voltage and the

collector current are shown in Fig.5. The collector is

placed at the distance of 1.1 m and limits the length of

the beam interaction path in the beam propagating regime.

Because the number of interacting particles is not

changed during the single pass we can estimate the

integral energy content Q±nj of the injected beam using

the time dependence of the collector current and diode

voltage.

The transfer of the beam

energy in plasma has been

evaluated by means of the

time resolved diamagnetic

signals. The set of four

diamagnetic coils

(Dil+Di4, Fig.2) placed

along the ' z-axis have been

carefully calibrated.

The z-dependence of the

first maximum of the diatna- " t ins)

gnetic signals, VjJeV/cm), Fig.5 Time dependence of

has the characteristic and the diode voltage

expected falling down form, and collector current

with a maximum near to

the beam entrance, Fig. 6a. The growth of the

energy/velocity spread of the beam electrons leads to the

decay of the energy deposition rate, until -the energy

transfer can stop.

The local plasma diamagnetism in the injection region

(Dil, Di3) of the interaction volume growths with the

injected energy of the beam. Fig. 7, as well as with

current density, Fig.8. Evidently the length of the

R EBEX-M system is sufficient for two-stream instability

development and the beam energy transfer into the plasma

are successfully demonstrated.
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REFLECTING BEAM REGIME

If the most . beam

electrons are reflected

back into the plasma

column by virtual cathode

the injected beam current

can't be simply

controlled". The

experimental conditions

(beam and plasma Fig.6.Z-dependence of the first

20 40 60 80 100
z[cnt]

parameters) we held the

same as in propagating

beam regime.

In Fig.6b the

z-dependence of the loca 1

maximum value of the

diamagnetic signals

demonstrate the other

character of the beam

energy transfer rate. At

fi rst the plasma

diamagnetism is

substantional higher in

any point along the beam

axis with maximum closed

to the virtual cathode

region (foil-vacuum

boundary). The . integral

deposited energy, in the

plasma is ?.5-3 times

higher than in the

propagating beam regime,

is veJl known from our

previous contributions

[7], Now we point out the

fact, the sane effect has

maximum of diamagnetic sig-

nal in propagating (a) and

reflecting (b) beam regime

5
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been reached under different conditions: the length of

the interaction space has been shortened (2/3) and

simultaneuosly the intensity of the magnetic field has

been increased approximately two times.

All demonstrated results have been carried out in

a relatively intermediate density plasma, n_»3.10 m" .

Ve expect the growth of the energy transfer efficiency

in the lower plasma density regime in the immediate

following experiments.

APPENDIX

Gradually we learn the details of the interaction of

the small spreaded REB with the plasma. Nonetheless, the

possible effective heating of the intermediate

density plasma at REBEX M facility remains still open in

the reflecting beam regime for the future experimental

effort.
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1. Introduction

Laser plasma is a potential source of multicharged energetic

ions, which makes it interesting for various applications. The most ob-

vious one is the possibility to be used as an ion source of highly char-

ged ions for ion accelerator injection. Various projects of this kind,

most prominent among them being the LHC project at CERN, consider the

laser plasma ion source as very promising, [lj. It makes therefore sense

to study in a more detail the characteristics of ions produced by laser

plasna of various elements. Of interest are the energy and charge spec-

tra, angular distribution, total yield and dependence of these parame-

ters on the laser driver.

In this paper results of ion measurements are presented for an

Al foil target irradiated by the first harmonics of iodine photodiesoci-

ation laser (1.315 um). As basic diagnostics ion collectors and a Lang-

muir probe were used to determine the energetic and directional charac-

teristics of the ion emission. In addition, an electrostatic analyzer

was applied to determine the basic features of the ion spectrum of Al

and also of Cu.

2. Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up is schematically sketched in Fig. 1. The

plasma is created by focusing the light pulse of iodine laser system PE-

RDN (f/2 optics) on a 30 ym Al foil. The maximum laser energy delivered

was 30 J at wavelength X = 1.315 Jim in a pulse duration of 350 ps, [2].

In the best focus the focal spot had the diameter of 80 jim with 80S of

the incident laser energy.

Three planar ion collectors (S4S, S60, S90) and a cylindrical

Langmuire probe (L2<4) located at the angles 45°, 60°, 90° and 24° were

used for ion measurements, [3]. They were placed at the distances 122.2,

91.8, 91.8 and 13 cm from the target, which was illuminated by a normal



incidence bean. The ion signals were recorded by means of storage oscil-

loscopes and then digitized and processed on a PC.

In another series of experiments the target was illuminated at

the angle of 40° with respect to the incident beam and in the normal di-

rection to the target surface an electrostatic ion analyzer was placed

recording the ion signal by means of a multiplier with a long word sto-

rage oscilloscope signal reading. In this way ion charge spectra were

recorded both for Al and Cu.

3. Experimental results

The ion collector signals as demonstrated by Fig. 2. show a

three component structure indicating occurrence of slow, thermal and

fast ions. It is an integral value, which is composed of many detailed

signals corresponding to different energies of the arriving particles as

well as to their individual charge-to-mass ratios. An idea as to the

charge composition can be gained by examining the don spectra measured

by the electrostatic analyzer, Fig. 3, 4. The basic feature of a typical

collector signal i.e. the occurrence of two or more distinct peaks is a

consequence of existence of ion groups with different energies, which

are referred to as thermal and fast. The fast group may still split in

some cases in two more peaks, which is the situation seen in Fig. 5 and

it will be discussed below.

The slow ions are probably generated outside the laser focus as

a result of lateral transport of absorbed laser energy. They have velo-

cities below 2xlO7 cm/s (energy less than 5 keV). The thermal ions with

velocities < 10B cm/s (energy 5 - 10 keV) result from a transformation

of plasma thermal energy in the directed kinetic energy of ions during

the process of plasma expansion to vacuum. The fast ions have velocities

higher than 10a cm/s.

Following the model of isothermal expansion of two-temperature

plasma [5] the fast ion velocity distribution can be sufficiently accura-

tely described by an exponential relation (Nz is total ion charge)

~ exp(-v/c ) (1)
dv Tlh

where c,. = (z T /m }I/Z is the ion sound velocity corresponding to
T,n 0 eu !

the hot electron temperature T . The slope of ion velocity distribution

piot determines the ion sound velocity c .
T, h

An ion collector signal with distinctly separated two fast ion



groups and the corresponding ion velocity distribution is shown in

Fig. S. If it is accepted that the slower peak of the fast group is com-

posed of Al ions and that it detemines the hot electron temperature of

an isothermal expansion, a fitting procedure gives the characteristic

velocity of the exponential distribution c n = 6.86xlO7 cm/s with

the hot electron temperature calculated to be Tah = 11.4 KeV. Simultane-

ously, the experimental mean Al ion energy is £|f = 150 keV. For the sa-

me hot electron temperature the only plausible explanation for the ori-

gin of the faster peak with the experimental value of the mean energy

l|r » 27.3 keV is the assumption that it is formed by hydrogen ions. The

interpretation of the faster peak as of a group of fast protons is the

most likely one, since all the other impurity ions like c, N, O ions,

which would have to carry the mean energy Elf = 80 keV, probably render

a signal largely overlapping with the slower Al peak.

The mean energy of fast ions can be also calculated on the basis

of a model given by Morse and Nielson [6]

With the above electron temperature 11.4 keV it is obtained from this

relation (1,,.)^ = 165 keV (zQ = 11.6) for fast Al ions, (Elf)c>l = 100

keV for fast C, M, 0 ions (zQ = 7) and for fast H ions (Elf)ciiI = 14 keV

(zQ « 1). This compares well with the first two experimental values de-

termined above Eif .150 keV for Al, Eif - 80 keV for C, N, O and the

discrepancy is somewhat larger for the protons E(f * 27.3 keV.

The ion groups have their preferential directions of emission.

The fast group is predominantly emitted in the direction normal to the

target as it can be seen in Fig. 6.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The short intense laser pulse of the iodine photodissociation

laser forms a hot dense plasma which is an efficient source of multi-

charged ions for the low as well as medium Z elements. The ion collector

signals point out an existence of several distinct ion groups, which ha-

ve preferential directions of emission. The highest yield (about 1013

ions per shot) is to be attributed to the thermal ions group driven by

an isothermal plasma expansion. The fast ion groups, which likely occur

due to the superthermal electrons formed in the plasma corona, are emit-

ted mainly in the normal direction to the target surface. Over this sim-



pie image of two ion groups distinguished by their energy an iapurity

effect is superimposed forming a fast proton group arriving usually as

first at the collector plate after the photon peak.
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IODINE LASER PRODUCTION OF CARBON CLUSTERS

L. Ldska, J. Kr&a, L. Juha, V. Hamplovd, L. Soukup
Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences

Na Slovance 2,180 40 Praha 8, Czech Republic

X. Introduction

The laser vaporization of different solid targets is a

commonly used technique for many reasons. Considering the wide

spectrum of possibilities we can recall at least two of them:

deposition of high quality thin films [1,2] and production of

metallic or carbon clusters [3,4]. Both the quality and the

effectiveness of their production are conditioned by the

parameters of an applied laser beam, by the local temperature

of the target, and also by the temperature and type of

surrounding atmosphere.

The study of cluster species has been of great interest in

recent years. In particular, carbon clusters have been the

focus of extensive experimental and theoretical research e.g.

[4-8]. The laser vaporization of graphites produces clusters

whose size ranges from two atoms to thousands. Primary

attention is devoted to C60 molecules with a unique structure

- truncated icosahedron it is formed by twelve pentagons and

twenty hexagons (Fig. 1). These quasi-spherical molecules,

named fullere-es, constitute the purest form of crystalline

carbon. The interesting properties of bulk C are e.g.
• . , D O

electronic: in various compound forms i t functions as an

insulator, a semiconductor, a conductor and even as a high

temperature superconductor.

2. Experimental results

We performed the first graphite vaporization by long pulses

of NIR laser thus producing Cfio [9], A3 amplifier of high power

iodine photodissociation laser system PERUW [10], working in a

free running mode of operation, was used for this purpose. I t

operates at X = 1325 nm with a pulse energy of about 25 J, a
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pulse length of 150 us and at a repetition frequency of 1

pulse per 3 minutes.

The experimental set-up is sketched in Fig. 2. The

evaporated carbon was deposited on the inner surface of a

cylindrical glass collector in a static helium atmosphere of

varying pressures. In contrast to the previous laser

vaporization experiments [4,5,11] we obtained a sufficient

macroscopic amount of the fullerene, which enabled us to apply

a chemical extraction method and ultraviolet absorption

spectrometry for its determination [12].

A set of experiments with about 100 shots to the same spot

of 1 mm in diameter on one fixed target was performed at helium

pressures 2, 12.5, 25 and 65 kPa in the deposition tube. After

these 100 shots a - 2 mm deep bole has appeared. We registered

the presence of the most pronounced absorption peak of C in

n-hexane solution at 257 nm in all cases. Contamination by "UV

impurities" complicates the evaluation of these spectra. The

peak of C, at 213 nm may, e.g., be covered by the band,
60

corresponding to the traces of trichlormethane, which cannot be

completely removed. However, the use of this solvent is

inevitable on account of its well proven efficiency.

We found the largest amount of C at 12.5 kPa of He (Fig.
DO

3b',). Reference experiments were performed too, in which 0.5 g

of graphite from the unexposed target was extracted (Fig. 3a);

there was no peak observed at this wavelength in the UV

spectra. UV-VIS spectra of n-hexane solutions of the pure Cfio
( Aldrich ) were measured for comparison and confirmed our

success. Thev Absorption spectrum of 1.5 x 10"s M Cm n-hexane

solution i3 shown in Fig. 4, the spectrum of 10"8 M" . solution

is equivalent to Fig. 3b.

3. Discussion

The exact mechanism of fullerene formation as well as the

optimum conditions especially for their laser production are

not yet completely known. When carbon is vaporized, most of its

atoms initially coalesce to form linear chains. According to

Curl and Smalley [13] as the carbon vapor begins to condense,
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the linear chains would grow long enough to flip back on them-

selves to form large monocykiic rings and also to fold into a

more effectively connected polycyclic ( hexagonal ) network

structure. If these free-floating graphitic sheets have no

atoms to tie up the dangling bonds an their edges, the tendency

to reach the lowest energy available induces the sheets to eli-

minate them by curling up. The sheets rearrange their bonding

so that pentagons are formed, causing the network to curve and

permitting at least one good carbon-carbon bond to replace two

dangling bonds. If this process continues as the graphitic

sheet grows, the network will naturally curl until the opposing

edges meet to form a perfect soccerball structure. O'Keefe et

al. [14] proved that high-mass carbon cluster ions can be gene-

rated directly in ion/molecule reactions by the laser vapori-

zation of graphite without the use of a supersonic molecular

beam and an additional ionization technique [4,5]. From the

experiments performed up to now it follows that the crucial

problems are the heating of the target and the cooling of the

vaporized carbon; both processes should not be too fast [13].

The range of laser irradiances where evaporation really

starts stretches from some 105 W/cm2 up to above 1O10 W/cm2.

The vapor is tenuous and transparent below 106 W/cm2; between

roughly 107 and 10SO W/cma - depending on the wavelength - the

vapor becomes partially ionized and absorbs more or less a

fraction of the laser energy [15]. However, substantial surface

evaporation is determined not only by laser power density, but

also by the time of laser interaction with matter. From this

point of view the longer pulses ( 10"4 - 10"5 s ) are more

convenient. The consequence of short pulses is fast heating and

fast cooling of the target material; simultaneously very little

vaporization is produced [3]. That also corresponds with recent

experiments of Moaelem et al. [2] concerning the YBaCuO

superconducting solid vaporization: ionic clusters have been

observed in short-pulse evaporation experiments ( high-power

excimer laser } while neutral particles have been observed at

long-pulse low power density irradiation ( Nd laser ). Bukovsky

et al. [16] reported neutral particles after irradiating the

carbon target with power density of 3 x 107 W/cm2, The
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differences of our experimental conditions in comparison to

those previously reported are: wavelength of laser ( usually

2nd harmonic of Nd laser ), power density ( usually 10s W/cm2

or higher ) and laser pulse length ( usually - ns region ).

The target in former experiments has usually been rotated

or translated to expose a constantly fresh surface [3,4], In

experiments of O'Keefe et al. [14] it has been noted, that the

high-mass cluster ions ( n > 32 ) are produced only after a.

hole is drilled into a stationary graphite substrate. This fact

can be explained as follows: The hole acts as a beam trap in

which the laser energy is efficiently absorbed in multiple-

reflection events [15]. It provides simultaneously a confined

space, higher particle densities and higher temperature for the

plasma, in which clustering occurs, as well as the "channel"

produced in this way increases the convenient time of reaction.

It corresponds with the "integrating cup" experiment of Kroto

et al. [5].

Differing opinions exist concerning the role of He ( or

Ar ) in cluster formation [4,5,7,13]; in most cases it provides

the thermalizing collisions necessary to cool the species in

the vaporized graphite plasma. According to [13] it also slows

i the migration of primary carbon chains away from the target.

(• Finally, as for the laser wavelength - fast degradation of

I fullerenes by UV laser radiation was observed recently [17].

. The amount of energy necessary for the total photochemical

! decomposition of fullerenes ( ascribed to the multiphoton

js absorption ) is at least one order lower for the excimer laser

j radiation than for UV lamp one. This plays an important role in

• the UV laser driven production of fullerenes as well as in UV

r laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry.

f: 4. Conclusions

S> The following conclusions can be made from our experiments:

1. Macroscopic amounts of C can be prepared by using the

laser evaporation method.

2. Accepting the fact that UV radiation degrades the fullerene

clusters, the tested IR iodine laser might prove to have an
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advantage over the excimer ones.

3. Laser pulses in the microsecond scale region and power

density lower than 10s W/cin2 are more advantages to the

fullerene production.

4. Carbon evaporation from the hole in the stationary

positioned carbon target makes the clustering process much

effective.

Fig. 1 The structure of C

fullerene molecule [18].
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Fig. 2 Experimental set-up:

1- graphite target, 2- glass
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IN SITU PROBE DIAGNOSTICS OF LASER PRODUCED
PLASMA

J.BrCka
Microelectronics Dept, STU, Ilkovcova 3, Bratislava, Slovak Republic

1. Introduction
Recently, intense efforts have been made to employ the pulse laser
deposition (PLD) for preparation of thin films of composite materials
[1-9]. The PLD technique covers following requirements of composite
film preparation:

- correct stoichiometry of thin films,
- high deposition rate,
- good adhesion,-
- low contamination level,
- low temperature processing,
- fast processing,
- great versatility of processing variables.

In the PLD process a mixture of plasma and hot vapor of the target
material is produced. Energetic ionized and excited particles in the
plasma plume influence the growth of new-quality thin films. The
structural properties of the thin films prepared by the PLD technique
depend strongly on the laser and processing parameters, especially on
the presence of the laser induced plasma and its contact with substra-
te [6-9]. Moreover, due to effective energy transfer from the external
bias, the plasma itself can be used as a source of controlling the
growth, structure and properties of produced thin films.

To control processing by PLO technique involving the plasma interac-
tion with growing thin layer a plasma diagnostics has to be Introdu-
ced. There are many in-situ diagnostics efforts [10-20] on determina-
tion of the plasma properties and propagation using following methods:

- time- and space-resolved optical emission and absorption
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spectroscopy, , . . - . . . . . .
- ion probe measurements,
- mass spectroscopy,
- fast photography,
- laser induced fluoroscence measurements.

In this paper we deal with the technique of the electrical probe meas-
urements as a tool for the time and space-resolved investigation of
the plasma properties during the XeCl excimer laser removal of target
material. The experimental results, the evaluation of parameters and
interpretation of the I-U curve in the ion mode o^ the probe operation
are presented.

2. Method

In the simplest case, a Langmuir single probe consists of a small
(several millimeters) metallic electrode (of flat, cylindrical or
spherical shape), which is immersed into ths plasma. The probe is
biased with a voltage U with respect to the second electrode at re-
ference potential (usually the vacuum chamber at the ground potential).
Langmuir probes are very often used in plasma diagnostics due to their
easy technical construction, amount of information which can be gained ;

from I-U curves, and also their, apparent simplicity. They are working
over a very wide range of the plasma parameters:

- an electron density from several electrons up to 1015 cm"3,

- an electron temperatures in the range of 103 - 10B K,
- at plasma potential from 10"1 to 103 V,
- inert or reactive gas pressures in the range of 10"* - 103 Pa, ,
- in plasma excited by the dc or rf electric field, optical or «
chemical means.

Extensive reviews on Langmuir probes are reported in the literature I

[21-23]. However, the probe theory is very difficult and evaluation of 5-

the plasma parameters from the I-U plots is to a certain degree ambi- B
gious. In PLD process, investigation of the plasma by ion probe is .?

acomplished by following problems:
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A. Reproducibility of the ion probe measurements due to:
- time-dependent size, geometry and dynamic structure of the plas-
ma,

- space-dependent readings of ion probe, and thus, geometrical con-

figuration of measuring set-up,
B. Correct interpretation because of different nature and origin of

plasma species:
- due to large laser intensities (over 106 W/cm2) ablated atoms in
different (especially in higher) excited and ionized states can
exist,

- composite material of targets (oxides, HTSC materials, nitrides,
carbides, etc.) causes non-trivial plasma conditions (the plasma
will consists of positive/negative ions, electrons, exited neut-
ral atoms, and composites of more than two atoms),

- in some applications a reactive gases are used, and thus, plas-
ma/laser chemistry is involved into processes on a probe surface.

Such conditions in the plasma produce deposits on the probe. The I-U
characteristics of the probe have to be taken for times shorter than
time of significant change of probe surface characteristic. Deposits
on the prcbe surface can also result in changes of the sticking coef-
ficient and also of the electron work function of the probe surface.
As a consequence, an electron emission current can appear. It will
affect the probe characteristics in the ion saturation region as an
apparent ion collection current. The interpretation of the current-to-
-voltage characteristics in many of these cases is very complicated
and has to be done with great care.

3. Experimental set-up and aeassireaents
In experiments an XeCl excimer laser (Siemens XP 2020, X=308 nm, width
of the pulse of about 50 ns) was used. The XeCl laser beam was focused
by a 150 mm lense to a spot with area of several square millimeters.
The angle of incidence was in interval from 15° to 45° from the target
normal to avoid the direct interaction of the plasma with laser beam.
In experiments, the A1.0, target was mounted in a chamber with a volu-

3 3
me of 1.1 dm and base pressure 10 Pa. A sketch of the experimental
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set-up is shown in Fig. 1.

Probe current-voltage (I-U) characteristics, obtained on shot-to-shot
basis, were measured using a small Pt probe (length in range from 2 to
4 mm and 0.25 or 0.35 mm in diameter). It was inserted into a ceramic
capillary and connected by a low-pass filter to a dc supply. The probe
was negatively biased in the range up to -300 V. The target to probe
separation could be varied in the range from several millimeters up to
50 mm. This arrangement was also used for measurements of arrival-time
(t ) of ions to the probe. The signal from a photodiode (Hamamatsu S
1722-02 1A) was used as time reference for an arrival-time readings.
Target and chamber were kept at ground potential. Current signal was
measured across the dropping resistor using a LeCroy 9450 Dual 350 MHz
bandwith oscilloscope.

experimental set up

mirror,

holder

dark B pholodlodc-
tiller *

system

Fig. 1
Experimental set-up of ion probe measurements.
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4. Results and discussion
We observed significant changes in size and geometry of the plasma
depending on ambient gas, pressure conditions, laser fluence and beam
to plasma and also to target configuration. Moreover, the probe (be-
cause of its size, position anc potential) can also disturb this
plasma. Therefore, to interpretate in right way the ion probe read-
ings, our initial efforts were to find influence of various variables
on measured signal:

1) In measurements we used probes of different size (length from 2 to
4 mm, diameter from 0.25 to 0.35 mm). We did not observe an influ-
ence of the probe size on the expanding plasma behaviour, and on the
value of estimated ion density.

2) Bias of the probe has produced acceleration of the ions, also the
shape of signal was becoming sharper and signal with two maxima
structure was clearly evident.

3) The ambient gas pressure (Ar) has influence on the shape of ion
signal: a composed structure of the signals was supressed at higher
pressures, and has been appearing only in low-pressure region
(p<100 Pa).

4) The amplitude of the ion probe signal decreases and the arrival-ti-
me increases at larger axial distances of the probe from the tar-
get. Incresing of radial distance had the same effect.

4.1. T t « expansion and structure of the plasma
In experiments a composed structure of ion current signal was obser-
ved. At low pressure, the ion current signal consists of two compo-
nents [19] a fast component with sharp maximum, and a slower component
with smaller amplitude and longer duration. When the pressure was in-
creased two-component structure was suppressed by superposition of
both maxima due to their broadening. At large distances (d>30 mm),
there was only one-component signal with significantly lowered amplit-
ude and longer duration ($50 us). Composed nature of the ion probe
signals may be explained by the specific space structure of the expan-

\;% ding material and its interaction with ambient gas. That means, after
%; the intense laser pulse was coming to the surface, a high-dense plasma
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of target material rapidly (in several tenths of nanoseconds) arrise,
and afterwards an explosive material removal occurs. The high-dense
plasma of target material will undergo one-dimensional expansion from
the target. On its way of propagation, an energetic (excited or
ionized species} Will undergo collisions with ambient gas atoms (a
plasaa of ambient gas will be excited) and, in dependence on the back-
ground pressure, more or less a free three-dimensional expansion will
follows. In longer times (several tenth of JJS) , a plasma "plume" will
decay.

DISTANCE PLASMA
PLUME

Fig. 2
Geometrical configuration
of the measurements.

The measurements with zero-biased
probe were used for the determina-
tion of arrival-times of ions to
the point of probe position. Becau-
se of the distribution of arrival-
time of ions, we used a delay bet-
ween the maximum of the ion probe
signal and laser pulse, and defined
it as an average arrival-time of
ions (<t >). The average arrival-
times were measured both for Xe and
Ar ambient gas at pressure of 60 Pa
and for base pressure (10~3 Pa) in
the chamber, using a sampling of
the plasma by an ion probe at va-
rious distances and radius (see
Fig. 2).

According above given explanation, the arrival-times of ejected ions
from target to the point of measuring probe will be longer for higher
pressure, and also for gas with larger collisional cross-section. The
arrival times for Ar were 2-3 times shorter than for Xe at pressures
of 60 Pa, and in vacuum conditions still shorter than in ambient gas
of Ar (Fig. 3). The arrival-times should be longer with increasing the
distance to target as it is shown also in Fig. 3.

I
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a) b)

Fig. 3

c)

Time isocountours of plasma expansion at 60 Pa in the Xe (a), Ar (b)
and at iO~3 Pa base pressure (c). Fluence was 11 0/cmz.

4.2. Time-averaged expansion velocity of plasma

Space-resolved data on <t > were used to plot time-averaged expansion

velocity of plasma in a two-dimensional diagram. The time-averaged

expansion velocity of the plasma was defined according the simple re-

lation:

1°
<vevexp

(1)

<t

The curves for Xe/Ar (60 Pa) and base pressure are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4
Isocountours of the time-averaged expansion velocity at 60 Pa in:
Xe (a), Ar (b), base pressure (c). Fluence was 11 j/cm2.

Here, the maximum of the <v > can be distinguished for Xe/Ar ambient
gas. It lies at about 6 mm distance to target (Xe gas), and about 8 mm
(Ar gas). The values of time-averaged expansion velocity are 2-3 times
higher for Ar than for Xe. The expansion in vacuum conditions is sig-
nificantly faster (also Fig. 4), and in the range of used distances
(5-45 mm), the time-averaged expansion velocity was still increasing
and reached value of 2.7x10 m/s.

theThe maximum of <v > is due toexp
can be reduced by the collisions with gas atoms.

adiabatic expansion effect which
At lower pressures

(<1 Pa), when mean-free path {<L>) between two foregoing collisions is
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much larger than distance to the probe, the defined time-averaged ex-
pansion velocity can be correlated to the real translational velocity
of the ions because of low collisional frequency of ions with ambient
gas atoms. At higher pressures (>1 Pa) the relation between mean-free
path and distance to target is <L>«d, and, of course, the collisions
will reduce the expansion velocity of the plasma.

4.3. Ion density
The evaluation of the ionic properties of the plasma was more compli-
cated. However, knowledge of the signal structure and its time evolu-
tion in the space offer the possibility to estimate the ion density
in relevant way. From the sets of oscillograms, the ion current on
probe bias dependences were plotted. Using standard approach [23],
according estimation in this region of the probe characteristic, the
ion density from the linear part of the square ion current vs. probe
bias plot was obtained. In estimations only single ionized atoms of Al
were considered.

10

XeCl LASER ABLATION
Ar gas pressure: 60 Pa
Distance to target: 25 m m

0
i

10 15

FUJENCE, £, (J/cm2)

Fig. 5
The ion density as a function of laser fluence

(argon of 60 Pa, distance 25 mm).
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The ion density as a function of XeCl laser fluence is given in Fig.
5. It increases from 4xlO n cm"3 up to 2xlO14 cm"3 for 3-13' J/cnt2

fluence, and saturation trend of dependence can be observed. As a lon-
ger distances to target is concerned, the ion density (Fig. 6-a)
appeared constant value up to 25 mm both for 60 Pa of Ar and base
pressure, and after that it decreases, practically in the same way for
different pressure. The radial dependence (Fig. 6-b) of ion density at
distance of 25 mm was decreasing for two orders. Results on ion den-
sity estimations were based on an assumption, that only single
ionized Al atoms are present in plasma, however, highly-ionized
species can be also in XeCl laser removal process expected. Taking
into account double ionized Al species inside the plasma will reduce
the previously estimated values by a factor of 2.8. The factor for
Al*+* species will result in reduction by a value 5.2.
The measurements, nevertheless, they were taken at different times
within more than one-year period, exhibit a reproducible behaviour
both for parameters of plasma expansion and ion density.
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The ion density as function of distance to target (a) and radius (b)

at 25 mm distance (laser fluence 11 J/cm2, argon pressure 60 Pa

"3and base pressure 10"3 Pa).
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5. Conclusions
In summary, the single probe measurement has been shown to be a simple
in situ diagnostic tool for investigation of the plasma plume dynamics
and its ionic properties. From results and discussion above, we can
make following con1usions:
1) In PLD process a composed structure of plasma is formed. It un-

dergoes the significant change within its propagation in dependence
on the time, space coordinates, gas nature and pressure.

2} The ions are expanding with velocities up to 2.6x10* ra/s in vacuum.
Expansion is much faster in vacuum than in ambient gas. Replace-
ment of an ambient gas by another one, with a larger molecules, has
reduced expansion of the plasma.

3) In dependence on the value of XeCl laser fluence, a plasma with ion
densities within the range 10 u-10 1 5 cm"s can be produced.

4) The ion density and velocity are decreasing, when propagating in
axial and radial directions of expansion.

The measurements reported here were done in laboratories of LLT RWTH
Aachen, sponsored by Ministry of Research and Technology, Germany. We
would also like to acknowledge the partial support of Ministry of Edu-
cation, Slovak Republik, (Grant No. 1/990322/91-93).
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INTERRUPTED z-PINCH IN ARGON

P. KubeS, J. Kravarik, J. Hakr, J. Pfchal, P. Kulhanek

Czech Technical University, Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Technickd 2,166 27 Prague 6, Czech Republic

EXPERIMENTS AND DIAGNOSTICS

The z-pinch had been formed in the discharge between two cone-shaped copper
electrodes (top angle 90° and diameter 10 mm each, interelectrode distance 10 mm)
placed in the glass vacuum chamber filled with air under the pressure 5 kPa. The used
energy source • 3 fiF condenser battery - was charged to a voltage of 18 kV and the
discharge current reached its maximum 50kA at time 1 (is after the breakdown.

The plasma creates a current layer in the interelectrode region and the dense z-pinch
is formed along the layer's axis. The discharge cylindrical shape is interrupted due to Che
magnetic and electric field's configuration and two comparatively stable plasma jets with
the filamentary structure are formed. The jets throw the plasma towards the central
region (where the plasma density is high) with very interesting filamentary structure and
inhomo-geneity's configuration.

Assuming a cylindrical geometry and slow changes of fields in the plasma layer
surrounding the z-pinch, the results of the Michelson interferometry enabled the
discharge evolution study as well as the electron density calculations.

The Michelson interferometry results were not applicable for calculations of the
filaments' electron density average value in the small inhomogeneity regions
characterized by large gradient changes, therefore the schlieren method with the variable
diameter of the focal point disk screen was used [1].

Bom methods, the Michelson interferometry and the schlieren method, comprise a
ruby laser switched in the G-regime as the light source. The laser light pulse length was
0.04 /is, but due to the synchronization and the delay of the light pulse from the
discharge ignition, there was a possibility to get a series of experiments. The experiments
were carried out every 0.1 jus in the 1 /is time interval after the discharge ignition, the
results being registered with a camera. During every discharge there was taken one snap
only, but the sequence of measurements was very well acceptable for the discharge
evolution study due to the discharge good repeatability (25 % variance about the mean).

The electron temperature was determined from the measurement of the intensities
of the spectral lines and continuum for the visible wave band.

PLASMA PARAMETERS AND DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Plasma in the current layer is generated by the Joule heating and the outside
boundary of mis layer is given by the position of the shock resp. ionization wave. These
waves are propagated from the z-axis, where the breakdown was initiated, in the radial
direction with velocity 10 4 ms'1. The election temperature Te~2 eV, the electron
density ne - 3xlO 2 3 nr 3 , magnetic induction B-IT and current density
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j - 5xlO8 A m 2 are known in this outside layer from our experiments. The magnetic
pressure PB = B 2ll\i - 6x10 6 Pa is higher than the plasma pressure

5

The magnetic energy is dominant and the electrons are accelerated by the force
density j x B. This force is transferred to the ions and the plasma accelerates towards the
z-axis of the discharge. The average thermal ion velocity 1QJ5 ms*1 is lower than the
velocity of the ion acoustic waves (4xl03ms-}). The plasma seems to be stable
considering the ion acoustic turbulence because the average electron velocity in the field
of the discharge (3x102 ras"!) is lower than both the velocities mentioned above [2]. The
flow of the plasma to the axis is laminar. The velocity 10 4 ras"1 of the accelerated
plasma on the boundary of the jets was estimated from interferometric measurements
and calculated from the one dimensional MHD model f$l. This, compressed plasma has
parameters: electron density ne ~ 3x10 2 4 nr 3 , electron temperature Tt ~ 2 eV, plasma
pressure pr = 2nekTe - 3x10 6 Pa, dynamic pressure p# = pv2/2~ 6x 10 * Pa. The radial
velocity 8x10 3 ms"1 of the ions is higher than the velocity of the Alfven and ion acoustic
waves and it is actual to suppose the existence of the turbulence in this area.

The densest part of the z-pinch is created in the volume around the 2 axis. This part
. is inierrupfef;du& to the barrel shape of the magnetic and electric field's configuration and

two comparatively stable plasma jets connected with the tops of the electrodes are
formed at time 0.4 /is after the breakdown. The disintegration of the jets coincides with
the end of the first half period of the discharge (= 2 jus). The diameter (0.3-1) mm of
both jets with the length 3 nun is increasing during their life-time. The anode jet is
abruptly spread during time interval (0.6f0.8) JJS after the breakdown in a consequence
of the ions' evaporation from the anode. The filaments presented in the jets have the
direction of the streamlines, diameter 0.1 nun and electron density (3-e-5) xlO24 n r 3

during the life-time of the jets (0.5*2) jus. The life-time of these filaments is not known.
The electron density ne ~ 3x10 2 4 nr3 of the plasma in the jets was estimated from the
schlieren experiments.

Both jels accelerate the plasma into central part with velocity 10 4 ms"1 and flux
5xlO16 ions and electrons per 0.1 jis. The flux from the cathode jet seems to be twice
lower than from the anode one. The plasma accelerated from the opposite directions is
cumulated in the central part with structure similar to the cauliflower shape. The
ellipsoidal structure is created in the central part with the high electron density
(l-r2) xlO25 n r 3 and sharp boundary under the pressure (54-50) kPa in argon. The
diameter of this structure increases up to 3 mm during time interval (l-i-1.4) jtis and this
diameter is not considerably changed during the next time interval (1.4-T-2.6) jus. This
lime is considerably longer than the life-time of plasma gradients in the jets and in the
current layer.

CONCLUSION

The double jets' plasma configuration is formed in the discharge between two
cone-shaped electrodes. Ions from (he current layer and from the electrodes penetrate into
the jets and arc accelerated into the centra! part. These phenomena are controlled by the
z-pinch effect in the barrel shape configuration of the electric and magnetic fields. The
jets are working during the first half-period of the discharge. The filamentary slructure is
presented on the schlieren pictures. The ellipsoidal structure with a sharp boundary, high
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density (1*2) xlO2^ nr3 and stable diameter during time interval (1.4*2.6) /us is created
in the central part.

Fig. 1.: Typical double plasma jet schlieren pictures
-1.4 \i& after the breakdown in Argon and Neon under die presure 7 kPa (left)
- 2.4 jis after the breakdown in Argon under die presure SO kPa (left)
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LOW TEMPERATURES PLASMAS

A. Low pressure plasma

STUDY OF RADIATION OF PLASMA USED FOR STEEL NITRID
IN DC AND RF DISCHARGES

B. Kuiakovska-Pawlak, W. Zyrnicky

Technical University of Wroclaw, Wyb. Wyspianskie°o 27, 50-370 Wroclaw, Poland

1. Introduction

A great number of reports dealing with formation, properties and applications of films of

various metal nitrides performed using plasma treatments have been published so far [1-3].

Plasma nitriding processes, usually carried out with the aid of a glow discharge, have been

discussed by many authors (see e.g. [4-7]) but no satisfactory picture of the nitriding

mechanism during plasma processes has yet been established. Properties of the resulting

coatings are generally highly dependent on experimental parameters. Establishing optimum

conditions and maintaining reproducibility of the process is not an easy task mainly due to

nonequilibrium nature of low pressure plasma. A knowledge of basic controlling parameters

such as, kinds, concentrations and energies of species, which promote the nitridvng process is

highly required. Hie best tool for diagnostics and controlling the constituents in the nitriding

plasma is optical emission spectroscopy (OES), although it is restricted to excited species. In

this study the attention has been paid to:

- investigation of active species concentrations (intensities of spectra) in a relation with ••

cathode (tool) surface temperature and nitriding mixture composition,

- study of active species distributions in the space between electrodes,

- comparison of dc and rf discharges used for nitriding.

2. Experimental •

The plasma reactor used in this work was a conventional parallel plate type with iron

electrodes of 18 mm diameter and 15 mm separation. Specimens for nitriding were used as ,;

cathodes. Nitrogen, pure and mixed with hydrogen, flowing continuously through the reactor 2

under low pressure of 8 hPa controlling by a throttle valve were nitriding gases. The N 2 .Hi -fi

ratio was 4:2 or 2:4. The power was supplied by a dc generator or by a 27.4 MHz rf generator. M

The current-voltage parameters of the dc discharge (40 to 100 mA and 400 to 640 V) were I

selected so that the surface temperature (at which the processes were performed) was 673,

773, 873 or 973 K. The rf powers for these experiments ranged from 15 to 25 W. Electrodes

were polished and degreased before nitriding. Every time we started with a low pressure

discharge in a pure hydrogen atmosphere to clean the electrode surfaces.

For the purpose of study of plasma composition plasma radia'on was recorded with the aid of

a plane grating spectrograph PGS-2 (focal length of 2 m) on Kodak plates. The plasma image
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was observed from the window perpendicular to axial between electrodes. The spectra were
recorded in the spectral range from 250-500 nm. Spectra photographed through a three-step
filter of the spectrograph were used to construct density curves. The. density measurements
were performed on MD-100 microphotometer.

3. Results and discussion

Emission spectroscopy has been used to identify excited species of studied plasma. The

molecular and atomic spectra identified in the nitrogen-hydrogen plasma (dc and rf) are given

in Table 1

Table I. Spectra observed in emission of the nitrogen-hydrogen plasma.

Plasma Species

dc N2

N2

N2
+

NH

NH

OH
Fel
N !

H

rf N2

N2

N2
+

NH

NH

OH

H2

Fel
NI

H

Spectra observed at 250-500 nm

C3nw-B3Il^, Av=-5,...+3 (v*<4)

a1 Tig -X1 Z+, 0-v" (v"<4)

B2I*-X2Z+, Av=-2,...+l (Vsl)

A3n, -X3E", Av=0 (0-0,1-1)
c1 n - a1 A , (0-0)
A2z+-x2n,, (o-o)
lines with E' = 3.21+5.29 eV

lines with E - 13.31 and 13.70 eV

lines with E1 = 13.22+12.75 eV

C3Tlv - B 3 n g . Av=-5,...+4 (v"<4)

a1 n g -X1 I* , 0-v" (v"<4)

B 2Z*-X :Z*, Av=-2,...+l (\/<\)

A3n, - X 3 ! " , Av=0 (0-0, 1-1)

c1 n - a1 A , (0-0)
A2z+-x2n,, (o-o, i-o)
G, H, I -» B

lines with E = 3.33, 3 60 and 4.19 eV

line with E'= 13.31 eV

lines with E1 = 12.75 and 13.06 eV

E' - the upper state electronic energy
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The spectroscopic measurements for the dc glow discharge reveal that in the investigated
wavelength region the plasma radiation (both for N 2 and the N2 +H2 mixtures) mainly

consists of spectral bands o*"N2, N j , NH and lines of Fe I. For the if glow discharge, the N2 ,

N2 and NH molecules are dominant excited species in the nitrogen plasma and the N 2 , N2

and H2 molecules in the nitrogen-hydrogen plasma. When hydrogen was added to nitrogen,

there was a large decrease in the nitrogen (N2 , N 2 , N I) and iron (Fe I) emission. A slight rise

of atomic hydrogen line intensities was associated with a strong decrease in the NH bands

emission. Emission of molecular hydrogen (H2) and continuous spectrum in the nitrogen-

hydrogen plasma were observed to be weak in dc and strong in rf discharges.

Intensities reflecting concentrations of active species have been investigated under different

conditions i.e. cathode temperature and nitrogen contribution. Fig. 1 shows dependence of

1.6

1.2

0.8

<U

673 773 873

Fcl

973
T (K)

Fig. 1. Relation between active species intensities and the
cathode temperature for the dc discharge (N2:Hi=4:2)
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emission of these species on the cathode temperature for dc glow discharge in the nitrogen-

hydrogen (N2 :H2 =4:2) mixture. One can see a distinct rise, about 10 times, of intensity of the

Fe excited atoms over the temperature range 673-973 K The emission intensities from excited

states of N j , N I, NH and H increased by factor about 2.S, while the N2 emission increased

by about 1.8 only. All of these intensities were growing up, although by different degrees,

reflecting the various ways in which the species were created and excited.

Figures 2 and 3 show a representative data depicting plots of intensities of the Fe 1, NI lines

and the N2 , N 2 , N?I molecular band heads, all as a function of the partial pressure of nitrogen

in the N2 -H2 dc discharge and at the cathode temperature of 773 K and 873 K, respectively.

The data are in a good agreement with our earlier measurements [7] and Petitjean and Ricard

191

2.6

2.2

1.8

1.4

1.0
0

T=773K

0.33 0.66 1.00

Fig. 2. Relation between active species intensities and the partial nitrogen pressure
(total pressure 8 hPa) at the cathode temperature 773 K for the dc discharge.
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0.33 0.66 1.00

Fig. 3. Relation between active species intensities and the partial nitrogen pressure
(total pressure 8 hPa) at the cathode temperature 873 K for the dc discharge.

Similar results (concentrations of active species) can be obtained by a selection of the N 2 :H2

ratio or the cathode surface temperature as can be seen in the figs.2 and 3. So one can expect

that this should lead to obtaining similar deposition effects (i.e. composition 2nd structure of

nitrided layers).

Rf plasma was found to be only weakly ionized and the ionized nitrogen (N£) concentration

was considerably lower in rf plasma than that in dc glow discharge. The emission intensities (as

well as concentrations) of excited atoms: Fe, H, and N were also a few times lower in rf

plasma.

Figure 4 shows such a dependance found for if discharge at a power of 20 W. A rise in all

emission intensities (except of H emission) with the addition of nitrogen can be clearly seen.
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1.0

19 1
(Fe!,Nl,NH)
1.3

0.9

0.5

0.1

0.3

Fig. 4. Relation between active species intensities and the partial nitrogen
pressure (total pressure 8 hPa) for the i f discharge (power 20 W).

The presented above investigations have been carried out for the region close to the cathode,

more exactly determimg in the place where the Fe I emission has reached a maximum. The

analysis of the emission of plasma produced by the glow discharge has shown noticeable

variations of intensity along with the space between the electrodes. Figure 5 presents a plot of

relative intensities of the Fe 1(304.0 nm) and N 1(343.7 nm) lines and the N , and N |

molecular band heads at 297.7 nm and 423.6 nm, respectively, versus the distance from

cathode. The solid curves were obtained for the dc discharge and the dotted for the rf

discharge, in N 2 /H2 mixture. The solid curves generally exhibit the same behaviour,

increasing initially, reaching a one maximum (above 2 mm from the cathode) then decreasing,

begin to rise and in a distance about 7 mm from cathode reache the second maximum. For Fe

atoms sputtered from the cathode, the first maximum of line intensity is much higher than the

second, while for N 2 and Nt molecules the second maximum is higher. These results are
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consistent with the general model of the dc glow discharge where the most luminous discharge
area is identified as the negative glow and where occur the essential excitation and ionization
processes, mainly by collision with "primary" electrons [9 ] . The maximum of the Fe I emission
in dc observed close to the cathode is due to cathode sputtering and then excitation of iron
atom by secondary electrons. The results for Fe I lines sugest that the excited metal atoms
sputtered away by the cathode can not diffuse easily inside the glow and/or the excited Fe
aioms are deactivated likely by molecular nitrogen.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
DISTANCE FROM CATKODF(mm)

Fig. 5. Intensity distribution of active species versus
distance from the cathode (solid curves - dc, dashed - rf)

The emission distributions both for N 2 and N | excited in the rf discharge have shown two

peaks. The first maximum was in the distance of about 2 mm from the cathode, the second

maximum laid much more closer towards the cathode then that recorded in dc discharge.

A clear difference in the distribution of emission from N 2 and N 2 was observed. The first

maximum intensity for N 2 is higher then the second while for N 2 - contrariwise. In the rf

giow discharge the cathode sputtering of Fe atoms is significantly smaller and electron density

is not sufficient to excite high number of the Fe atoms (in fact, intensities of Fe I lines were too

low to make distribution measurements). Analysis of the intensity ratios N 2 :N2 and N:N2 in

rf and dc indicates different degrees of ionization and atomization reactions. This may arise
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both from different temperatures and plasma process rates, as well as from various mechanisms

of the plasma processes.

4. Conclusions
Similar effects (a growth of active species concentrations) can be obtained both due to

increase of surface temperature (it results from current rise) and change of nitriding mixture

composition. Decrease of H2 contribution in the nitrogen-hydrogen gas mixture leads to

higher concentrations of active species N 2 , N£, NH, NI but it also increases, the Fe sputtering

from the cathode surface. Plots of concentrations of excited species versus nitriding mixture

composition observed for dc and rf discharges are similar.

Qualitative composition of nitriding plasma produced in the dc and the rf discharge is the same

but there are discrepancies in quantitative composition. It concerns two points: concentrations

of individual species and their space distributions. Analysis of intensity, ratios of the N2 , N£

and N I spectra show that degrees of ionization and dissociation reactions (N2 = N | + e and

N2 = 2N) are different for the dc and rf plasma. Our first, more advanced investigations

suggest these differences in the reaction degrees in dc and rf can be explained by the following

phenomena:

- different electron density number and their spatial distributions,

- various temperatures of active species,
- differences in mechanisms of plasma reactions.
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Abstract

The reaction rate coefficients, k, have been determined as a function of reactant ion / reactant

neutral center-of-mass energy, E,, for the reactions of Q H / with H2, C y V with D2 and

CH3
+ with D, in a Selected Ion Flow Drift Tube (SIFDT) apparatus. The reactions of C2H2

+

(CJDJ*) proceed along parallel bimolecular and termolecular channels producing C2H3
+

(C2D3
+) and C2H4

+ (C2D/), based on the new experimental data, it is concluded that the

reaction are slightly endothermic. For the reaction of CH3
+ with D2 the branching ratio

between channels producing CH2D
+and CHD,+have been determined and it is concluded that

the reaction is proceeding via long-lived collision complex.

•

Introduction v

A large number of ion-molecule reactions (IMR) have been studied using fast flow tube

methods (see data compilation [1]). Thus the reaction rate coefficients and product ions for

many reactions have been determined at room temperature, and an appreciable number over

a range of temperature using both Flowing Afterglow and Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT)

techniques, and over a range of reactant ion / reactant molecule center-of-mass collision \

energy using Selected Ion Flow Drift Tube (SIFDT) technique. By study of the kinetic cneigy |
%

dependence of the reaction rate coefficients of the IMR details of the mechanism of the IMR |

can be determined (see e.g. (2]). f

Experimental •

The experiments were performed using Innsbruck SIFDT which is of conventional design.

A detailed description of this apparatus can be found elsewhere [3]. he reactant ions are ,
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produced in an electron-impact ion source. C2H2
+ ions wereproduced from C2H2, CjDj* from

C6D6, and CH3
+ from CH4. Produced ions are mass selected in a quadrupole mass filter and

injected via a venturi - type inlet into the flow-drift tube. They are first transported along the

upstream region in which a weak axial electric Field exist where they thermalise in many

collisions with carrier gas atoms (He or Ar). They then enter the downstream region where

they drift through the helium (or argon), with number density N, under the influence of a

uniform electric field, E. The value of E/N controls the drift velocity. It is important to

distinguish between two different mean center-of-mass energies, these being Er- the reactant

ion /reactant neutral and E,. - the reactant ion / carrier gas atom mean center-of-mass (see

e.g.discussion in [4]). In SIFDT experiments, Erand Ecare obtained from a measurement of

the ion drift velocity, vd, and utilizing the Wanier formula which describes the mean kinetic

energy of the drifting ions [5]. vd can bee also calculated from reduced mobility data. In

Fig.S. there are plotted reduced mobilities, Ko, for C2H2and C2D2*ions (in He) obtained in

present experiment and used for calculation of drift velocity. Collisions of the reactant ions

with He carrier gas atoms (characterized by EJ are much more frequent than collisions

between the ion and reactant gas molecules (characterized by Er). Therefore it is Ec which

determines the internal state of the drifting molecular ions prior to their interaction with

neutral molecules, and Er obviously describes the translational energy of the ion-reactant

neutral interaction.

Results and Discussions

(i) The reactions of C,H2
+ with H2 and C2D2

+ with D2:

,*) * - C,H3* * H ...k ( l a )

. . . * 3 lib)

*> •' • * (2a)

...k3 {2b)

Both the C2H2
+ + H2reaction (I) and the analogous C2D2

+ + D2 reaction (2) proceed via

' | ' parallel bimolecular and termolecular channels. For each reaction, the rate coefficient

t
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measured is the total or overall effective bimolecular reaction rate coefficient, k^, which is

the sum of the true bimolecular rate coefficient, k, and the effective biinolecular rate

coefficient k3[He], where k, is the termolecular rate coefficient and [He] is the number density

of the helium carrier gas atoms which stabilize the excited intermediate product ions (C2H/)"

and (C2D4
+)\ The separate k and k3[He] are obtained from the branching ratios into the

products, k^is dependent on helium carrier gas pressure and also on Er(and Ec), as can be

seen in Fig. la and lb in which the k^ measured for both reactions at different helium

pressures are plotted against Er, as it is conventional way that flow - drift tube data have been

presented, although below we argue that the data should be properly analyzed from Ec plots.

Note, however, that for reaction (2), E,. and E, are numerically equal because of the

coincidence that the masses of D2 and He are the same.Inspection of Fig. 1. reveals the

essential features of these reactions. At the lowest Er, the k^ are greatest at the highest

pressure, this reflecting the enhancement of k,[He]. With increasing Erand for each helium

pressure, Kn falls, this being due to the anticipated decrease in k, with increasing Er, a

phenomenon well-known from studies of the rates of otucr termolecular association reactions.

The increase in k^at higher E,is due to an increase in the rates of the bimolecular H - atom

abstraction (la) and (2a).

(ii) The Bimolecular Reactions

From the branching ratio into bimolecular and termolecular channels at each Ec (and indeed

at each helium pressure) the separate values of k and k3 can be obtained for both reactions.

In Fig.2. k versus Ecare plotted for both reactions. Open circles are obtained data for reaction

of C?H2
+ and open squares are data for reaction of CjD7*. For reaction of C2H,+ are also

included the thermal data obtained from the ion trap experiment [6] (filled circles) and from

the SIFT experiment [7] (filled squares), the large rectangle represents the data from the very

low temperature free-jet experiment [8J and the curve is a phase-space theoretical fit to all

the data points. The thermal data are plotted according to Ec=Et=3/2kT, for appropriate

value of temperature, T. Note the close agreement between the thermal data and the SIFDT

data as a function of Ec. The good agreement with Ec should not be surprising when the

physics of the collisions is considered. In Fig.4. k versus. 1/E,. are plotted - Arrhenius plot.

From the slope of the linear part of the dependence Arrhenius activation energy can be

determined, being 0.06 eV (=1.4 kcal mol1) which we suggesi is due to a small

endothermicity of the reaction (la) (more detailed discussion see in [9]). The increase in the
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slope of the line at lover E/1 (higher Ec) is probably connected with vibrational excitation of

I drifting CJHJ* ions. Obtained value of Arrhenius activation energy for this second slope is

0.22 eV, this is very close to the energy of the first vibrational level of the C=C stretch in

! the C2H2* ion, which is 0.225 eV.

(iii) The Termolecular Reactions

1 As already mentioned, the k3[He] can be extracted from the measured k^ values and hence

values of k3 as a function of Ec can be obtained. The results are presented for termolecular

_.. reaction (lb) in Fig.3. also included is the SIFT data point at 300 K (filled square) and the

I ion-trap results at 80 K and 30 K. The log-log plot is linear over three decades in k3 and the

slope of the line is -2, and therefore k3=CT2. This is in accordance with theoretical

predictions [10, 11]. From k3 the life-time of the collision complex can be estimated as it is

indicated also in Fig.3.

,1 (iv) The Reaction of CH3
+ with D2

I
I
I
I
I
I

Cff3* + D2 - (CHJZJJ*) * - CBJD+ + BD ( 3 a )

- CBDf + B^ <3J>) ]

The reactions of the methyl cation CH3
+ with H2 and their deuterated analogues have been

studied many times (see [12, 13, 14] and references therein). Ternary association rate

coefficients were determined as function of E, [12]. The binary isotope exchange rate '

coefficients were determined as function of temperature in VT SIFT [14]. In Fig. 6. the

measured binary rate coefficient versus E,is plotted, also included are VT SIFT data [14].

Channel (3a) is dominant, obtained branching ratio is independent of Er in the energy range :

from thermal to E,=0.71 eV. From this branching ratio it can be concluded that reaction (3) i

is proceeding via formation of long-lived collision complex, where products are formed by \

dissociation of collision complex in statistical way (statistical branching ratio is 6:3). Further |

study is necessary for interpretation of obtained data in terms of the energy dependence of '&

the unimolecular rate coefficients of the decomposition of the collision complexes formed in 1

the reaction. J
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1. Abstract

Low pressure RF plasma jet system is suitable for many technological applications. The

Langmuir probe can serve as its inexpensive simple diagnostic. The article presents a method

of solution of the most difficult problem in RF discharge probe measurements: the elimination

of the disturbing RF voltage component between the plasma and the probe. Radial variations

of probe characteristics measured by a cylindrical probe in a nitrogen RF plasma jet system

are also presented.

2. Introduction

The RF Low Pressure Jet Plasma - Chemical Reactor (PJ system hereafter) is a system

for PACVD where the working gas / gas mixture is fed into the reactor through a nozzle

which is electrically isolated from the reactor body and driven by XF power at industrial

band of frequencies (13.56 or 27.12 MHz). The pressure inside the, reactor can range from

approx. 60 to several hundreds Pa and the working RF power spans from approx. 20 W to

some hundreds watts. The reactor is continuously pumped by last mechanical pump (large
is • * • • ' • ' ' • ' ' " • ' • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

backing pump or Roots / backing pump stand) so that the above mentioned pressure presents

a dynamic equilibrium between the gas inlet and the effective pumping speed at the outlet
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I
of the reactor. The velocity of the gas stream flowing from the nozzle into the reactor can I

reach supersonic values [1] and it is najnely this regime (i.e. the regime of the supersonic

gas flow) which is utilized in the PJ system. By using the different mixtures of working ,_

gases in the PJ system it is possible to generate different plasma - chemical processes at ft

very high processing rates. The applications of PJ system range from synthesis of different

species and deposition of resulting compound on the substrate surface and dry etching to *•

super high - rate deposition (up to 1 mm/min) of powdery and porous layers. The main 4

advantage of PJ system in comparison with conventional ones consists in the ability to apply

the processing also to surfaces which are not easily accessible, e.g. to internal walls of T

cavities, holes, pipes or to complicated shapes of hollow substrates. •*

The mechanism of ignition of the chemicaly highly active plasma column in the planar

RF discharge with a nozzle in the "live" RF electrode is in detail described in other if

contribution to this symposium [2]. Basically, the combination of the applied RF voltage and

the DC self bias (caused by RF voltage) between the "live" electrode as cathode and plasma •»

as anode ignites a hollow - cathode discharge inside the nozzle. The resulting plasma is J J

blown out to the reactor by the supersonic flow of neutral working gas and creates a plasma

column stabilized probably by the "barrel shock effect". This plasma column can be

1 distinctively distinguished from the surrounding RF plasma by its greater light intensity and

i is used for the mentioned plasma - chemical processes.

1
I

3. The probe diagnostic of the PJ system

In order to take advantage of Langmuir probe diagnostic one has to eliminate two

problems connected with the use of probes in the RF plasma - chemical systems, namely:

(a) the probe surface contamination

(b) the elimination of RF voltage component between the plasma and the probe which causes

the distortion of the probe characteristics and hence increases the uncertainty in measured

plasma parameters. The effect (a) was not serious in our experimental system and was

eliminated by careful cleaning of the probe surface by ion bombardment prior to taking data

(see the block diagram of our PJ system in Fig. 1.). The effect (b), however, if not properly

treated, can render the probe data useless. Therefore we discuss this effect here in greater

detail. The cause of this effect consists in the residual RF voltage component between the I

plasma and the probe. Consequently the measured (time averaged) DC probe current does

not correspond to the applied probe DC bias but to the voltage which is more negative. In

I
I
I
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the simple case of no DC voltage applied (floating probe) it means the shift of the floating

potential to negative voltages (in comparison to the floating potential with no RF voltage

component applied). The magnitude of the shift is a non-linear function of the residual RF

voltage between the probe and the plasma and can reach such high values which (when not

anticipated) cause large, errors in electron density determination. The effect has been

described and,dealt with e.g. in {3 ~7], The methods of elimination of residual RF voltage

component between fhe, plasmaand the probe consist either in active driving the probe by

an RF voltage wjfh suifable phase and amplitude to make the probe oscillate synchronously

with the plasma potential oscillation [3,4] or in passive decoupling the probe by RF filters

[S] or in combination of both [6,7]. The problem pointed out in [7] consists in the fact that

the disturbing RF voltage does not need to be purely sinusoidal. Therefore it is necesary to

study its frequency spectrum and eliminate not only the fundamental but also higher

harmonics of the disturbing signal which appear in the spectrum with appreciable

amplitudes.

4. Experiment and results

The block diagram of the experimental system is depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the PJ system. P - measuring probe, F - Block of filters, CV -
probe cleaning voltage power supply, VB - variable probe bias (floating DfA converter), CB
- constant probe bias (set of rechargeable batteries), OA - op. amp. (I/V converter), R -
feedback resistor, Re - relay, T, - relay activating transistor, C - computer.
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The vacuum system is in detail described in [1] and briefly in Introduction and

thereforewe shall concentrate to the circuits around the Langmuir probe. The probe bias is

created by a floating 8-bit D/A converter with optically isolated digital inputs in a similar

way as in [8] but the driving digital signals are generated in PCL 714 Laboratory card

inserted into 386 SX IBM PC compatible computer. The probe can be switched to the

approx. 200 V "probe cleaning" power suply by a relay activated also by a single digital

signal from the computer. The probe current after I/U conversion is measured by the 14-bit

A/D converter of the above laboratory card and the measuring cycle is synchronized with

line frequency to avoid problems with mains hum.

For the purpose of spectral analysis of the disturbing RF voltage we developed the

system the block diagram of which is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the system used for studies of spectral composition of the
disturbing RF voltage component between the plasma and the probe. P - measuring probe,
F - block of filters (not always inserted), CV - probe cleaning voltage power supply, Cc -
coupling capacitor (100 nF), C; - oscilloscope probe input capacitance, OP - oscilloscope
probe, SO - sampling oscilloscope, C - computer.

This system measures the frequency spectrum of the disturbing RF voltage monitored

by the probe at floating potential (capacitive coupling ensures no DC probe current). The

voltage is monitored by a sampling oscilloscope Philips PM 3400 and after time - conversion
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read into computer with subsequent Fourier analysis. The example of one period of the

disturbing RF voltage and its Fourier frequency spectrum prior to RF decoupling is seen in

Figs. 3a, b.
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Figs. 3a, b One period of the disturbing RF voltage component and its Fourier frequency
spectrum analysed using the system depicted in Fig. 2 without filters. Units: Fig. 3a
horizontal axis - arbitrary units, vertical axis - volts, Fig. 3b horizontal axis - frequency in
multiples of the fundamental frequency 27,12 MHz, vertical axis - amplitude of the spectral
components in volts. Dimensions of probe in the text, RF power 60 wats, working gas N2

throughput 500 ml/min, pressure inside reactor 100 Pa, measured at the plasma jet axis.

In order to reduce the disturbing RF voltage a series of 3 parallel resonant circuits has

been constructed tuned to fit»t and second harmonic as depicted in Fig. 4.

f
I
I

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of
the filters used for elimination
of the disturbing RF voltage
component between the
plasma and the probe.
Indicated above each LC
circuit is its resonant
frequency.
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It is important to construct these filters so that the absolute value of capacitivc resistance

of the parasitic capacitances between the filter and earth is greater then the absolute value

of filter impedance in resonance at a particular harmonic frequency. The reason is obvious

since in opposite case the RF probe current would flow through the branch containing the

parasitic capacitance and the disturbing RF voltage between the plasma and the probe would

not be eliminated. This condition in our case is fullfiUed and the effect of RF component

reduction show Figs. 5a, b (compare the scales on vertical axes in Figs. 3 and S).
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Figs. Sa, b One period of the disturbing RF voltage component and its Fourier spectrum
with filters F inserted. Units and experimental conditions same as in Fig. 3a, b. 1

With the described system we did a series of Langmuir probe measurements in radial

direction. We used a cylindrical tungsten Langmuir probe with diameter 0.1 mm and length

7.7 mm. The software for data acqusition has been developed in (9]. For the Fourier

analysis we used Famulus 3.1 software system with real fast Fourier tranform library unit.

The generator frequency was 27.12 MHz, the working gas was research grade

(99.999 %) N2at the pressure 100 Pa. All developed three filters have been used which gave

the shift in floating potential (without and with filters) of about 6.0 volts.

It has been shown in [9] that the degree of RF compensation used in this experiment is

I
I
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an optimal one since further increase of filter impedances would not yield any significant

improvement of the RF probe compensation because of RF pickup.

The obtained probe characteristics in linear scale are depicted in Fig. 6.

M

U

1.5

« ) 1
11

Fig. 6 The set of probe characteristics in dependence on the radial distance from the plasma
jet axis. At the right hand side of the figure from top to bottom the lines correspond to the
following radial distances (in nun): 0 ,2 , S, 10, IS, 20, 25. Horizontal axis: probe voltage
with respect to ground (in volts), vertical axis: probe current (in amps). Experimental
conditions same as in Figs. 3a ,b.

In Figs. 7a through g are the semilogarithmic plots of these characteristics together with

separated electron current plots. It is seen from these plots that neither part of electron

current plots in Figs. 7a - g can be approximated by a straight line. It is known (see e.g.

[5]) that the electron temperature determined from the semilogarithmic electron current plot

(in case of Maxwellian electron energy distribution) is almost independent on the amplitude

of the disturbing RF voltage. The curvature of the electron current plots can not then be

attributed to the improper RF compensation. We therefore conclude that the electron energy

distribution in nitrogen plasma jet can not be approximated by Maxwellian one.
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5. Conclusion

An experimental system has been presented which enables the check - up of the

disturbing RF voltage component during probe measurements in the PJ system with

minimum requirements to measuring hardware. The developed system for disturbing RF

voltage component elimination has been used for probe measurements of the radial

behaviour of the electron temperature in the nitrogen RF plasma jet.
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CN EMISSION IN NITROGEN AFTERGLOW AT LOW
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( DETECTION OF TRACE HYDROCARBONS IN GAS FLOWS)
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1. Introduction

(Cmission of CN rod (A 2FI - X 2L'+) and violet (H 2£+ - X 2 £ + ) systems ha.s been widely

observed in the reaction of active.nitrogen with hydrocarbons and with partially or fully

halogcnated hydrocarbons [I]. A simple and relatively inexpensive new technique for

qualitatively and quantitatively measuring of various gas-phase hydrocarbon species in a

flow and the apparatus for implementation are described. The method is based on the

C + N chemiluminiscent reactions at low temperature (77 K). Detection of hydrocarbon

species has been demonstrated from concentrations greater than 1O10 molecules tin"3. The *

intensities of CN system (B 21}+ - X 2E+) emitted from the cooled part, of flowing nitrogen <

afterglow can be used as "fingerprint" for determining of the hydrocarbon trace species

rout-filtration which are present. The most intensive CN violet molecular bands observed ,

in the cooled part of (.lie discharge tube corresponds to t.he selective recombination pi'ocess

of atomic nitrogen.

2. Experimental methods and results

The method consists of injecting of gas to be analyzed into the flow of active nitrogen ('

[2j. The kinetics, descibed in more details elsewhere, involve molecular breakup, in the "̂

case of hydrocarbon molecular samples, and excitation of C'N electronic states due to three V

body recombination process [3]. The quantitative spectral analysis can be quantified by \ | .

observing one of the CN baud emission and measuring its intensity. The exact calibration ^
procedure used will, of course, depend on the nature of the sample.

The experimental device working in flow regime was used and its schematic drawing

is reproduced in Kip;.I. The discharge tube of n special form wa.s 100mm long with

inner diameter M mm. The active discharge was excited using the microwave surfatron

resonator. The magnetron ("2.31 Gil/) was used as a source; of the microwave energy, ;
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microwave discharge at power 15 W was produced in. flowing system at pressures aboul

2000 Pa. The emission spectra, irradiated from the cooled part of the discharge lube (aftei

residence time of 35 nis) were detected by a inonocluoinalor with a photomulliplicr.

Figure I: A schematic drawing of the experimental equipment: 1 - refiectome-
ter, 2 - resonator (surfatron), 3 - resonator for ESR measurements, 4 - cold
trap, 5 - vacuum gauges, 6 - catalysator BASF 3-11, 7 - flowmeter,8 - pressure
gauges, MG - magnetron generator, M - monochromator, PM - photomulti-
plier, It - recorder, ESR - electron spin resonance spectrometer, LN% - vessel
with liquid nitrogen.

The afterglow decay is substantially reduced with decreasing the temperature. If small

admixture of hydrocarbon gas is introduced (CIU, C2II2) in pure nitrogen, the afterglow

spectrum, especially at low temperature (77K), is created mainly by CN violet system.

The intensity of CN bands increase about one order if the temperature decreases from

300 to 77 K.

Spectra detected in active discharge, in afterglow at. room temperature and in after-

glow at 77 K are presented in Fig.2. The hand head profiles theoretically computed for

rotational temperature 115 K are in very good agreement, with the experimental results.

The most intensive CN bands v'=7 - v"=7 corresponds to the selective recombination

process

C + N + N-2 —> CN(li2y;,v' = 7) + N2

Pvy = 7) — fW(.Ya£,ti" = 7) + \w
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Figure 2: Different parts of spectra observed in flowing nitrogen post-discharge.
Bottom: The spectra of the active; discharge, inside the microwave resonator.
Middle: Post-discharge spectra without cooling. Upper: Post discharge spec-
tra with cooling (wall temperature 77 l\").
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as reported by Ricarcl et al. ['1,5]. Tlie rate, constant, of the first reaction mentioned above

is k- = 9.<l x 10~M cm6 s~'. The density of atomir nitrogen N(45) in the post-discharge

(measured by ESR method) roaches 1011 cm"3. By comparing intensities of CN(7-7)

and Na( 11-5) bands, it has beeen estimated, after method presented in [4,5], the C-atom

density using N-a-tom density obtained at. ESR measurements.

3. Conclusion

• The spectra of nitrogen past-discharge recorded in the cooled part of discharge lube

is very sensitive with n-spoct to extremely low concentrations of hydrocarbon ad-

mixtures in the flowing gas.

Tht' presence of small admixture of hydrocarbons in nitrogen used as the working

gas increases the intensity of CN violet band system at 77 K more than ten times

with respect to spectra recorded at room temperature.

The influence of hydrocarbons on the intensity of different- CN vibraiional bands is
very specific and may be used for determination of low hydrocarbon concentrations.
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COMPUTATIONAL EVALUATION OF THE DOUBLE PROBE
CHARACTERISTIC

Jolana Bosmanova, Jan Ferdinand

Dept. of Physics, University of West Bohemia, Amended 42, 30614 PlzeA

We can speak about renaissance of the probe diagnostic methods today. It is possible to

obtain fundamental plasma parameters as electron temperature, electron density and

distribution function of electrons by means of this diagnostic method.

But up to day all probe measurements were carried out by analog methods. These methods

are not sufficient accurate. There are problems with accuracy of measurements, noise

elimination etc.

In recent period the digital methods as more accurate are developed. But it is mostly for

purposes of the measurements of the electron distribution function. This function is

obtained as second derivative of the single probe characteristic. But the numerical

derivation is not correct enough. So it is necessary to take very small step for the derivation

process. Therefore it is necessary to use voltage sources directed by computer. Accuracy of

the measurement is so guaranteed as very suitable. Further it is possible to sample the

value of the probe current in suitable time interval.

This all efforts in digital measurements concern single probe method only. Double probe

method was omitted at ail. But as can be seen this method is very suitable tool for electron

B temperature determination. Using this method we need not take into account electron

distribution function. This cannot be done using single probe. Here the temperature is

*' determined from the slope of the characteristic only. And it seems that slope of single

f probe characteristic is dependent on the form of the electron distribution function. In the

case of two probes electron temperature is determined from three parameters from the

-'• slope of the characteristic and from the two values of ion current It can be shown from the

-., M mathematical model, that these parameters determine electron temperature independently

r • on the electron distribution function. Further, the shape of the probe characteristic is

insensitive to the pressure effects. So it seemed to us to be very suitable to digitalize also

»,,, — the double probe method.
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In the present paper the software for double probe characteristic evaluation is dealt with.

This program equipment can be considered as zero version only. It is evident that it will be

changed with respect to hardware, which is to be developed. We shall demonstrate all the

possibilities of our software on the computer. We shall not speak about details there.

Because there is manual designed for these purposes. All, that is necessary to say, is, that

our program equipment is numerical and graphical one. It draw points of the double probe

characteristic, draw ideal characteristic, determines straight lines necessary for electron

temperature determination by means of the least quadrate method. Necessary corrections of

determination are also possible. .
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PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS OF THE KAUFMAN ION
SOURCE MEASURED BY THE LANGMUIR PROBE

•; T.Slkola. L. Dlttrlchova, R.DlabaJa and A.NeboJsa

Department of Physics, Faculty of Engineering,

H Technical University Brno

i

2. Introduction

The Kaufman ion source has been widely used for the last decade

both in technogical and scientific areas. Besides technological

applications for etching and deposition of thin films [1], [2},

this source has been used for a study of the processes taking

part in the interaction between plasma ions and a target

(substrate) [3], [4]. The advantage of using the ion source for

investigations of these processes consists in possibility to

set the ion beam energy, ion current density and angle of

incidence independently on each other, which is difficult or

nearly impossible in plasma.

For better understanding and consequent improving performance

of the Kaufman ion source it is worthwhile -,.t.o. know the

parameters of its discharge plasma. Relatively few studies have

been made on this topic taking into account widespread

utilization of this kind of the ion source. Probably the most

detailed analysis of the discharge phenomena in the Kaufman ion

source has been made in [SI.

In our experiments we have payed our attention to the
• • • • • • •

measurement of the basic discharge plasma characteristics of
this source as a function of some operational parametres like

discharge current , total pressure and extraction voltage. The

knowledge of these characteristics and their dependences can be

useful, not only for learning physical processes taking part in

the ion source but also for improving the function of the ion

source.

O
f

•

i%

|i

e

I
I

2. Experimental Methods

The experiments have been performed with the Kaufman ion source

developed in our laboratory. The ion source is capable to

produce 15 cm-broad ion beam with the energy of ions in a range
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of 200-1200 eV. The more detailed description of this Ion

source Is published In 16]. Inside of a discharge chamber of

the ion source there Is a multi-pole magnetic field generated

by set of permanent magnets in the close region along the

discharge chamber walls (Fig.l). The absence of magnetic field

In the chamber space ensures the increase of ion beam

homogenity [5). A discharge is closed between a directly heated

tungsten filament of the cathode and a set of the anodes

immersed between adjacentpole pieces.

GAS INLET

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

II
/> /y, BV/z/ayvv/My//

r D l b l Q

JUUUUC
CATHODE

Q IG
4

ANODES/^.

POLE PIECES C3

SCREEN ACCELERATOR
GRID GRID

Fig.l. Multi-pole type of the discharge chamber

Two Langmuir probes have been placed into the discharge

chamber. They have been made from molybdenum wire with

a diameter of 0,3 mm and covered by an Insulating sheath from

molybdenum glass. To avoid short circuits caused by sputtered

metallic inlets (layers) on the glass surface, the probes have

been equipped by screening cups made also from molybdenum

glass.

We have used the single probe technique since a potential of

the probe can be related here quite easily to well defined

anode potential. The electrical scheme of the Langmuir probe

experiments Is shown in Fig. 2. As the potential of the anodes
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(and so plasma potential) can reach several hundreds volts to

accelerate Ions, the power supply must be put Into an isolated

box and separated from the network by a transformer. A second

probe was planned as a spare probe or potentially to double

probe method, but it has not been used for the measurements.

ISOLATED BOX

SCREEN GRID
ACCELERATOR GRID

EZJ ANODE

Fig.2. Electrical scheme of single probe technique

3. Results and Discussions

In_ our experiments we have measured concentration and

temperature of the electrons (ne,Te).plasma and wall potential

(<AP> 4>u ) and concentration of the ions (n, ) as a function of

operational parameters of the Kaufman ion source - discharge

current Id, pressure pt and extraction voltage Vt = Uj + U2. The

screen grid voltage Ut determines approximately the kinetic

energy of the Ions here, Uj, Is the voltage put on the

accelerator (second) grid to be negative (see Fig.2). At all

experiments the discharge voltage Uo was kept constant (46 V).

In Fig.3 some of the single probe characteristics measured at

various discharge currents are displayed. The curve related to
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a discharge current of 2 A has a distinguished behaviour from

the other two ones. This characteristic has been obtained by

the measurement at non-zero extraction of the ions (Ut=600V)

with a kinetic energy of 400 eV (Uj*400V). The faster fall of

the probe current with the probe potential indicates a lower

plasma potential as in the case of the other curves

corresponding to zero-extraction of the ions (Ut-0V).

16.0

'I-

•8.0
-55 -45 -35 -25 -15

Probe Potential (V-relative to Anode)

Fig.3. Langmuir single probe characteristics

Fig. 4 demonstrates the dependence of To and no on Id at Ut
= 0 V. We can see here an increase (decrease) of the electron

concentration (electron temperature) in the discharge current

region of 1,5-2,0 A. The Increase of n0 Is in the agreement

with the growth of ion beam current with Id described in (7J.

The nearly constant values of n, and T, in the second half of

the discharge current region has not been explained and

probably a more detailed analysis should be done In this

field.
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Fig.4. Dependence of ne and To on the discharge current

{pt = lxlO"*mb. Ud= 46 V. Ut= 0V)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
0.0

4.0

Fig. 5. Dependence of ne and T. on the total pressure

U d= 2A. Ud= 46 V, Ud» OV)
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In Fig. 5 we can see no significant changes of and To with

the total pressure measured outside of the ion source discharge

chamber. It corresponds to our previous experiments in which we

did not find the ion beam current to be dependent on the total

pressure (6).

Fig. 6 shows a dependence of ne and Te on the acceleration

voltage of the beam Ions U, and impllcltely on the extraction

voltage Ut (U2=const.). We can see that at Uj-eooV (Ut-800V)

both concentration and temperature of the electrons is smaller

than at lower voltages. From the theoretical point of view, as

the probe is deeply inside the plasma region, this external

electrical field should have no Influence on plasma

characteristics. Calculations made on the base of Bonn's

stability criterion [71, using plasma characteristics having

obtained in our experiments (ne, T o ) , show the distance between

the plasma- sheath boundary and the accelerator grid is bellow

1 mm at ion beam energies of hundreds of eV (9).

2.5

2.0

1.5

'1.0

0.5

0.0
-100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

*; Fig. 6. Dependence of Ne and Ta on the acceleration voltage Ua

f. (Pt= lxI0-*mb, Ud= 46V, U2»200 V)
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As the extraction electric field between the electrodes

penetrates deeply into "plasma", the space charge sheath Is

much thicker than 1 mm and the mentioned theory cannot be used

here. For a more exact calculation of the plasma sheath problem

one must use numerical simulations of the second generation

[71'

The presence of the electrical field Inside the vacuum chamber

confirms the equivalent emissive meniscus between the plasma

and the sheath has a concave shape. This qualitative finding

makes possible to do some relatively simple numerical

simulations of Ion beam trajectories of the Kaufman Ion Source

I8J.

Plasma potential 4>p has been found at all our Langmuir probe

experiments surprisingly low towards the anode potential and

has aproached nearly the cathode potential . It means the

discharge current is driven not only by density gradient of the

electrons but also by potential gradient between the plasma and

theanodes. In [5] it isshown this effect is caused by

unsufficient total area of the anodes and can lead to some

unstabi11ties of the discharge.

440 620-100 80 260

Ui(V)
Fig.7. Dependence of the plasma potential on the acceleration

voltage Ul (pl=lxl0-
4mb, I<J=2A, Ud»46V, U2=200V)
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Fig.7 shows decreasing the plasma potential (towards the anode

potential) with growing acceleration voltage. This clearly

confirms penetration of the electric field from the grid system

into the discharge chamber even at Ul < 600 V.

4. Conclusions

The experiments realized in the Kaufman ion source by the

application of Langmuir single probe technique helped us to

obtain the information of some parameters of the discharge

plasma. They have also shown the electric field from the

extraction grid system penetrates into the discharge chamber

and that surface of the anodes is small for establishing

discharge current driven by electron density gradient only.

The obtained results have offered some input parametres

necessary for opt iraal izat. ion of the extraction of the ions from

the discharge plasma and have revealed that the enlargement of

the anode surface could bring better stability of the discharge

current and thus of the ion beam characteristics
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THE MAGNETRON PLASMA OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS

F. Hanitz, J. Lego, S. Pckarek, J. Rosenkranz

Dept. of Physics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, CTU.Technicka 2, 166 27 Prague 6.

There were studied the basic parameters of the planar magnetron discharge plasma used

tor titanium thin films deposition. The magnetron filling gas was argon. For the plasma

parameter's determination the spectroscopic methods were Applied. The obtained spectra in

the range 390 ... 450 nm (the gas pressure 0,1... 2,5 Farthe"magnetic coil current 1,4 ... 2,6

A, the discharge current 0,4 ... 1,8 A) were used for the selection of the suitable neutral

argon, ionized argon and neutral titanium spectral lines.

For the electron temperature determination the method of the dependence of the

spectral line intensities on the excitation potential was used. It was found, that the electron

temperature differs for different ranges of the excitation potential. The temperature 0,48 eV

was evaluated from the ionized argon line intensities (excitation potential 19,7 ... 22,6 eV).

This temperature is independent on the discharge parameters. The temperatures evaluated

from the neutral titanium line intensities (excitation potential 3,1 ... 5,7 eV) are given in the

Tab. I.

Tab. I.

lm(A)
IV(A)
1.8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1,0
0.8
0,6
0,4

p=0.1Pa
1,4

0,6077
0,6111
0,6141
06245
0,6177
0,6329
0,6505

2,0

0.6148
0,6018
0,6115
0,6161
0,6146
0,6310
0,6370
0,6583

2,6

0,6025
0.6125
0,6218
0,6205
0,6264
0,6217
0,6498
0,6436

1,4

0,5833
0,5896
0,6004
0,6013
0,6152
0,6113
0,6284

p=0,5 Pa
2,0

0,5941
0.5837
0,5950
0,6048
0,6085
0,6166
0,6015
0,6362

2,6

0,5943
0,5989
0,6011
0,6039
0,6038
0.5964
0,6121
0,6225

p=2,5 Pa
1,4

0,6041
0,5988
0,5970
0,5992
0,6002

2,0

0,6050
0,6185
0,6115
0,5848
0,5606
0,5614

2,6

0,5978
0,5898
0,5947
0,5874
0,5788
0,5757

These values are significantly higher and depend weakly on the discharge parameters

(especially on the discharge current). The neutral argon lines were not used for the

temperature determination because of the narrow range of the excitation potential-. The

thermodynamics non equilibrium is caused by the magnetic electron trap, necessary for the

discharge existence at such a low pressure [1].

The values of both temperatures mentioned above are rather small for the ionization

degree explanation, using the ionized and neutral argon line intensities. Corresponding to the

measured line intensities in LTE the effective ionization temperature was established (See

Tab. II.)- This temperature depends practically on the pressure only.
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For the determination of the titanium atom concentration in the discharge, there is

necessary to know the ionization degree both for titanium and argon. For titanium ionization

degree the temperature determined from titanium lines and for argon ionization degree the

effective ionization temperature were used, with respect to different temperatuies in region of

the titanium ionization potential (6,84 cV) and argon ionization potential (15,76 eV).

Tab.

VA?
0,4
0,6
0,8
1,0
1,2
1,4
1,6
1.8

II.

.1,4

0,786
0,790
0,791
0,794
0,793
0,793
0,797

-

p=0.1 Pa
2,0

0,781
0,782
0,783
0,787
0,786
0,788
0,790
0,799

2,6

0,782
0,783
0,783
0,786
0,788
0,789
0,790
0,790

1.4

0,838
0,839
0,840
0,843
0,843
0,846
0,844

-

p=0,5 Pa
2,0

0,828
0,826
0,827
0,829
0,832
0,834
0,833
0,836

2,6

0,822
0,826
0,827
0,829
0,832
0,834
0,833
0,836

1,4

-
-
-

0,895
0,896
0,896
0,896
0,896

p=2,5 Pa
2,0

-
-

0,894
0,889
0,892
0,899
0,903
0,900

2,6

-
-

0,873
0,873
0,890
0,891
0,892
0,894

The rate of the titanium and argon neutral atoms can be calculated from the rates of the

neutral titanium and argon line intensities. Using the ionization degrees the rate of the

titanium and argon total concentration can be calculated too. Knowing the pressure, the total

concentration of the titanium atoms can be calculated. (See Tab. III.)

Tab. III.

lm(A)
IV(A)

0,4
0,6
0,8
1,0
1,2
1,4
1,6
1.8

1,4

1,162
1,606
1,895
2,740
3,095
3,652
3,743

-

p=0.1 Pa
2,0

0,0266
1,267
1,734
1,827
2,286
2,547
2,620
3,667

2,6

0,3043
1,139
1,175
1,662
2,042
2,443
2,568
2,660

1,4

7,008
8,052
9,950
10,75
12,87
12,20
13,65

-

p=O,5 Pa
2,0

5,619
5,684
8,772
10,49
11,29
12,12
12,55
15,67

2,6

4,646
6,327
6,785
9,113
10,72
11,36
13,86
14,23

1,4

17,22
23,49
64,25
73,30
82,90

p=2,5 Pa
2,0

-
-

8,406
34,10
54,01
81,47
98,64
84,84

2,6

-
_

38,47
48,97
64,06
77,99
76,22
93,29

Comparing the total titanium atoms concentration with the measured deposition rate,

the mean velocity of the titanium atoms near the substrate can be obtained. This velocity

(approximately 104 m/s) is in a good agreement with [2J.

It was therefore made a simple model of that region of the discharge in which the

prevailing role plays the trapping of electrons in the trap created by the crossed electric and

magnetic field.

In this one-dimensional model following assumptions are used:

1) Cathode is represented by the infinite plane x, y (z = 0)
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In the next step we assume that the electrons at the end of the cathode region have

> sufficient energy just to ionize. From this condition (1 is the length of the cathode region) we

have

I

When the potential difference over this region is U we can write

From these two relations we can determine numerically the quantities b and 1. Closer to

the cathode we can use well known relations:

j-(0) = yj+(O) and j(0) = j+(0) (1+y) = j-(0) (1 + Y) / Y.

where y is the coefficient of the secondary emission for the cathode material (third

Townsend coefficient). For the steady state we have

a(z)dz

If we know y, ] and b we can also find E. However it is more suitable to choose Eo as a

multiple of Eo min (for example following the theory of the cathode region of the glow

discharge). With increasing k, 1 decreases and b increases. However the final results are

influenced by the magnitude of K negligibly only.

For j"(z) we can therefore write

j (z)=j(0)e
1+y

and

where vd (r) is the velocity of electrons across magnetic field. This velocity can be

found in the following way. The electron remains in the band of the width R until it

undergoes non-elastic collision. In time 1 s it makes v collisions and travels the distance vR.

However it can make non-elastic collision at least in the middle of the band, when it has

sufficient energy. Taking into account the fact that

v = vop

where p is a pressure of gas, we obtain
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2) Vector of magnetic induction is parallel with this plane.
Its magnitude decreases with increasing z as

z; Bo = 1.281.10-2 Im

a = 60,7 m-'

where Im is magnetizing current.

3) Electric field is in the direction of z axis. The plane anode is placed sufficiently far

apart. The applied voltage is distributed over the studied region of the discharge.

4) The electron in the crossed electric and magnetic fields follows the cycloid path

within the band parallel to cathode until it undergoes non-elastic collision with the

atom of the gas. The width of the band is R. The elastic collisions do not influence

the density distribution of electrons. During non-elastic collision the electron loses all

its kinetic energy.

5) For starting the ionization of the gas the difference on the width R of the cycloid band

must be greater than the ionization potential of the gas.

Supposing that E changes slowly and R is small it can be found that

p = 2so. -B_
C ' n2

and
lasis. = §

B

For Ar (<pi = 15,76 eV) we obtain that 8 = 1,777.106. I

Following our assumption the electron moves in a band the width of which is R until it

undergoes non-elastic collision. After the collision there originates a new electron which

together with a primary one begin to move in another band which is displaced to the anode. •

The width of this new band is R(z). It can be said that in each band the number of electrons is ™

doubled. This fact allows us to determine the effective ionization coefficient as

The fact that not all collisions of electrons are ionizing ones can be involved in a(z) by

introduction of coefficient TJ, which involves the number of ionizing collisions:

» The dependence B = B(£> and the expression for a(z) lead to the necessity of the initial

\ approximation of dependence E = E<£) in following form:

h
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In this expression only the non-elastic collisions are taken into account

Jhe number of appearing positive ions equals to the number of newly bom electrons.
Thus we can write

Across the plane z pass the ions originating between z and 1. These ions have of course

different velocities.

To determine p+(z) it is necessary to find average velocity vj (z) as the weighted

average of velocitiesnons which originate between z and 1.

In fact all the calculations can be done analytically, the last operation however leads to

the non-complete F function. Therefore it is non suitable to perform the numerical

calculations.

Now we have

and from the equation

d i v E =
dz

may be found corrected E = E(z). Then we can repeat all the calculation. In fact the

situation is a little bit complicated because p+ and p- are of the order 1 0 ' C/m3 and their

difference is about 4 orders smaller. Thus the calculation must be made with high precision.

Conclusion : The basic parameters influencing the thin film properties (i. e. the total

titanium atoms concentration and the mean velocity of their moving to the substrate) can be

obtained from the measured spectral line intensities of the neutral titanium, neutral argon and

ionized argon.

The presented model involves as input parameters all experimental parameters, voltage,

current, pressure, magnetic induction etc., and allows us to compare, at least

semiquantitatively obtained results with experiment.

Preliminary results show for example that ionization level value obtained from the

model is slightly less than the value obtained from specroscopic measurements.
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STATE OF THE ART OF PLASMA SPRAY PROCESSING

H. Herman

Stony Brook, New York 11794-2275

ABSTRACT

1. Introduction

.| standing bulk forms. There is little question that the recent growth of plasma spray has been
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Plasma spray processing is a well established means of forming thick coatings and,

more recently, free-standing bulk forms. A wide range of materials can be plasma sprayed for M

a variety of applications, ranging from gas turbine technology to the electronics industry. This •

paper will address the rapidly developing range of materials types that have become

processable by the thermal plasma. These include ceramic superconductors, high temperature

thick thermal barrier coatings, reactive metals, intermetallic compounds, polymers, and a

number of interesting ceramic and metallic matrix composites. Also to be discussed will be

new plasma spray guns, which have grown well beyond the laboratory and are now

beginning to take the technology into new industrial sectors. These guns operate at much

increased power, allowing a greatly enhanced material throughput than has been hitherto

possible. This is especially true of the 160 kW Czech Water Stabilized Plasma gun, developed

at the Institute of Plasma Physics, which plasma processes both metals and ceramics at rates at

least 20 times greater than traditional gas stabilized, DC non-transferred plasma arc guns.

Another important development is the gas stabilized, "Electromagnetic Coalescence Plasma"

gun. This device uses axial-feed to inject the powder into the plasma flame, thus obviating the

necessity to disrupt the plasma effluent by right-angle injection and permitting operation with

an oxygen plasma. In addition to gun developments, a major breakthrough has occurred in

plasma spray technology: environmentai spraying, which has enabled the plasma spraying of

reactive materials in an oxygen-free environment and at high temperatures. These so called

"vacuum plasma spray" chambers have become the mainstay of the aircraft as well as other

industries. A discussion will be presented of the concept of plasma spray processing of

materials within controlled atmospheric chambers. These issues and the possibilities for the

future will be reviewed.

I
I
I

t
I

Plasma spray technology has evolved from an applied, empirically-based technology _

to a controllable and versatile means of processing powders into thick films/coatings and free- M
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accelerated by the needs of the aircraft industry, with its demanding and stringent
requirements. But, other, more general, applications have been introduced by a diversity of
industries. ' ••'• •:'•

The Field has evolved due an enhanced scientific understanding of the process and the

ability to control and to reproduce plasma spray parameters. The enhanced reproducibility

which has in recent years been available in plasma spray processing is due largely to the

introduction of microprocessors. But also important has been statistical process control, with

which it is possible to rationalize optimiztion of the plasma process into a reasonably few

experiments. There are at least 100 variables that control the plasma spray process, and it is

essential to determine the level of sensitivity of a given parameter. New statistical approaches

can save considerable time and effort by establishing parameter-process matrices using some

recently introduced creative software. In the past, these parameter complexities, together with

their value-uncertainties, gave plasma spraying a reputation as a "black art". This view has

largely been dispelled, as this article will attempt to demonstrate.

Equally important to the maturation of plasma spray processing have been feedstock

materials. There has been hightened recogntion in the relation between the powder processing

route and the final sprayed product. For example, a fused-and-crushed and a sintered-and-

crushed mixed-oxide powder will show significantly different slurry wear behavior when

plasma sprayed with identical parameters. And new, often difficult-to-spray materials types

are being very effectively plasma sprayed, sometimes in environmental chambers. Some

examples of such materials will be discussed.

In this paper, a brief discussion will be presented of the recent changes that have

occurred in the field, which the author expects will have a significant impact on the future

course of the technology.

2. The Plasma Gun

The DC non-transferred arc plasma gun is a remarkably sturdy device that can operate

for long periods of time without requiring significant maintenance and rebuilding [1-3]. This

I robustness came after many years of attempting to design a high temperature spray torch that

could survive demanding industrial environments. Many original Metco 3MB and the

Plasmadyne SG-I (now Miller Thermal) guns, which were manufactured over thirty years

K ago, are still in service today. This speaks well of both the concept underlying the guns' design

and the manufacturers, who created long-lasting, sturdy products.
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And what of these 1950's vintage plasma guns that have been so very effective? Have

there been dramatic developments that have made the venerable plasma guns obsolete?

Surprisingly, for industrial applications, there have been essentially no technological

breakthroughs in gas plasma gun design, other than some slight, perhaps subtle modifications

to nozzle configuration. Admittedly, this author may be in a minority in regards to the views

of gun design. Certainly, new, more complex appearing nozzles have been designed and, in

fact, a number of them are in production today and used widely. The argument I wish to offer

is that we would be approximately where we are technologically with the old guns, if other

things had not changed, such as power supplies, powder feeders, and control systems.

Further, modern systems integration has taken plasma spraying from trial-and-error

engineering to a controllable and reproducible technology. I would argue that these important

changes came about not when new gun designs appeared, but, rather, when mass flow gas

controllers and meters came on the scene, together with the ability to control power and fluid

flows with microprocessor precision and reproducibility. Discusions of a variety of thermal

plasma spray devices and their utilization can be found in References [2-4|.

It is important to note that there have indeed been some interesting developments in

plasma guns and processes in recent years. For example, virtually all plasma gun

manufacturers offer systems which are able to, operate at power levels of 80 kW and above.

Increased power enables an increased throughput of powder, but for most coating applications

not too much is gained by this greater power. Increased power also enables one to more

efficiently melt refractory materials.

Another major gun development that has had surprisingly little impact on the technology is

; Metco's APG plasma spray gun. This device offers control of gun voltage by the continuous

. T variation of the position of the tungsten cathode within the gun. This is achieved by way of a

,'• feedback circuit that maintains gun voltage constant, thus obviating the need to employ a

I secondary gas, such as hydrogen to control voltage, and thus power. The APG system is

rather complex in operation and may lack the robustness required for an industrial

environment. There arc, however, possible applications for a "hydrogen-less" gun, for

example, for plasma spraying of hydrogen-sensitive materials (e.g., titanium, alumina for

microelectronics applications). >• .

JT. There are other, plasma guns that have been developed that are novel and deserve

y.. attention by the industrial community. For example, Marantz has developed an axial-feed gun,

operating with four independent, subsidiary mini-plasmas, which join (add) together and enter

ig a main nozzle. The four, now coalesced plasma arcs electromagnetically yield a high power

plasma flame: hence, electromagnetic coalescence or EMC 15]. The powder is injected axially
« A

i •
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from the back and into the plasma core, suggesting high spray (i.e., melting) efficiency. This

axial gun may thus achieve industrial recognition. Another axial-feed gun has been developed

by workers at Osaka University in Japan. Kobayashi has described the "gas tunnel" plasma

spray concept, in which an extended anode is created by (he use of a gas divertor, allowing for

short stand-off distances while spraying. The gas tunnel plasma gun is said to yield extremely

high quality ceramic coatings [6].

Other plasma torches have been developed in recent years, including Milter Thermal's

"Electronic Plasma Gun", in which it is possible to achieve high power together with

electronic switching of the arc columns [7], And a Japanese company, Onoda Cement Co.,

has carried out considerable work on a two-anode plasma system, which permits enhanced

temperatures and velocities, with the plasma gas achieving hypersonic velocities over a power

range from 10 to 100 kW [8]. -

•,

A departure from traditional powder fed plasma guns is the single-wire plasma arc,

where the electrically conductive wire is an expendable electrode and the plasma gas can be air

or an inert gas [9]. The deposit quality is comparable to traditional powder fed plasma spray

guns, but there are no feeding problems. Any electrically conductive wire can be processed in

this torch, and internal diameters (i.e., inside of pipes) are easily sprayed.

RF (inductively coupled) plasmas show great potential for powder processing, for

producing coatings, and for spray-forming. While RF thermal plasmas have been used for

many years, the utilization of this technique is relatively new. A considerable amount of work

with RF plasma has been carried out by the University of Sherbrooke [10]. It is this author's

view that RF plasmas have great potential for spray-forming of bulk shapes, using metals and

ceramics and combinations thereof, i.e.. composites.

A very different sort of plasma torch is the Czech-developed "Water- Stabilized

Plasma" (WSP) gun, as currently operated at the Czech Institute of Plasma Physics in

Prague Icf. 11]. In this device, the working inert plasma gas is replaced by water, which

swirls within the inner wall of the internal cylindrical arc chamber. An arc is created between

an expendable graphite cathode, continuously introduced from the rear of the torch, and an

external, internally water cooled anode, positioned at a point outside of the gun. The plasma

arises from water, the ionic recombination outside of the torch delivering considerable

enthalpy. The WSP operates at 160 kW, enabling the gun to process well over 100 kg/hr of

metal powder and over 35 kg/hr of refractory ceramics. With these high numbers, one can

think in terms of spray-forming, in which the plasma gun can manufacture near-net shapes of

some rather interesting combinations of materials. For example, functionally-graded materials
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are designed to account for residual stresses that occur attendant to a part being thermally

cycled. If one section of the component experiences a significantly different temperature than •

another, these stresses can result in failure. In a joint international program, the Czech m
Institute and the Thermal Spray Laboratory, State University of New York at Stony Brook,

are exploring the use of the WSP spraying of metal-ceramic graded deposits to enhance the

thermal shock properties of high performance composite materials. Such applications will

expand the utility of plasma spraying to a wider range of engineering disciplines.

4. Feed Materials

A large literature exists on plasma spray feedstock material [cf. 12]. There is a wide

5. Environmental Plasma Spraying
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diversity of materials types used in plasma spraying. Many different types of ferrous alloys •

are plasma sprayed, including stainless steel and cast iron. Light metal alloys are plasma

sprayed; for example, titanium and aluminum alloys. Copper alloys, including a wide range _

of bronzes, are plasma sprayed, as are reactive metals (see below in Sec. 5.), including I

niobium and zirconium. In recent years, and very important both industrially and

scientifically, intennetallic alloy powders have been plasma sprayed in environmental

chambers, for example, on niobium as oxidation-resistant protective coatings and as free-

standing forms. These intermetallics include NiAl, Ni3Al,and MoSi2 [cf. 13]. These

materials have also been plasma sprayed as intermetallic-matrix composites. Wide ranges of

cermets are available, that is, blends of metal and ceramic, which when plasma sprayed

produce very high strength deposits. Novel ceramics, glasses and various high performance

materials have begun to be available. These materials will be the basis of new plasma spray

applications in the future.

I
I
I
I
I

Perhaps the most significant development in plasma spray technology has been the

introduction of environmental spraying. The principal driver in the development of

environmental plasma spraying has been the desire tc avoid oxidation within the coating that

would occur during plasma spraying.

If is widely appreciated that the down-wind plasma effluent contains as much as 30% by

volume oxygen and obviously a high level of nitrogen as well. This arises due to turbulence of _

the flame in air and results in the oxidation of the deposit. Nitrogen, in general, represents less I

of a problem at the operating temperatures in question. Also, there is no concern for the

plasma spraying of oxide ceramics (e.g., alumina, zirconia) in air.

I
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Oxides laden with metal coatings, intended for high performance applications (e.g.,

superalloy protective coatings for high temperature service, intermetallics, reactive metals),

have deficient properties, and therefore are best plasma sprayed in an essentially oxygen-free

environment. Thus, both EPI in Irvine, California, and Plasma-Technics in Wholen,

Switzerland, developed and manufacture vacuum plasma spray (VPS) systems primarily for

the aircraft gas turbine market (Both companies are now owned by Sulzers of Switzerland).

The VPS approach, as it is now widely referred to, has been very successful, the technique

now being more widely used industrially [3].

By plasma spraying in reduced pressure (say, 50 mbar) the flame extends and the

velocity of the particles will typically increase1 from approximately 200 M/sec to perhaps

800 M/sec; This greater particle

velocity, coupled with a significantly higher substrate-deposit operating temperature (typically,

I | 800-1000 °C), yields a coating with a much greater strength-of-adhesion to the substrate and a

' substantially higher overall density, in many cases approaching theoretical density. VPS

processing has grown tremendously in recent years and has led to consideration of other

specialized spray environments. For example, underwater plasma spraying (UPS) and

hyperbaric plasma spraying (HPS).

1

f l

[I
f!
(1

UPS was first used in Russia for the production of thick, hard coatings on steel.

Others, including researchers at the University of Aachen, have carried out UPS experiments

and have formed dense, industrially useful coatings, which have displayed impressive

metallographic cross-sections of a range of metal alloy coatings[14]. HPS is an interesting

combination of UPS and VPS, yielding oxide-free, dense metal alloy coatings and good

ceramic coatings due to the higher density plasms, flame [IS].

5. Conclusions

The field of plasma spray processing is populated by materials scientists, plasma

diagnostitions, chemists and the vast community of engineers who are charged with

understanding the physics and chemistry of the thermal plasma and thus are able to improve '

the efficiency of the process. Important future directions will include control and automation, j

systems integration playing an increasing role in future applications developments. Plasma f

power will certainly increase in order to enhance powder throughput and thus productivity. |

And certainly, various means of increasing spray particle velocity will be explored to achieve |

denser deposits. New guns are finally being seriously considered by industry and this will

spur designers into developing more novel plasma generation devices.

i
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Plasma spray technology has been slow to develop, but now appears to be on the verge

of significant recognition and growth. Such growth will depend on what can be accomplished

in the research laboratory.
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B. High oressure olasma

MACROSCOPIC MODEL OF STREAMER

D. Trunec*. A. Davies, W. Niessen

* Department of Physical Electronics, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University
Kotldfskdl, 61137Brno, Czech Republic

Department of Physics, University College of Swansea, SingeUon Park,
Swansea SA2 8PP, Wales, UK

1. Introduction

The physical model of the streamer employed is based on the assumption that the charge
carriers are in local thermal equilibrium so that the discharge may be described by the
set of continuity equations together with the Poisson equation and appropriate boundary
conditions. The calculations are three-dimensional with rotational symetry (z — r space)
and can therefore not only predict the longitudinal motion but also the lateral motion
of electron and ion swarms, thus properly accounting for such effects as radial diffusion
and/or focusing.

2. Model of streamer

The present calculations were carried out for a 5 mm wide air-filled parallel-plate gap at
atmospheric pressure. The continuity equations were solved for electrons as well as for
positive and negative ions. The ions were assumed to be stationary in order to avoid the
calculation of their drift terms and thus saving computation time. This simplification is
justified since ions move approximately 200 to 300 times more slowly than electrons and
therefore hardly change their positions during one or two election transit times between
cathode and anode, which is the typical time scale of the following calculations. The set
of continuity equations can thus be expressed in the following form

+ ^ s ' ( i )

and

-^ = *•„, (3)
di

where the indices e, p and n denote electrons, positive ions and negative ions respectively.
a*

n g i p y ^
Although there are at least two types of positive ions (A'/ and Of) and two types of a*
negative ions (OJ and O~), one continuity equation for positive ions and one for negative
ions are enough since their drift terms are neglected and source terms can be given which
discriminate only between positive and negative ions and electrons.

The explicit versions of these terms, used by Bayle <utd Bayle [1] aixl also employed
in the present work, are

Se = (a - a)je + -??.„, (4)
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a denoting the ionization coefficient of electrons, a the attachment coefficient and r the
average lifetime of negative ions. The following empirical formulas were used for a, a [1] a

and r [5]. I
/ B \ •

a/}) = A exp I — -=j- I (7)

with A = 7.87 Torr-'cm-1 and B = 248 VTorr 'cm- ' , •

a/p = 9.41 Torr- 'cnr ' (S)

and
(9)

I
with C =.5.07 x IO~3 Torrs aud B = 0.14S Ton cm/V.

The pressure was 760 Torr (J.010SO Pa) and the gap distance d was 5 mm. The initial
number density of positive and negative ions was assumed to be zero everywhere in the gap
while the total number of electrons was one. A Gaussian distribution with its maximum
on axis and 0.625 mm away from the cathode was taken as the initial electron number
density distribution. I

The efficiency 7P;, for producing photo elections from the cathode metal was 4.5 x 10"4, |
lying in the range of the values used by Bayle aud Bayle [1].

Using formula (7) for the computation of a and the replacement- condition

7 ( c o r f - l ) = l , (10)

it is possible to calculate the breakdown voltage Ut- If 7, the total emission coefficient,
is assumed to be the sum of 7Py, and 7,OT, (assumed to be 0.05) we obtain a Ui, of 13.7 kV
whereas if 7 is taken to be 7P/,, then U\, is 15.S kV. The following calculations were carried
out for U - 18.5 kV (35% overvoltagc).

3. Used methods

The continuity equation was solved by MUSCL method (Monotonic Upstream Scheme for
Conservation Laws) [2, 4], the Poisson equation was solved by the finite difference method
with Strongly Implicit Method [6]. The used algorithms have to be stable in the case of
high gradients of concentration. The MUSCL method was found good for this purpose.

The electrodes consist of parallel metal plates, separated by a certain distance d, and
the radial extension of the computational grid was also taken to be equal to d. The number
of grid' cells in the s-direction is 100 with 30 in the r-direction. In order to improve the M
spatial resolution towards the axis the widths of the cells increase exponentially in the I
r-direclion (Ar at the edge of the grid is fire times larger than Ar on axis), while Az,-
is constant across the gap. The electrostatic potential at the edge is assumed to increase
linearly between cathode and anode, i.e. the electric field strength is constant there. fl|
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4. Results

The results of the calculation are shown in Fig 1 - 3 .
We can see that in the first 2C ns (the electron transit time is 28 ns) the electron

avalanche travels with a constant velocity, equal to the electron drift velocity, towards the

z (0.05mm!

Figure 1: Time dependence of the electron concentration on 2- axis (the time difference
between two lines a 2>6 us).

I
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Figure 2: Time dependence of the charge density on z- axis.
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Figure 3: Tiine dependence of the iutenzity of electiic field on 2- u i i .
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anode. The electric field during this phase is not yet distorted by space- charges and thus
? remains homogeneous.
I Once the front is absorbed by the anode the election density still grows right across

the gap (see Fig. 1) due to secondary photo electrons released at the cathode and due to
electrons detached from negative ions which were created by the attachment of electrons.

1 After about 40 iis the electric field strength in front of the anode begins to fall (see
|̂ Fig. 3) due to the accumulation of positive ions. Since the decrease in the field near

the anode is accompanied by a consequent increase in the field nearer to the cathode, a
cathode directedstreamer starts to propagate after about 50 ns. Its transit time of about

* 26 ns is comparable to the cathode-anode transit time of the initial electron avalanche,
j corresponding to an average velocity of 1.9 x 10s ms~'. Its velocity at the arrival at

the cathode however is 1.1 x 106 ms~'. Dhali and Williams [3] computed propagation
velocities in the 1 — 2 x 10° ins""1 range for Nitrogen under atmospheric pressure.

j Cathode directed streamers arc caused by a local positive space charge which enhances
; the total electric field (= background field +spacc charge field) at the cathode side of the

charge cloud and reduces it at the anode side. The increased field gives rise to an increased
production of positive ions and electrons by ionizaljon. While the electrons quickly drift

I towards the anode, the slow ions remain practically where they were created, i.e. in the
I region whore the high field was in the first place. The maximum of the ion density has

thus moved towards the cathode and with it the region of increased field strength. This
mechanism is slowed down in air due to election attachment of the O2-molecules. The O-J

j and O~-ions transport the negative space charge much more slowly towards the anode,
| but this does not change the basic scheme described above.

Figure 2 shows the space charge distribution on axis across the gap up to 72 ns. It
can be seen that between 20 and 55 ns an excess oi' positive space charges builds up right

I1 at the anode which then detaches and starts moving towards the cathode.
\l The corresponding electric field on axis is shown in Fig.3. Like the maximum of the

electron density the maximum field strength moves towards the cathode while at the same
time increasing its value from about 45 kVcm"1 at 72 us to more than 120 kVcm"1 at
75.5 ns. In comparison the strength of the undisturbed field is 37 kVcni"1.
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SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS OF GLIDARC
PLASMACHEMICAL REACTOR

Viktor Sember, Pavel Svofooda

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences

Za slovankou 3, 182 11 Prague 8, Czech Republic

Abstract
The GLIDARC plasmachemicaJ reactor is suitable to halocarbon wastes destruction. To

understanding their high destruction efficiency the emission spectra of the discharge were

measured. The experiments consist in low current (100 mA) discharge generating under

atmospheric pressure in Ar - H2- O2 mixtures. Movement of the discharge was studied by

optical method. Near - U.V. and visible emission spectra measured by means of OMA

spectroscopic apparatus are presented. Relative intensities and profiles of argon , oxygen and

hydrogen atomic lines were used for mean excitation temperature and electron density

calculation.

1. Introduction
Among other types of discharges it is the Czernichowski's "GlidArc" that promises high

efficiency in detoxification several gases (H2S, o-xylene, etc) [1]. In the low current discharge

the very high destruction efficiency of chloroform was measured f2] and hence the more

detailed study of discharge properties is presented.

2. Experimental
The GLIDARC generator studied was represented by two hermetically closed molybden

electrodes into which the plasma gas (Ar, 400 dm3.h~l) was blown through a nozzle of i.d.

lmm . The discharge was powered by a high-voltage (2 kV) d.c. source through the variable

serial resistor (10 - 23 kfl).

The voltage-current chracteristic of the moving discharge were measured by use of digital

storage osciloscope. To compare the changes in the character of discharge its voltage-current

characteristics were measured in a different discharge position, typically S, 50, SOO and 1000

us after the initiation in the closest past between the electrodes.
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Fig. 1.: GLIDARC plasmachemical reactor.
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Fig. 2.: Voliage-current characteristics of the discharge.

The discharge velocities along with the electrodes (vertical axis, in Fig. 3 labeled .v) were

measured by the optical method - see the scheme in the Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3.: Scheme of discharge velocities measurement

The velocities of several discharges in the GLIDARC measured by this method are

presented in the Fig. 4.

Velocity [ m/s ]'

•J.

12 04 1611 2018 24.25 28.32 32 38

Distance [ mm ]

Fig. 4.: Velocities of the discharge path along the electrodes

4. Spectroscope measurements
Emission spectra taken from different points along the vertical axis of GLIDARC reactor

were recorded by an optical multichannel system Jobin-Yvon equipped with the

monochromator HR 320 and PDA detector (1024 pixels).
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Atom excitation temperature was calculated from relative in- tensities of Arl lines detected

in spectra] interval 383 ~ 470 nm using transition probabilities published by Malone and

Corcoran 13]). The Boltzmann plot of the measurement giving the best linear fit is shown on

Fig.5.

-7.5

-8.5

-9.5

Texc = 3340+130 K

116000 118000 120000

Eexc (cm-1)
122000

Fig. 5.: Boltzmann plot for Ar(I)

The electron density was derived from H-beta line half-width (see Fig.6) using tables of
Stark profiles (wkh Doppler broadening included) calculated by Vidal et al. [4].

.164.800 4BS.GO0 486.400
NM

Fig. 6.: H-be(a line with some Mo and Ar lines
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I... _•«.
444.000 456.000 46B.000

NH
480.000

Fig. 7.: Pan of measured spectrum at low hydrogen concentration.

a 6
i ** i T

444.000 456.000 468.000 480.000

Fig. 8.: Spectrum taken from the same point at higher hydrogen concentration.
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t 3. Results and discussion
The mean excitation temperature and electron density calculated for the different measured

points appeared to be approximately the same, Texc ='3600±200K, i^ = 2.1014cnr3, except for

the closest part of the GLIDARC electrodes configuration (the discharge initiation point) where
we obtained the values of T e x c = 4300±400K and ne=3.1014cm"3. The electron density is

much higher than we can expect for LTE condition (the LTE temperature for electron density

2.10'4cnr3is about 7 000K). Adding more hydrogen (« 2%) the electron density increases to

5.10I4cm-3and up to 1.1015cnr3at the closest part of the GLIDARC, while the excitation

lemperature remains practically the same. This effect is accompanied by increase of molybden

(from the electrodes) and argon ion line intensities (see Fig.7 and 8) and also by increase of

error of Bollzmann plot computation.

The measured velocities of the discharge is probably very close to the velocity of

. surrounding cold gas.

- The voltage-current characteristics are close to that of the arc characteristics. Both, the

""' spcctroscopic and electrical measurements show no principal changes of discharge inside its

movement among the electrodes except for the point of discharge initiation.

i The higher electron density can partly explain the higher chemical activity of that type of

*- discharge, but more detailed measurements are needed.

I
I

I:
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APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC PROBES FOR STUDY OF I
STRUCTURE OF THERMAL PLASMA JET

Hrabovsktf M., Kopecky V.

Institute of Plasma Physics, ASCR,

Za Slovankou 3, 182 11 Prague 8

1. Introduction

The application of electric probes in thermal high

pressure plasmas as classical Langmuir probe is complicated

by the interaction of probe with plasma and by variety of

mechanisms influencing probe current. Neverthelles various

important information can be obtained from probe

measurements. Electric probes are commonly used for measure-

ment of plasma potential [1 - 4]. Floating potential and ion

saturation currents can be derived from measurements at

different biasing resistances [4].

This paper shows how information about the structure

and shape of thermal plasma jet can be obtained from probe

measurements. Plasma jet generated by the torch with water

stabilized arc was investigated in this work.

2. Measurement of probe currents

The experiments were carried out with plasma torch

PAL-50. The detailed description of the torch is in [5]. The

results presented here were obtained at arc currents 265 -

420 A and total powers 51 - 92 kW.
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The probes made of Mo wire l.l nun in diameter were

fixed to the pendulum and moved across the plasma jet. The

probes were negatively biased by connecting to cathode via

resistor. The curves presented in the right hand side of

Fig.l were derived from probe signals recorded during one

pass of probe across the jet. Probe voltages are plotted

against radial position of the probe for several values of

biased resistance. Probe current I = U/R can be determined

for each point of the curves U(r). In the left hand side of

Fig.l the probe current is plotted as a function of radial

coordinate. It can be seen that identical dependence l(r) is

obtained from different curves U(r). Thus the probe current

depends only on positions of the probe and does not depends

on probe potential.

As the probe current at each position is an integral

of current density along the length of the probe, we can

obtain the radial dependence of the current density by Abel

inversion procedure that is commonly applied in optical

measurements. The resulting radial profile of current density

is also shown in the left hand side of Fig 1.

The currents to negatively biased probe at those probe

position for which probe voltage depends on the biasing

resistance can be interpreted as ion saturation currents.

Assuming existence of local thermodynamic eguilibrium this

current density is given by the equation

j = Zi H^Z1e(kT^/2irm^)
x^2 (1)

where the summation is made over all positive ion species, A^ i

is concetration of ions of i-th kind, Z^ their degree of

ionisation and T^ temperature. We calculated the dependence

of j on 7^ for H2O plasma on the basis of calculated equili- ;

brium composition of the plasma [6]. Using this dependence i

we derived radial profile T^ corresponding to the profile j. '{

The temperature T^ derived by this procedure is an effective I.

temperature that depends on properties of boundary layer :

between plasma and the surface of the probe. The temperature •:

is also plotted in Fig.l.
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R=1000 Ohm
»o.°o_o R=100 Ohm
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;.-..-R=359 Ohm

i e 12

Fig.l

As the probe current does not depend on probe

potential and is determined only by position of the probe,

the current density can be used as quantity characterising

conditions at a given point. The lines connecting the points

with the same probe currents give information about the shape

of the jet. The full lines on Fig.2 correspond to the points

with probe current equal to current at the edge of exit

orifice of the torch. The broken line is a boundary of

thermally effected region whithin which the probe currents

were detectable.

Fig,3 shows the dependence of radius of two zones

defined in Fig.2 on arc current for two axial positions. The

radius of central zone of the jet decreases with increasing

current at both axial positions, the changes of radius of

thermally effected region are different at the two
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positions. The constriction of the jet with increasing

current is probably caused by the rise of plasma velocity due

to increase of rate of evaporation of stabilizing water

channel.

3. Determination of velocity of notion

of plasaa inhonogenities

The movement of plasma inhomogenities was studied

using two probes located at different axial positions. Fig.4

shows an example of probe signals that was typical for high

biasing resistance. It can be seen that the signals are

similar with some delay of the signal of the probe located

downstream of plasma flow (lower trace). As the velocities

3.50 i.OS X.5Q 2.00

i. I '; n
!l Mr
i i i r!

nvi

Onsl

fifo & /I;m fflvt

o •,.••.

JA

i
n

ii !

Fig. 4

corresponding to the time shift are high compared to velocity

of probe movement, information about velocity and shape of

inhomogenities can be derived from the shape and time shift

of the oscillations.

A correlation analysis of the signals of two probes

have been carried out. The example of results is given in

Fig.5. Typically the correlation factor has sharp maximum for
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some value of the time shift. We have made similar analysis

for a number of measured signals of probes located at various

axial positions. The velocities determined from resulting

time shifts are shown in Fig.2. The great spread of the

results can be seen in Fig. 2 that corresponds to the

variability of size and velocity of plasmavinhomogenities as

well as to changes of local conditions in the jet during

measurements.

0.5-

IV (Hi I M i ,-, 1) I 4

: '[•'/

-C,5t-
I

i i

j !
r ; •
i i

4 !..
-15 -.10 -5 0̂  5 10 60 70 80 9D 100 110

Fig. 5

if
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4. Conclusions

Relatively simple measurements with moving electrical

probes provide information about shape and structure of

thermal plasma jet. As current density to the probe depends

only on the position of the probe whithin the jet, the shape

of the jet can be derived from probe current measurement. The

frequency and amplitude of probe voltage oscillations

provide information about existence of plasma inhomogenities

at a given point. Velocity of the inhomogenities can be

derived on the basis of statistical analysis of signals of

two probes located at different axial positions.
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INVESTIGATION OF THERMAL PLASMA JET GENERATED BY
PLASMA TORCH WITH STABILIZED ARC

M. Hrabovsky, V. Kopecky, V. Sember

Institute of Plasma Physics, ASCR
182 11 Prague 8, Czech Republic

1. introduction

Thermal plasma jets for plasma spraying are commonly

generated in the plasma torches with dc arc stabilized by axial

flow of gas, mostly argon in mixtures with hydrogen or

nitrogen. The other method of stabilization of arc is the

application of liquid vortex for cooling and constriction of

the arc column. Although this principle offers some special

advantages for applications, namely high powers and high plasma

temperatures and consequently very high spray rates /I/, the

extent of its practical application is relatively small. One of

the causes of this fact is lack of information about parameters

of generated plasma and limited knowledge of relevant physical

mechanisms.

The objective of this work is determination of basic

parameters of plasma jet generated by water stabilized plasma

torch and evaluation of quantities characterising heat and

impulse transfer between plasma and injected particle.

2. Experimental results

At this paragraph we will summarize the experimental results

that were used for evaluation of jet parameters. The details of

the experiments are described in separate publications.

A series of measurements was carried out on the plasma torch

PAL-50. The detailed description of the torch is in /2/. The

results presented here.were obtained at arc currents 254-277 A

and total power 53 - 57 kW.

Voltampere characteristics were measured together with the

potential distribution along the arc. Calorimetric measurements

were carried out on the cooling system of stabilizing channel



and the electrodes. The measurements are described more in

detail in /2/, the resulting power balance of separate parts of

the torch obtained as an average of series of measurements is

in Fig. 1/3/.

The potential distribution along the jet was measured with

the probe moving across the jet. It was found /4,5/ that

current density on the negatively biased probe is independent

of probe

-100

power to outer part
of the arc colum

power in plasna leaving

150 200 250 300 350 400
I ( A )

Fig. l Power balance of plasma torch PAL-50

ie

Fig. 2 The shape of the jet derived from measurements
with electric probes
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potential and it is thus determined by plasma properties at
a given, point. The lines connecting points with the same probe
currents provide an information about the shape of the jet. The
contours of .centraJL. part of the jet with inflow cross section
equal to the cross section of the exit torch orifice are
presented in Fig. 2. ...

The radial temperature profiles were measured at several
axial positions by the methods of optical spectroscopy /6/.
Side-on spectra of HP and Oil lines (430 - 470 run) were
recorded. Electron density was determined from the broadening
of Hp lines, temperature was then evaluated using calculated
data about equilibrium composition of water plasma. Temperature
was also determined from relative intensities of Oil lines. The
resulting temperature profiles for three axial distances from
the exit orifice are in Fig. 3.

ooooo»«2 mm
mm
mm

r (mm)

1
Fig. 3 Radial temperature profiles at three axial positions
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3. Evaluation of paraaeters of plasma flow

From the results of measurements described in the foregoing

section, two basic characteristics of plasma flow were

determined, namely velocity profile and total mass flow rate.

For evaluation of velocity profiles we applied indirect

method based on relation between axial velocity and

temperature. He assume that Hach number at a given cross

section of the jet is independent of radial coordinate. This

approximation was used for the description of arc in axial gas

flow in the nozzle by Topham /7/ and Tuma and Lowke/8/ and

experimentally verified by Malgham et al./9/. The assumption

corresponds to the laminar flow of inviscid gas with zero

radial gradient of pressure and with temperature dependence of

plasma properties given by perfect gas equations/8/. We assume

that Mach number is independent of radial coordinate not only

in the inflow section of the jet where the conditions are close

to the situation considered in /7,8,9/ but also in the jet core

close to the exit torch orifice where the flow can be

considered as laminar. This assumption states that the

isotherms and the lines of constant axial velocity have the

same shape.

Enthalpy flow rate through the exit orifice is then given by

IUM - Q = | 2wravh dr = M [ 2wrach dr (I)

where UN is plasma potential at the exit orifice, Q power loss

to the stabilizing channel and to the cathode, RN is cross

section of the orifice, a density, v velocity, h enthalpy and

c sonic velocity of the plasma. All the quantities on the left

hand side of (1) were measured, the integral on the right hand

side can be evaluated on the basis of measured temperature

profile for given equilibrium thermodynamic properties of the

plasma. Composition, transport and thermodynamic coefficients

of H20 plasma have been calculated and are presented in /10/.

Axial changes of Mach number were determined on the basis of

assumption of constant momentum flux in the jet
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G = dr (2)

M2oc2

where R is jet radius.

For perfect gas we have ov2 = M£ac* - H£x p , where x is

specific heat ratio and p pressure. As p and ae are

approximately constant whithin the jet and H does not depend on

radial coordinate, we can derive following relation between jet

radius and Hach number

M ( G / iraep ) 1 / 2 . 1/R (3)

The resulting values of M evaluated from equation (l) for

x=2 mm and from (3) for x=ll mm and x=20 mm are in table 1.

Values of R at each axial position were derived from curves in

Fig. 2, Q and IUN were determined from measured power balance

of the torch.

Table 1. Values of Mach number M and total mass flow rate m

x(mm)

M

m (g/s)

2

0.331

8.8xlO"5

11

0.207

20

0.173

I
I
f

Fig. 4 presents velocity profiles computed from the values of

M in table 1 for temperature profiles in Fig 3. The velocities

for x = 20 mm correspond to the results of measurements of time

of flight of plasma inhomogenities with the use of electrical

probes /5/, for x less than 20 mm probe measurements were not

carried out.

Mass flow rate m was calculated according to the equation
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m = M 2*roc dr

using values corresponding to the position x = 2 nun.
v [ km/s ]

(4)

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.751 1.25
r [ mm ]

— x-2 mm, M»0.333 -X- x-»l mm. M=0.20? -*- x»20 mm, M-0.173

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of velocity
at three axial positions

2. Heat and momentum transfer to the injected particle

The parameters determined in the foregoing paragraph were

used for computation of quantities characterizing heat and

momentum transfer between plasma and injected spherical

particle.

The movement of particle in thermal atmospheric pressure

plasma is dominantly controlled by the viscous drag force /ll/

that is given by the equation

FD = 1/8 nD
2oCD (v - v p )

: (5)

where a and v are free stream density and velocity, v_ velocity

of the particle and drag coefficient. We calculated

coefficient C D according to the equation proposed in /ll/

D
24/JRef + 6/(1 0.4 (6)
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where Ref is Reynolds number based on particle diameter and

plasma properties corresponding to film temperature, i.e the

mean of free stream temperature and the wall temperature of the

particle, a and (i are free stream density and viscosity, index

w indicates values for wall temperature.

The heat flux rate to the particle is given by the equation

q = (NufJtf/D).( T - T w ) (7)

where kf is thermal conductivity and Nuf is Nusselt number,

both at the film temperature, T is free stream temperature and

T w wall temperature that was taken T w = 1 000 K.

Nusselt number was calculated from the relation/12/

Mil •— / O -L. ft £ O n J-/ "T3v* • • / J ^ / /TII //T it \ V • O / « /i1"* \ v • Jv f Q \

a\lf — I 2 + 0.6 «e« ' P*> J • 10H/OvjHwJ -I cn/cr>w' '*»'

where Prf is Prandtl number and cp specific heat at constant

pressure.

The force FD on the particles injected into plasma with zero

axial velocity and heat flux rate q were computed on the basis

of temperature and velocity profiles presented in Figs. 3 and

4. Material coefficients of the plasma were calculated for

equilibrium composition of H20 plasma /10/. Results of the

computations for particle diameters 50 am and 100 urn are

presented in Figs. 5 and 6. For the comparison the force FD and %

the heat flux rate q were calculated for Ar plasma for ?

temperature and velocity typical for central part of the Ar jet ;'

and for the edge of the jet close to the inflow orifice. The

results are given in the table 2.

The viscous force is the highest in the central part of the •;

jet with high temperature. The heat flow rate is higher for '\
7

lower temperatures despite of lower temperature drop at the >\

boundary between plasma and particle. This is due to rapid hi

decrease of plasma density and viscosity with increasing $

temperature. It can be seen that for Ar plasma both the viscous

force and the heat flux are lower then in the jet generated by

water stabilized torch. This fact is a result of combined
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-*•- JC"11 mm, 0-100 um •

1.5 1.76
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x«20 mm, D»100 um

Fig. 5 Radial dependence of viscous drag force on particle
injected into plasma with zero axial velocity

q| 10'w/m8]

0 0.25 0.5

x"2 mm. D'&0 um

- B - x'2 mm, D-100 um

0.75 1 1.25

r [ mrn ]
- * - x'll mm, D-50 um

- * - x-n mm, D*100 om .
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Fig. 6 Radial dependence of heat flux to the particle
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effect of several factors; The dominating effect are "high

thermal conductivity, high heat: capacity and low density of

H2O plasma.

5. Conclusions

Basic parameters of plasma jet generated by water stabilized

plasma torch were evaluated from the results of measurements

using computed equilibrium thermodynamic and transport

Table 2. Force FD and heat flux q at Ar plasma

F /N/

g /W/m2/

T=12 000K, v=500 ni/s

D=50 urn

8.51xlO~5

1.32X108

D=100 urn

2.14xlO~4

7.78X107

T=8 000K, v=300 m/s

D=50 um

3.82X10"5

3.91X107

D=100 um

9.63X10"5

2.32X107

properties of H2O plasma. The plasma temperatures as well as

axial velocities are higher then values published for gas

torches. This fact together with different material properties

of water plasma result in high rates of heat flux between

plasma and particle. This may be the cause of high spraying

efficiency of water plasma observed in experiments.
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PREDICTION OF RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER IN THE ARC 1

PLASMAS •

V. Aubrecht, J. Bartl, B. Gross, L. PeSka *•

Technical University of Brno '
Dept. of electrical Machines and Apparatuses,

Jostova 10, 662 43 Brno, Czech Republic

1
1

v i.Introduction

Radiation is a significant energy transfer process in

high pressure arc plasmas having temperatures of greater than

15000 K and pressures of 1 bar or more. Such arcs are produced •

in gas blast circuit breakers with SF6. To assist in the design •

of such breakers it is desirable to have knowledge of the

radiative heat transfer in the arc plasma.

An approximate but computationally convenient method of

accounting for radiative transfer in the arc plasma is tfrsa use

of ' net emission coefficients of radiation [1]. Such

coefficients have been calculated as a function of temperature

and arc radius for isothermal plasmas by Liebermann and Lowke

[2J and now were recently by Gleizes et al. [3] and by Aubrecht

and Gross [4]. These coefficients largely determine calculated

values of central arc temperatures of high current because the

energy balance equation at the arc center is dominated by

a balance between radiation losses and Ohmic heating.

But the method cannot predict strong absorption at the arc edge

with high temperature gradients where net emission becomes

negative.

We have used the approximate 'method of partial

characteristics• as formulated by Sevast'yanenko [5},[6] for

prediction of radiation intensities, radiation fluxes and the

divergence of radiation fluxes for specified temperature

profiles of SF6 arc plasmas. The method gives agreement with

exact calculations of flux density to within 20% with

a reduction of computation time of about four orders of

magnitude.
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2.Theory

Radiation flux density or its divergence, entering into the

energy balance, can be calculated from integrals over the

radiation frequency and angles. Values of radiation flux at

a given point depend on the temperature distribution of the

entire volume of plasma. Description of the radiation field in

the arc plasmas is a very difficult problem since integration

over frequency and angles must be carried out simultaneously.

Exact calculations are usually impossible in practice due to

the complex structure of the absorption spectra in the plasma.

In the method of partial characteristics, integrations over

frequencies and angles are separated each other. The most time

consuming frequency integration is carried out in advance to

create tables of partial characteristics (partial intensity,

partial sink and source) as formulated in [5]. The essence of

the approximation is that temperature distribution in the arc

plasma is approximated by a set of linear splines. Each spline

is characterized by its length >r=|X-f| and two end temperatures

Tx, and T/. Partial characteristics are functionals of

macroparameters Tx, T- , x and pressure p. calculations of

radiation flux density or of its divergence are possible by the

summation of components from representative linear splines and

directions to integrate over all angles.

3.Results

We have calculated tables of partial characteristics of

SF6 plasma. Plasma was assumed as a mixture of S and F atoms,

S+,S++,F+,F++ ions and electrons. Concentration of each species

were taken from [ 7 ]. Diagram of SF6 plasma composition as

a function of temperature at a pressure of 1 bar is shown in

Fig.l. • 1
Absorption coefficients of SF6 plasmas were calculated as |j

a function of temperature and radiation frequency [ 4 ] using the J>|

methods of Liebermann and Lowke [2]. Ultraviolet absorption S

cross sections for temperatures below 1000 K were taken from ;

[8],[9]. The calculated radiation absorption coefficients as '

a function of frequency for plasma temperature of 300 K and

20000 K at pressure of 1 bar are in Fig.2.
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Fig.2. Absorption coefficients of SF6 as a function of radia-
tion frequency at a pressure of 1 bar for temperatures
of 300 K and 20000 K.

| Our tables of partial characteristics have similar form to

I those given in [6]. The temperatures Tj and T x are given from

2000 K to 35000 K, in addition, partial characteristics for

', Tx=300, 500 and 1000 K were calculated too. Geometric
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dimensions x (in cm) are given in logarithmic scale from -2.0

to 2.0, which corresponds to dimensions from 0.01 cm to

100 cm. Tables for 1, 5 and 10 bars have been calculated.

Partial intensity and partial sink as a function of source

temperature T, at fixed temperature Tx=300 K for different

geometric dimensions if at a pressure of 1 bar are in Figs.3a,b.

Complete tables of SF6 partial characteristics stored at floppy

discs can be obtained from authors of the paper.

a) b)

10'

10'

1 1(l<

e
fe in5

>,
c _

10"

10"

i,Hi////Ulll1
Hit. i

i . i .
l>r-l linr

1 • 1

« Ul'.i.,
H I 1

III"
III'
10'

1 • 1

1

10

1(1 15 20 25 30

Trmpcrnture T< (1U3 K)

35
5 10 IS 20 25 30 35

Temperature T, (10J K)

Fig.3. Partial intensity (a) and partial sink (b) of SF6 plasaa
as a function of source temperature T* and distance x with
fixed temperature Tx=300 K at a pressure of l bar.

Radiation intensity of SF6 plasma as a function of arc

radius calculated along a line through the arc centre is given

in Fig.4. The model temperature distribution is also shown in

the figure. Exact calculations (simultaneous integrations over

frequencies and angles), shown by the solid curve, are in fair

agreement with results from the approximate method (using

precalculated tables of partial characteristics), shown by the
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broken curve. Radiation intensity (exact calculations) for

radiation less than 130 nm is also shown in figure. Note that

only snail portion of UV radiation leaves the arc column. Most

of the short-wavelength radiation is absorbed within narrow

region at the arc edge where temperature drops to its room

value.

300

200 -

I
I 100 -

-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

Radial Distance (cm)

Fig.4. Radiation intensity of SFg plasma calculated along
a line through the arc centre at a pressure of 1 bar.

A comparison of calculations of radiation flux density as

a function of arc radius calculated along a line through the

arc centre is shown in Fig.5. Similarly, divergence of

radiation flux density is shown in Fig. 6. and again it can be

seen that the approximative method gives fair agreement with

exact calculations. Differences between the computing times for

both calculations are very large. For the exact calculations it

takes approximately 5 hours to calculate radiative flux at one

point (in one direction only) while the time taken using the

method of partial characteristics is a fraction of a second.
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I
Fig.5. Radiation flux density of SF6 plasma as a function of

arc radius at a pressure of l, 5 and 10 bars calculated
along a line through the arc centre.
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Fig.6. Divergence of radiation flux density of SF6 plasma as
a function of arc radius at a pressure of 1 bar calculated
along a line through the arc centre.
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4.Conclusions

The method of partial characteristics for calculations of

radiative flux and its divergence has been applied to SFg arc

plasma. By using precalculated tables of the partial characte-

ristics it is possible to calculate radiative flux and its di-

vergence for arbitrary plasma geometry by simple integration

over angles. The method gives results within 20% of exact cal-

culations .
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C. Plasma technology

UNIPOLAR RF PLASMA DEPOSITION OP SUPERCONDUCTIVE
YBa2Cu3O7-Ar FILMS AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND RBS

CHARACTERIZATION OF DEPOSITED FILMS

J. Janca1', C. Tesaf1*, J. Spousta2', L. Ranno2'

') Department of Physical Electronics, Faculty of Science T. G- Masaryk University,
61137 Brno, Kotldrskd 2, Czech Republic
2) Groupe de Physique des Solides,Tour 23-24, Place Jussieu-75251 Paris,
Universite Par is-VII, France

1. Introduction

Over the past, years there have been an increasing number of efforts directed toward

producing superconducting YBa2Cu3O7-x films [1], In contrast to the low pressure CVD

(chemical vapour deposition) processes the r.f. plasma depositions at atmospheric pressure

do uot require a high vacuum and permit a wide variety of processing environments (2,3,4].

In this work, superconducting films of YBa^CusOr-A' have been prepared by r.f. thermal

unipolar plasma CVD.

2. Experimental methods and results

Superconducting YBa2Cu3O7_x films were produced on a single-crystalline MgO and

on polycrystalline ZrC>2 substrates by the new technique, the unipolar radio frequency,

thermal plasma chemical aerosol evaporation deposition at atmospheric pressure. Aqueous

solutions of the ions were generated as an aerosol and the mist prepared by an ultrasonic

nebulizer was injected through the cooper electrode into the plasma region. The r.f. gen-

erator (27 MHz) was connected through the matching network with the cooper electrode

(power output 1.5 kW). The oxygen diluted by argon was used as the carrier gas. Once

in the plasma, the liquid precursors evaporated, decomposed and reacted in the boundary

layer over the substrate to form the oxide films.

During the deposition processes, there is extensive heat flux from the plasma plume

to the ceramic substrate. Substrates on the special air cooled holder were immersed

in the upper part of the unipolar hf plasma (25 - 30 cm above the top of the cooper

electrode). So effective cooling of substrates is crucial to control the microstructures of

films and to minimalize the film-substrate interaction.The substrate temperature can be

also controlled by the composition of carrier gas.

Different substrate temperatures in the range of 500 up to 1000°C were used during the

deposition. Depending on the concentration of the solution the gas flow and the position
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--IFe-KoI Thermocouple'

•Cooling Gas

Figure 1: A schematic view of the r.f. unipolar deposi-
tion system.

of substrate in r.f. plasma, the deposition rate is 30 - 120 nm-min"1. Depending on the

deposition rate and the deposition time, the film thickness varies from 0.4 - 2 /tm.

The stoichiometry aad homogeneity of as deposited films and after post annealing

were characterized by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) method. The de-

pendence of physical properties of deposited films on the substrate temperature and com-

position of the carrier gas during plarma deposition has been thoroughly examined.

Metal

Y
Ba
Cu

[At. %]J
12.7
36.6
50.7

1
ii

Table 1: Averaged result of metalic element composition at the surface of a thin film
(Y : Ba : Cu = 1 : 2.S8 : 4.00).

Other experimental conditions are summarized in Table 2.
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Unit
Mist carrier gas (Ar+C>2 or
0,)
Solution
Ultrasonic nebulizer
Rf plasma generator
(27 MHz)
Plama gas
Distance

Substrate temperature
Film formation
Film area

Parameters
Flow rate

Misting rate
Power
Power

Ar flow rate + Oj flow rate
Between substrate and top
of the electrode

Deposition rate

Value
ll/min+3 1/min or 3 1/min

4 ccm/min
150 W
1.5 kW

(4-5.5) 1/min + 3 1/min
26 - 36 cm

J500 - 1000)°C
(30-120) nm/min
1 cm2

Table 2: Typical deposition conditions

3. Conclusion

Since this new technique does not require a vacuum environment it has potential for large
scale production of thin films. R.f. thermal unipolar plasma reactors can be used for high
rate CVD of ceramic materials. The use of liquid precursors is particularly suitable for
depositing films of solid solutions of oxides, because all the components can be readily
mixed into a homogeneous starting solution and the reactant feed rate can be easily
controlled.

Currently, we are working on the optimization of the deposition conditions. Critical
temperature and flow rate measurements are also under way.
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RBS CHARACTERIZATION OF R? PLASMA DEPOSITED DIAMOND-LIKE THIN FILMS

V. Pefina1', J. Janca2)

i}Institute of Nuclear Physics of Academy of Science of Czech Republic,

250 68 Ret near Prague
Z)Department of Physical Electronics, Faculty of Science

T. G. Masaryk University, 611 37 Brno, KotiZrskii 2, Czech Republic

1. Introduction

The main aim of our present work is to verify the possibility of the

Rutherford backseatterIng technique (RBS) [11 even without helium-

induced hydrogen recoil analysis (2J for characterization of hard

carbon (diamond like) thin films. Hard carbon films were deposited In

an rf bias system consisting of two parallel-plate rf electrodes. The

two electrodes were covered with pure carbon plates. CH,H and Ar gas

mixtures were used as working gases. The 1.5 MHz rf power input was fed

to the lower electrode used as a substratum support. The system was

first evacuated to a pressure 10"z Pa and theii Ar discharge is starred

in ordor to sputter clean tin; suhsv ruluin. 'Subsequently

methane+hydrogen+argon leak into the reactor by the system of needle

valves. In the course of these investigations the parameters varied

were, the total pressure, partial pressures of working gases and the
: negative substratum bias voltage. The substratums used for our studies

include monocryatallic Si and glass. Most, of the diamond-like films

examined in the present work were amorphous and the deposited layers on

? Si (ill) exhibit compressive stress which Is strongly dependent on the

: deposition parameter. Since the interaction between the carbon atoms
: and the silicon substratum is thought to be strong, the diamond

: probably nucleated in the gas phase or the nuclei are probably

• hydrocarbon which have weak interactions with the silicon surface

r before the degradation of the carbon—hydrogen bonds.

f Two kinds of ions - protons and a particles - were used as the

«7 projectiles impinging samples by RBS measurements. A sensitivity

|~ improvements of light element detection is achieved due to the

S; relatively higher non-Rutherford cross section of protons. The
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quantitative determination of carbon and silicon by the proton clastic

scattering depends, however, on the accessibility of cross section

estimated experimentally (3, 4). The only available data are for

detector angle near to 170°,but our arrangement enable only angles

smaller than 160°. To optimize sensitivity of proton RBS to carbon and

to avoid an interference of nuclear resonances with silicon we used the

energy of protons 1420 keV. The "invisibility" of hydrogen in RBS

measurements is the main difficulty in evaluation of layers parameters.

The combined using of the energy widths and edges of appropriate

signals in spectrum and step by step improving of value of layer

stoichiometry reduce to a certain extend this difficulty.

2. Experimental setup

The RBS measurements were performed on a standard backseattering

facility with the ion beam provided by the Van de Graaff generator and

collimated to a diameter of l.S mm. The ions beaia energy stability is

5xl0~V The backscattered ions were registered with surface barrier

Si(Au) detector connected to standard electronics and MCA. The scat-

tering angle was 160°. The system energy resolution (FVFHM) is 10 and IS

keV for protons and a particles, respectively. The layer parameters

were calculated from the spectra using standard procedure described in

11] and the non-linear least squares fitting technique [51.

3. Evaluation of spectra

Firstly, the layer parameters such as thickness and stoichlometry

was estimated and parameters essential for spectra evaluation 1. e.

kinematic factors, scattering cross sections, energy losses and

stopping cross sections were calculated. The figured out thickness and

composition of layer are used for repeated calculation of above

mentioned parameters. The layer stoichiometry were determined from

high-energy edge of energy spectrum compared with this one of the

substratum.' The' hydrogen amount is determined only indirectly as the

complement to 100%. The density of layers was assumed to be 1.6 g/cm2.

The thickness was calculated from energy difference of high- and

low-energy edges of signals of elements in the spectrum. The amount of

atoms per square cm was calculated from signal area of apprropriate

element.

•i , W 263
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energy of scattered protons (keV)

The RBS proton energy spectrum

Fig. l . Sample 28G, energy of a particles 2MeV, detection angle 160°
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The RBS alpha—particle energy spectrum

Fig. 2. Sample 28G (4226) and 6 (4227), energy of protons 1.42MeV, 160°
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Sample

28

14

6

2

1

Measurement

4417

4 4 1 8

4 4 1 9

4420

4421

4 4 2 2

4 4 2 3

4424

4 4 2 6

Sample

2

6

2OG

14

28G:

1

-

C:

C:

C:

C:

C:

C:

Pressure (Pa)
C H 4 H a
6

8

8.4

10

0

Sample

20G

14

28

28G

2

1 10

6

27G

1

6

4

8

T a b l e

no'
C:
0:

Ar :
l'l>:

C:
Si:
Ar :

C:
Ar :
Pb:

C :
A r :
P b :

C :
A r :

C:

C:

C:

C:
Ar:
Si :

Ar

2

4

4

3

4,iasm De*

-760

-400

- 5 0 0

-400-300

- 4 0 0

• 1 . D e p o s i t i o n p a r a m e t e r s

sat/cm2

1100
1 5 0

4 2
0 . 7

3 0 7 0

8

3 1 4 0
7
1.4

2 1 5 0
7 0
0 . 2

1310
3-8

190

2 5 6 0

25

1 2 7 0
4

Table 2. Results

1 0 1 B a t / c m z

1 4 6 0

3 4 6 0

1 4 6 0

4 8 0 0

3 8 2 0

2 1 3 0

Table

Ar

0

Ar

Ar

: 1 0

: 220

: 1 7

: 8 5

)

of

3. Results of p

(%)

3 7
5
2

0 . 0 3

4 0
0 . 4
0 . 1

2 H
0 . 7

0 . 0 2

2 9
1

0 . 0 0 3

4 3
0 . 2 - 0 . 6

57

3 0
0 . 1
0 . 2

a RBS, 2 MeV, 1«0°

0 : 0 3 0 P b :

RBS, 1.42 MeV, 160

Deposition time (')

340

172

292

110

150

4x (ran)

160

420

460

360

160

23
300

3
240

0 . 3 1
1
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4. Results
The typical a and proton -RBS'spectra are on the figs. 1 and 2

respectively. The spectrum 4226 is measured with "pile-up" device

resulting in suppressing simultaneous detection of two RBS events and

in limiting noise signal. The oxygen signal is detectable. The examples

of depositing parameters are in Table 1. Results of a RBS are in Table

2. Table 3. shows results of p'RBS. Measured samples seem to consist of

one third of carbon and two thirds of hydrogen. The observed impurities

in layer volume are argon, lead, oxygen and silicon.

5. Conclusions

The impossibility of direct measurements of hydrogen amount is the

serious lack of our arrangement resulting in uncertainty of layer

parameters due to the strong dependence of energy looses on hydrogen

amount and in complicated way of computations. The discrepancy between

results of a and p RBS may be explained by using scattering cross

section data for protons at. angle 160°. The high-energy edge of silicon

substratum spectra may be also influenced duo to the channeling effect

especially in cases of very thin layers. On the other hand there is

possibility of quick estimation changes of layer parameters depending

on deposition parameters. The RBS i.= also very sensitive to small

amount of heavy elements.
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1 THE CHEMICAL INHOMOGENEITX OF Al2O3-Cr2O3 POWDERS FOR
PLASMA SPRAYING

J. Dubsty B. Ktfliitafl, V. Brofek, P. Chriska

Institute of Plasma Physics, Prague

11 1. Int.roduct.ion.

Designers calls for materials with special properties at

reasonable cost force materials engineers to look for new

si technologies answering to these higher demands. One of the more

-* and more widely used process is the plasma spraying of special

deposits protecting the substrate against various agents

- heat, corrosion media, etc. Owing to the high temperatures in

the plasma jet used for spraying, materials with a very high

melting point can be deposited such as oxides, nitrides,

borides or carbides. Plasma spraying is however

a non-equilibrium procesB (high rates of heating and cooling,

very short dwell times at high temperatures, impact on

Bubstrate with a very high kinetic energy,etc.) and

consequently structures may form which are not commonly

observed in the bulk materials and/or as results of other

technologies. One goal of the present research is to control

and predict the final properties of deposits.

For wear-resistant coatings is frequently used aluminium

oxide (alumina) often with admixture of titanium oxide

(titania). Deposits from this material usually exhibit a good

cohesion of splats as well as a good adhesion to the substrate.

For the thermal shock resistant coatings ca> »«. ..ied a mixture

of alumina and zirconium oxide. For some ot_.-~r applications

however is alumina spraying questionable. The reason is that

after fast cooling on a cold substrate or already cold previous

splats the deposits consist mostly of the metastable spinel \J

i
i
i
i
i
i
i

phase. This phase has a lower nucleation energy and is

less resistant, to chemicals and softer in comparison to

oC-AljOs (corundum). However, the -nain obstacle for use of this

coatings is that -phase is unstable above 800 °C. Several

ways have been suggested how to overcome this disadvantage such
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a* preheating of the substr-ate to 900 °C, poai-trtatnent of the

deposits above 1150 °C or1 partial' melting- of the corundum

feedstock powder in the .plasma stream, which would save

a corundum nucleus for the following crystallisation [1]. These

methods either deteriorate the substrate (former) or they are

technologically complicated (later one). There is one other

method, pursued in IPP, which is based on stabilization of the

<f-phase by an addition of another metal oxide. In this work

chromium threeoxide (chromia) has been used. Chromia

has been chosen because its complete solid solubility in

and because its crystal lattice type which is very close to

that of

2.Experimental t,c/chntciea.

Two different technologies were used for preparation of

feedstock powders for study of stabilization of the trigonal

corundum phase dt-AlaOj with various content of CrgOg :

a) Impregnation of alumina for ehromatography by ammonium

chromate allowed to prepare three powders up to 27 wt. X

Cr2Qs; b) Coprecipitation from formic acid as oxalat solid

solution with 37 wt.* CraO3. Table 1 summarizes the chemical

ami phase composition of feedstock powders used for plasma

spraying. Materials Afi5 ("white corundum") and ACO ("ruby

corundum") were fused, commercially available stocks. Powders

A1C, A2C and A3C were prepared by impregnation of

chromatographic alumina by solution of ammonium chromate and

amonia alum . The original alumina consisted of boehmite and

gribbsite phases. Saturation was made to a preselected chemical

composition (A1CA2C) and to the maximum saturation (A3C).

After drying the powders were annealed for transformation of

amonium chromate to Cr2O3. A1C and A2C were annealed at 1000 °C

and they contained either a mixture of y -Ala 0s and Cra Qs •

(A1C) or- V - + O-AlaQs + CrzOj . Similarly made A3C powder was B

annealed at 1300 °C and contained only rf-A12O3 + Cr203 phases.

Powder with the highest Cr2O3 concentration (A5C) was

prepared by co-precipitation. Fine alumina was dissolved in the

formic acid and mixed with oxalic acid and saturated solution

of CrzOa . Resulting mixture was heated up, evaporated and the

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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dope finally dried at 300 °C (figure 2.) The pulverized powder

was amorphous with perceptible diffraction lines (400) and

(440) irom spinels.

Table 1.

Sample

AB5
AC0
A1C
A2C
A3C
ASC

Cr2O3
[wtfc]

_

1 . 4
9 . 1

19. 1
26.8
37.1

Phases

ef-Alz Qa
ot-Ala Qa
y -AI2 03 . Crz Oa
i{ - , e - A l z O 3 , CrzOa
oC-ftli O3 . Crz ©3
p r e c r y s t a l . y -Al2 Qj

Size
[Mm]

63- 90
63- 90
63-100
36- 90
40-120
63-100

fj

I
I

All coatings were made using the water stabilized plasma

gun PAL 160 [2] on plain steel substrates (0 20 x 5 mm) with

thicknesses of less than 0.1 to 0.5 mm. A small powder

through-put (about 7 kg/h) was usually used. Thicker deposits

were formed from multiple passes or using a higher feeding rate

( up to 30 kg/h for AB5 or ACO). For A3C and A5C lower feeding

rates were used and consequently the single pass coatings of

several tens of mm only were formed. Always 48 samples were

sprayed at the same time with the torch to substrate spray

distance equal to 250 mm.

Besides the chemical and phase composition evaluation the.'

morphology and chemical homogeneity of all poî dferif "'tf̂rfe

controlled by SEM and XMA as- well as DTA and TGM measurments

were made. Figure 1. shows the typical impregnated powder with

very complex shape of alumina with CrzQj on its free surface.

The DTA and TGM meaaurments on A1C showed a loss of mass and an

endothermic reaction around 850 °C due to changes of

hydrooxydes from the original alumina and transformation of

boehmite and gibbsite to vrMAAiO3phase. A2C exhibited an

exothermic reaction around 1150 C due to the transformation of

S •*• © to ot-AlzOa . The A3C sample, annealed at around 1300 °C,

showed no changes on DTA and TGM curves. ;.;;̂t•-*•-'.-••"Ws-

Table 2. summarizes the -results. Coatings with the lowest

content contained several X of aC- and a mixture of / -
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*nd 6-tilzCh phases. Material A1C contained more than 60 wt X of

rf-AijQj in addition to J- and <5-phases and traces of CrjOs .

The morphology of coatings shows typical deformed eplate

fitting into the unevennessea of the previous layers. However,

some particles were solidified before the impact and they are

rather spherical.

Materials with higher Cr2^3 concentration are almost fully

in the oC-modiflcation after spraying. There are slight traces

of /-A12O3 in some samples. Their presence has been derived

from the intensity and deformation of (202)of and (124)<i lines

which coincide with (400) and (440) lines.

Table 2.

Sample

AB5
ACO
A1C
A2C
A3C
A5C

Thickness
[mm]

610
520
150
150
60
3O

Content of '
cC-Al*O3,[wt.X]

8.1
6.4
67.1
100.0
100.0
100.0

Other phases

X -, .5-A12O3
? -. £-A12O3
X -. 0--A1203,

No metallic Cr has been found contrary to the finding's of

earn© authors dealing- with Cr203 deposits [3]. The shift of

oc—lines and nonexistence of distinct Cr2O3 ' or metallic Cr

phaaea support the proposed process of Al substitution in the

lattice by the Cr cations [4].

Fig. 1.

Picture of cross

section of the impre-

gnated powder A3C.

SEM, back scattered

electrons.
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[5

3.Besults.

While the phase composition of feedstock powders differs

substantially (see Table 1.). phase composition of as-sprayed

deposits and free-flight particles as well is generally similar

(Table 2.). Variation of el-phase corresponds to the chromia

concentration in the feedstock powder. Chromia as a {distinct

phase has not been detected after- spraying and it is dissolved

in AlzOi . ~

Since there is a complete solid solubility between alumina

and chromia, the Vegard s law for regular solutions can be

applied showing a linear dependency of the lattice parameter of

the forming trigonal oC-phase on composition. Using XRD the

positions of (113) diffraction lines were measured and plotted

against the concentration (see Fig.2.). The straight line in

this plot represents d-spacing data published in file [5] for

oC-AlzQj and Cra Oj : ' •

d*<113) » d°(113) +• 0.091.X

where d*(113),d°(113) are the interplanar Bpacing in pm of

planes (113) for et phase with concentration X in

wt. % of Crj Oa and for pure oe-Al2 Q»

In addition, recalculated data of Hwang-Tang et al. [6] are

shown in the plot suggesting a deviation from the regular

solution behavior. It is interesting to note that values for

our powders prepared by technology a) are evidently below those

extracted from [63 and this difference increases with

concentration of Crz Qs .

A marked asymmetry of the diffractions toward smaller

angles has been recorded on deposits suggesting a larger

lattice due to a larger concentration of Cr^Oa. After annealing

at 1300 oc for 5 hrs followed by a faBt air cooling all the

present phases in deposits have transformed to <=C without

formation of distinct CmOs. The diffraction lines have been

symmetrical. To confirm the complete solution of CraOa in the

at-phase AlzOs lattice, feedstock powders were annealed at the

same conditions but their cooling waB very slow ( 300 K/hrs

between 900 - 500 «C). The corresponding diffraction pattern
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from XHD coul htvt been splitted and using the Lorentz Junction

two symetrical profiles' for ec'-AlaQi and ot-CraQs solutions were

fitted in (Fig.2. - double crow and diamond IPP V ann). This

fact suggest that alow cooling permit* decomposition' of

formerly on* <* phase into 'two phases with different CrjOa

concentration. This can be 'a consequence of the miscibllLity

gap below 950 °C in th» actuilibrium phaa* diagram of Rl*0»

- CraO,.

Chemical composition of singl* particles of the feedstock

powders and corresponding fr»e-flivht particles were analyzed

by SEMX. The results (Fi9-3.) show that particles were

reasonably homogenized diirln? the ' short dwell time in the

plasma jet. These results, however, are of a qualitative nature

rather then a precise quantitative one because of the size

factor (size of the microre?ions versus the emitted volume).

•4. Conclusions.

Several conclusions can be made:

- properties of feedstocks powders prepared by both

technologies are equal;

- the dwell time in the plasma Jet - e.9. at a hiqrher

temperature - is long enough for a mutual diffusion of Cr xn

Al in a particle; as a result particles are well melted and

fairly chemically homogenized;

- relatively homogeneous corrundum type phase forms by

spraying, containing alumina and chromia.
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1 h(p,T) and density p(p,T) of the systems <Sj - S*. The ion presence in S\ - «S4 is not

I
INVESTIGATION OF THE ARC DISCHARGE FOR TOLUENE DISSOCIATION I

O. Coufal, J Gregor, I. Laznickova, J. Senk, R. Tomasek •
Institute of Special Electrical Engineering, Electrotechnical Faculty of Technical

. University in Brno, Bozetechova 2, 612 66 Brno, CR I
1 Introduction

The utilization of the arc heater equipment in plasma technologies and especially in liq- I
uidation of ecology-harmful toxic substances has become very important. One of the m
methods how to liquidate these substances of organic origin (chlorohydrocarbons, poly-
chlorinated biphenyls, furanes, oxines etc.) is a plasmatic high-temperature degradation. _
The core of this process is to heat the working gas by electric arc in the plasma generator B
(plasmatron) and to mix it with the substance to be liquidated. The energy transferred •
by the working gas to the substance to be liquidated is consumed for its dissociation.
Then the cooling, separation of dissociation products and its further possible utilization, _
follows. I

The paper deals with the development of experimental equipment for liquidation of the •
above mentioned toxic organic substances, which consists of the arc heater (plasmatrou) and
chemical reactor. The design of the plasmatron is based on the chemical composition and _
thermodynamic properties calculation of plasmatron working gas (argon, nitrogen) and •
modelling toxic substance mixture. As a model substance the toluene (C7Hg) containing |
the basic elements (hydrogen, carbon) being the base of all the toxicants of the organic
origin, has been used.

2 Thermodynamic properties of the working gas with toluene ™

When calculating the thennodynamic properties, it is presumed that the. working gas mt
of plasmatron or the working gas mixture with toluene forms a closed homogeneous or B
heterogeneous system «S in the state of the thermodynamic equilibrium. The system <S is ™
formed by the components

I
I

Every component is the substance in a certain phase, it is some of dissociation products
of working gas or toluene. The temperature T is assumed in the range 298.15 — 5 000 K,
pressure p being within 1 bar to 1.5 bar.

Four systems have been investigated
: 5 , = {Ar},
| 5z = {N, N2},
I - Si or Si is the system of dissociation products of gaseous toluene with argon or nitrogen I
I from boiling temperature of toluene 383.71 K [l] to 5 000 K. I
!| When designing the equipment it was neccesary to determine the specific enthalpy

supposed because their molar fractions are less than 10~5 in the temperature interval H
considered and thus they cannot affect the value of k(p, T) and p(p, T) significantly. I

The systems S\, 5a are gaseous, while S3, 54 are heterogeneous with the only con-
dcuscd component -- condensed carbon. The method for the calculation of h{p, T), p(j>, T)
have been taken from |2, 3, 4j. The input data for the calculation have been taken from •

V 1
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of specific enthalpy of S\ and S3 for p = 1.25 bar:
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of specific enthalpy of S2 and fi, for p = 1.25 bar
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of density of 5, and <$, for p = 1.25 bar; [p] = kg m"3.
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of density of S2 and S4 for p - 1.25 bar; [p] = kg m~:).
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(5, 6, 7J. The temperature dependence of h, p for p = 1.25 bar is in the Figs. 1- 4. The
curves in Figs. 1-4 are numbered from 1 to 4. Numeral-1 designates the system 55 or 5 j .
Numerals 2, 3, 4 designate the system 5a or <54 with 10, 20, 30 mass per cent of toluene.

3 Experimental equipment ...... : ,i

One of the most suitable types of plasmatrons for heating gaseous media is the pla&matron
with gradually extended anode [8, 9). Its scheme is illustrated on the fig. 5; The electric
arc burning from the catode through the reduced part of the anode to its.extended part,
is stabilized by the flowing working gas entering tangentially into the plasmatron in the
cathode space. The sudden extension of the anode causes the change of flow character
and thus creates the conditions for a partial fixation of the arc length. This circumstance
together with the intensive blasting of the arc causes this type of the plasmatron has an
increasing volt-ampere characteristic in major extent. This enables to operate with a very
small or no stabilizing resistor and to increase the total efficiency of the plasmatron in a
substancial way.

WORKING COOLING
GAS WATER

Fig.5 Schematic picture of plasmatron with reactor (1-cathode, 2-arc initiated contact,
3-auode input part, 4-anode channel, 5-main anode, 6-arc root rotating coil, 7-three-stage
reacting chamber, 8-output nozzle, 9-damping barrier, 10-input of dissociated substances,
11-taking of the disociation products specimens).

For the power supply 350 V, 200 A being at the disposal and mass flow G = 25 gs " l

of nitrogen, the basic dimensions of the plasmatron have been determined d\ = 16 mm
and 11 =110 mm [9]. For the nitrogen mass flow 7 - 25 gs~! the outlet temperatures from
1 500 K up to 4 000 K are reached.

The design of three-stage reactor arranged behind the plasmatron has issued from the
compromise between the demand on ensuring the time long enough for keeping the mix-
ture of heated working gas with the added substance in the reactor and the demand on
ensuring the adequate equipment efficiency. To reduce the losses the ceramic layer has-
been phusmatically applied on the inside walls of the reactor.
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4 Experimental results

In the fig. 6 the volt-ampere characteristics of the plasmatron during the operation with
nitrogen are illustrated. The course at G = 8,5 gs~' is typical. The decreasing part
of the voltage dependence on the current corresponds to the free burning arc, while the
increasing middle part (/ = 100 — 180 A) is typical for intensively blasted arc and under
the high currents (/ — 180 A) it transits to the decreasing characteristic of the free
burning arc. For the higher flow values of G = 12 gs"1, the second part of the decreasing
characteristic has not yet been reached .

100 125 150 175 200 225 25075

Fig.6 Volt-ampere characteristic of the arc burning in nitrogen.

From the volt-ampere characteristic (fig. 7) measured during the operation with argon
(G = 8 gs"1) follows, that the argon arc has substantially lower arc voltage (about one-
third) in comparison with the arc burning in nitrogen due to the lower specifiic enthalpy.
The lower energy content in flowing argon is not advantageous from the point of view
of added toxicant heating. From the operational point of view the greater range of the
increasing part of argon arc volt-ampere characterktic means an advantage.

The complete measurement of power balance allowed to find o<it the efficiency of the
whole equipment, tha* is plotted - in dependence on the total input PK - in tlie fig. 8 for
argon (G = 8 gs"1) and nitrogen (G = 8,5 and 12 gs~l). The disadvantage of the lower
energy content in the flowing argon is appai'ent even from these dependences, because
the lower efficiency limit is reached with argon at substantially lower inputs than with
nitrogen.

The possibility of toxic substances origin (HCN) in the products of toluene decompo-
sition when using nitrogen as working gas has caused the primary orientation to argon.
From the measured power balance and calculated thermodynamic properties of argon
mixture with toluene the dependence of the power needed for heating argon and nitrogen
mixture with toluene of total quantity G — 8 gs"1 for the toluene content up to 30% of
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Fig.7 Volt-ampere characteristic of the arc burning in argon.

0 50 60 70
PcfkW]

Fig.8 Total efficiency of equipment during the operation with nitrogen and argon.
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1000

Pe[kW] 5 °

Fig.9 Dependences of argon-toluene mixture on the supplied output for the toluene content
up to 30% of mixture weight.

the mixture mass (fig. 9, fig. 10) has been determined by means of the energy equation.
By comparing the graphs in the fig. 9 with the equipment efficiency in the fig. 8 it follows,
that when feeding the toluene behind the plasniatron the temperature of heated mixture
T-i = 3 000 K with the toluene content over 5% (mass) cann< it be reached.

In order to increase the equipment efficiency with argon the adding of evaporated
toluene into the plasniatron close before the extended main anode (dn) has been veri&.d.
In case of 5% mass percentage of toluene in the mixture, the 16% increase of the arc
voltage has been found out. Another possibility how to increase the arc voltage and
so the equipment efficiency is to enlarge the. arc length by meanw of the magnetic field
arc shape deformation {10]. The measured contribution of the magnetic field produced
by the arc root rotating coil 6 to the arc voltage increase is given in the fig. 10. The
magnetic induction value B = 150 mT caused the 25 % increase of the nitrogen arc
voltage, although only the end part of the arc was influenced.
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Fig. 10 Dependence of nitrogen*toluen mixture on the supplied output for the toluen con-
tent up to 30% of mixture weight.

9 An
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

B[mT]
Fig. 11 Dependence of the arc voltage increase on the magnetic induction value.
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I
I5 Conclusion

During the initial experiments with argon-toluene mixture the samples from the reactor for
chromatographic analysis have been taken off. The preliminary results of the qualitative •
analysis confirm the occurence of methane, benzene,toluene,xyiene and condensed carbon. •

From the point of view of power efficiency the application of argon as working gas is less •
advantageous then nitrogen. The efficiency increase may by reached by using the nitrogen
working gas and adding the substance to be liquidated into the arc in the plasmatron. _
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SIMHOH <OXY> NTTRIDK THTH KTIJ1S

PRKPflRKW BY Kl.ECTRUN OYCI.OTRON RKSM1NANCK (ECR) VIAVMA

IMPOSITION
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Two magnetic coils are placed surrounding the microwave

resonator to provide a magnetic field 87.5 mT, vhith is the

value necessery for obtaining ECR condition. The upper and

lower coil currents can be changed independently to shift the

ECR position in the resonance chamber a lung the axial

direction. The diameter and axial length of the resonance

chamber are 186 nun and 184 ran, respectively, while those of

deposition chamber are 360 and 160 mm, respectively. The plasma

generated in the resonanne chamber is accelerated through the

hole toward the heated substrate holder of 210 mm in diameter

set at. s •= 0 in the center r *= 0 of the deposition chamber.

The magnetic field gradient was controlled by the current

flow in the subraagnetic coil located above substrate plate. The

mirror field and the cusp fir-Id were applied by a sufacoi 1

current flowing in the same (Im> and opposite (Ic) directions,

respectively, as that of the main coil current. The intensity

of the magnetic field in the deposition chamber is gradually

weakened from the plasma chamber to the substrate holder as

shown in Fig.2. Vhen the subcoii current is zero, the system

operates as a conventional divergence field.

300

-50

Fig.2 Distribution of magnetic field intensity from the

top of resonance chamber to the substrate holder
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We can detect emission species of Hz and N2"*" in the Ife +

5* SiH-j ECR plasma with the spektrum analysis system used for

spatially resolved measurements of species [31. The emission of

nitrogene molecules <C3rK» - B3fl) and nltrogene molecule Ions

Cthe first negative system BaSu+-X2S»+) were observed.lt is

interesting that the emission intensity of Nz + is remarkably

strong compared to that of the N2- The emissions of Si C288 nm)

and hydrogen atoms Hp C4S6 am) were observed too. The emission

species, such as SiH, NH, Ha and Hz were hardly observed. This

fact, may indicate that SiH.4 molecules in ECR plasma are

decomposed sufficiently into Si and H atoms.

Fig.3 shows the emission intensities of Uz + C391.4 nnJ as

a function of distance from the center of substrate holder. If

we compare Fig.3a with Fig.3b we can see the influence of

operating • pressure in the deposition chamber on the spatial

distribution of Na"*" ions. St. the pressure of P = 1 Pa the

homogenity of N2"1" distribution is very good across the whole

measured area. But. if the pressure decreases to 5.10~2 Pa, the

appearance of the discharge in the deposition area changes very

drastically and the resulting Na+ distributions is shown in

Fig.3b.At the surface of substrate holder the Hz* contentration

is constant across the area with diameter 70 mm. Vith

increasing distance from substrate holder the area of

homogeneous distribution of N24' decreases and at z = 4 cm the

homogeneous circle diameter is only 35-40 mm.

Fig.4 shows the dependence of the deposition rate of the

microwave power. The deposition rate increases monotonically

with the microwave power. The increase in the deposition rate

can be attributed to the increase in the electron density and

the increase in the number of silane and nitrogen radicals.

This assumption is backed by the result of OES for the relative

intensity of Na'*' peak. From the Fig.4 we can see that with

increasing microwave power- density, the intensity of N2+ peak

increases as well.

During the deposition of films N2 or N2 + NaO and Sifta

<100 %) gas were introduced into the plasma chamber and the

reaction chamber, respectively- The nitrogen or nitrogen +

oxide plasma generated in plasma chamber flows into
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reaction chamber , where decompositions and reactions occur

resulting the deposition of SiNx or SiNxtV films on the

substrate.

The substrate holder was grounded and heated by a

resistance heater, where its temperature was monitored by an

imbeded thermocouple. The substrate temperature did not exceed

100°C during deposition. The system was evacuated by a Roots

blower with rotary forepump. Pressure the deposition step was

held at 1.10 1 Pa.

Film thickness and refractive index <RI) were' measured

using a He-Ne laser elJipsnmeter < X= 632.8 run). Fourier

transformed infrared CFTIR) studies were performed with 300nm

silicon nitride deposited on bare silicon substratt?.

Infrared analyses of SiN* films show the presence of H-H

(3360 cm"1), Si-H C21C.0 cm.-*). Si-0 <1170 cn" 1), Si-N <330

cm'1) bonds (Fig.5).

30

a
1

C0

• w z

350 430 580

microwave power [¥]

Fig.4 Dependence of the intensity of N2 and the deposition

rate vs. microwave power density
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The hydrogen in SiN* =H exists only in the form of H-H and

Si-H bonds, because no 0-H bonds were observed-

At a microwave power af 200 V the .absolution due to the

Si-H bonds was found to he relatively large- ijhtt with the

increasing of microwave power, the absorbtion. at Si-H bond

decreased, ftt a microwave power of 500 V, the absorbtion due to

Si-H bonds could be hardly detected. These results are in good

agreement with our previous experiments with classical PECVD

f4J. 0.6 -

3

1*0-35 *
Na
at

12.4 20.8 28
0.1 \

Fig.h FTTR spectra of the deposited films

This; fact suggests, that

the Si - H bunds influence

the etch rate CFig.6).

The vet. etching was prepared

in solution of buffered HF

CIO parts NH4F and 1 part HF)

and its temperature during

etching was maintained

constant at .- 25°C during the

etch prooes.

ve Inm/min]

50-

40-

30-I

20

TO-

289

200 300 400 500 P[W]

Fig.6 The etch rate as a

function of microwave

power



The refractive index has been used as a quality control

index for the deposition process. Experimental results have

shown that the Rl of silicon nitride and/or silicon oxynitride

films prepared by the ECR CVD process depend on the film

composition and varies with the change in the Si/N/O ratio of

thp films. The refractive index of the presented films is

plotted in Fig.7 as a function of the gas phase composition for

the films deposited at a microwave power of 450 V and a chamber

pressure 0.1 Pa. From the picture ve can see that with no

nitrous oxide in the deposition chamber CN2O/S1H4 =0) the

refractive index is nearly the same as for thermal CVD Si3N«j

and varies from 1.95 to 2.J, depending on the Siftg/fe ratio.

Wit.h adding only snail amount of NzO into a gas mixture, the

refractive index sharply decreases to the value of 1.55 at the

gas flov ratio NzQ/SiHi = 5- If the N2O/S1H4 ratio increases

above this value, the RT does not change any more. So, it

is possible to deposit or silicon nitride either silicon

dioxide only by changing the N2G/SiH-3 ratio from 0 to 5.

Rl

2.0

1.9-

1.8-

1.7-

I
1

X

S I

1

x #N2=40[sccm]

o J8* N2=50[sccm]

5 x x
8 * 8

— 1 _

10

Fig.7 The; RT as a function of gas flow ratio
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Fig. 8 AES depth profile of a> SiNx and I.O SiWxOy

Conclusion

In tho ECR plasma, the optical emission intensities of

nitrogen molecular ions, Si and H were much stranger than those

of conventional if plasma [4] . Therefore1, nitrogen is

effectively activated. SiH-4 is sufficiently decomposed i:ito Si

and H atoms. The magnetic field intensity and its distribution

along the deposition chamber has strong influence on. the N2"1"

ions distribution.

The physical ajnd banding charactei'istics of ECR plasma

deposited' silicon nitride and oxynitride films were analysed

using various analytical techniques. FT1R analyses show that

the lilns deposited under described conditions contain less

amount of bonded hydrogen in form of Si-H bonds than those

deposited by FE CVD methodf fi.l . Summarily, the results presented

indicate" that the microwave power density and the gas flow

ration has a strong influence on the resulting properties of

depos i ted f i1ms.
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OP REACTIVE ION ETCHED
GaAs SCHOTTKY STRUCTURES

L. Hrubcin, A. Horniakova. J. Huran

Institute of Electrical Engineering, Slovak Academy of

Sciences, Dtibravska. cesta 9. 842 39 Bratislava. Slovakia

1. Introduction

In this article RIE of Schottky gate recess was studied

in CCI2F2/H2 plasma excited not only at generally used

frequency 13.56 MHz. but at other frequencies of rf discharge

- 20 kHz, 45 kH2 and 100 kHz as well. The influence of

CClzFs/Hz plasma on electrical properties of recess gate

Schottky barriers of test FET structures was investigated.

The recent development of a recessed gate GaAs FET

technology permits realisation of nanometer gate length

devices. The critical step in the technology is the process of

the gate recess etching of the active channel layer just prior

to deposition of the Schottky gate metallisation.

Reactive ion etching <RIE) becomes a very attractive

method to the conventional wet etching technique for a greater

controlabi1ity. high anisotropy and uniformity. However, the

surface damages induced often by the RIE process have to be

suppressed [1].

The damage induced on thesurface and sidewalls of GaAs

structures by RIE. has already been studied by different

techniques [4.91. Different etching gases and gas mixtures

- BC13[2.3]. CCl^fwith H2 or 02)[41, SiCl4f5](with SF6f6J or

CH4/He[7]). CHVH3[8J. CHF3[9i and CC12F2UJ (with He[10],

Ha [4,11 ]. or Oat 12] ) were used,

These experiments proceed from our previous work [11],

where series of experiments of RIE of GaAs substrates using

CCI2F3/H3 plasma was done to optimise the process parameters

for gate recessing. In particular, etch rate control and

uniformity of GaAs surface were studied.
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2. Experimental

Reactive ion etching of GaAs active channel layers of FET

stuctures was done in a commercial parallel plate XENNON XPL

01 etching system, supplemented with a low frequency (5-100

kHz) power generator. The chamber includes two Al-electrodes

covered with A12O3. Distance and diameter of electrodes were

25 mm and 125 mm respectively. The lower electrode was powered

by a low frequency or a high frequency (13.56 MHz) power

generator, while the upper electrode and chamber was grounded.

Seif-bias voltage was measured between the powered electrode

and the grounded parts of the etching chamber. During all

experiments the electrodes were kept at the temperature of

about 50° C. The etched experimental GaAs test FET structures

were placed on the rf driven electrode. Before introduction of

reactive gases the chamber was pumped down to a background

pressure of 5xlQ~2 Pa. The following etching conditions were

selected for these experiments: etching gas CClaFa/H2. flow

rate of CCl2Fa=10 cm3.min-a. flow rate of H3»=5 cm
3.min-a.

total pressure 10 Pa, self-bias voltage -25 V at frequencies

20 kHz. 45 kHz. 100 kHz and 13.56 MHz.

N-type GaAs layers prepared by Ion implantation of Si to

the SI GaAs substrate were used as Schottky gate active

layers. The implanted layers exhibited a doping concentration

of about, 2xlQ1'1 cm-3. The gate recess was etched through

a photoresist mask fShipley AZ 1450) to the depth about 50 nin.

After RIE of the gate recess.the lift-off of e-beam evaporated

Schottky metal 1isation Ti-Pt-Au (70:50:100 ran) completed the

gate fabrication. The formation of alloyed ohmic contacts

(source, drain) on base of the AuGe/Ni metallic system and

deposition of an overlay bonding metallization Ti-Au followed

afterwards. Test FET structures with various both lenght and

width of gates (2x70 um2; 4x70 uma; 5x250 urn2: 10x250 ums:

20x250 urn* and 40x500 ym2) were proposed so that the depth of

gate recess (-50 nmj remain identical at different rf

discharge frequency.

3. Results and discussion
The basic el'ectrical properties of Au-Pt-Ti/GaAs recessed

gate Schottky barriers were determined from an analysis of the
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forward current-voltage (I-Vl characteristics.

The typical forward current-voltage characteristics of

Schottky gate barriers (La*=4 tun) formed after RIE gate recess

at different rf discharge frequency are shown in Fig.l.

From the I-V characteristic fitting (using a computer

simulation method) we were able not only to determine the

barrier heigh 0» and ideality factor n. but also to extract

the series and leakage resistance of these gates. Thermionic

emission was assumed to be the dominant mechanism of current

transport in these Schottky gate barriers.

The barrier height and ideality factor values are plotted

in Fig.2 and Fig.3. respectively. Here the values of the data

obtained from about ten gate barriers at each discharge

frequency are shown.

It can be seen that at low discharge frequencies (20 and

45 kHz) the barrier height values are comparable to reference

gate barrier height {Fig.2) but on the other hand the values

of ideality factor (Fig.3) are relatively high. The minimal

values of the ideality factor were obtained for FET structures

etched at 13.56 MHz.

Typical dark I-V characteristics of Schottky gate

barriers of FET structures at different gate areas (2x70 urn2;

4x70 urn2; 5x250 . tim2: . 10x250 urn2 and 40x500 urn2) are shown in

Fig.4. Good correl.ation between the forward currents and gate

areas was observed. In our previous experiments 111] we have

refered to the expresive influence of the excitation frequency

on the etch rate and GaAs surface roughness. In the low

frequency range (20-100 kHz) there was a negligible influence

of frequency on the GaAs etch rate. On the other hand the etch

rate increases noticably at the 13.56 MHz frequency, whereas

power at self-bias voltage reaches the lowest values from all

frequencies investigated (5 W at -25 V). We suppose, that this

fact is due to higher densities of etching elements at this

frequency. Moreover, with regard to the very low values of

power and self-bias voltage at this frequency we can suppose

a decrease of the thickness of the radiation damaged layer.

This assumption was confirmed directly by measurements of

electrical properties of the Schottky gate barriers prepared
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on GaAs.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we have studied the influence of CCI3F2/H2

plasma excited at different discharge frequencies on the

electrical characteristics of the recess gate FET Schottky

barriers. The electrical measurements made on prepared FET

structures indicate, that from all the frequencies used the

excitation frequency 13.56 MHz yields minimal degradation of

Schottky gate interface. A detailed microstructural and

diagnostic analysis are needed to explain some non-ideal

behaviour of the Schottky gate barriers prepared at low

excitation frequencies of thu CC12F3/Ha discharge.
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Fig.2 Barrier height of Schottky gate barriers
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INVESTIGATION OF GaAs SURFACE DAMAGE AFTER Ar PLASMA AND Ar+

ION BEAM EXPOSURES

I. Thurzoi, E. PinCIki, S.Vasilkoyskij*, M. Ku5era3, V. L. GromaSevskij2

^Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences, Diibravskd cesta 9, 842 28 Bratislava, Slovakia
institute of Semiconductors, Academy of Sciences, Prospekt nauki 45,252 650 Kiev 28, Vkraina
^Institute of Electrical Engineering, Academy of Sciences, Diibravskd cesta 9,842 39 Bratislava,
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1. Introduction

The most important ion beam-solid interactions which can oc-

cur can be identified as follows:

1. Ion impact can induce desorption or sputtering of adsorbed

impurities from the substrate surface. This is often used for

cleaning the substrate before next processing steps. But it

can be accompanied by forward recoil implantation of impuri-

ties into the substrate.

2. Penetration of impigning atoms into the substrate.

3. Sputtering of the substrate atoms by particle bombardment.

It m*y potentially lead to atomic recondensation. ,

4. Displaced substrate atoms and lattice defects cam be gene-

rated. Enhanced defect densities can promote rapid indiffus-

ion of surface impurities.

Studies in til have shown that the particle energies involved

in these processes range from thermal energies Cabout O.I eVP

to about 0.6 keV.

In this work we try to compare some properties of GaAs sui—

face layers after exposures to different sources of Ar ions:

ion beam and inductively coupled Ar plasma at a pressure of ^

O.I Pa. The main objective of our work is aimed at finding si-

milarities between both ion sources as to their impact on GaAs

surfaces.
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2. Experimental

Single-crystal C1OO3 heavily doped n-type GaAs samples were u-

t i l ized in this study. Low energy ion beams operated from 10

eV to 2OO eV were used. The energy source of an inductively co-

upled plasma worked on the frequency of 350 kHz and provided a

7S0 W input power.

The standard photoreflectance experimental setup has been u-

sed 123. Pumping was provided by a 2 mW He-Ne laser beam C633

nnO, chopped by 117 Hz. The probing beam was obtained from a

ISO W tungsten halogen lamp filtered by a monochromator. with

i t s s l i t set to 4 meV resolution. Measurements were performed

in the photon energy range from 1.2 eV to 2.0 eV.

•In our Raman spectrometer we used 514. S nm, 488 nm and some

weaker lines of an Ar laser. The scattered light was dispersed

using a double pass grating monochromator DFS-52. An FEU mo-

del 136 cooled photomultjplier was used as detector. The Ra-

man spectra were collected at room temperature under Brewstor

angle conditions.

Photoluminescsnce experiments at T = 4.2 K have been per-

formed using the 514.5 nm l ine of an Ar laser and a cooled

photomultipii er detector.

The acousto-electric method in arrangement published in C3]

has been used, too. The acousto-electric effect in the subsur-

face region of GaAs was measured on <3aAs-LiNbC> structures at

the frequency of 38 MHz. The measurement technique i s describ-

ed in C43.

By small-signal charge deep-level transient spectroscopy la -

belled hereafter as QDLTS, a modification of the DLTS introdu-

ced by Lang [53, electronic properties of the damaged surface

layer of the semiconductor were explored. The repetition fre-

quency of the square wave of an amplitude AU = SO mV was set

to f = 4O Hz, while f i l l ing pulse duration being 12.5 ms. The

standard double boxcar technique was employed to sample tran-

sient charges at points in time t. . t ', respectively. Keeping

AU constant and using different quiescent biases U , one could

cast light on the energy interval of the observed interface

traps, interfering with a discrete defect level in some cases.
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When dealing with traps distributed in energy, a shift of the

related DLTS peak is expected in"response to a change in the

reverse bias U . '
9

3. Results

3.1 Photoreflectance CPR3

When the high-field limit condition in the PR method i s fulfi-

l led, Franz-Keldysh's oscillations CFKO3 occur in the above-

band-gap part of the PR spectrum with a form: ' •

~3~ I
C

where AR^R is PR signal, -f.w is photon energy; E is band gap

width, d is dimensionality of the Critical point, ttO is cha-

racteristic energy of a quantum mechanical particle of an in-

terband reduced mass ft being accelerated by-an electric field

F . The slope of the index number of the j-th extremum above
8

•i

3>̂ 2the band gap versus Cft»;- E 3 dependence is a measure of

the surface electric field F of the semiconductor. TJio enve—
s

lope function has an amplitude proportional to the surface

photovoltage.

Table 1

sample: ref. sample Ar plasma exp. Ar beam exp.

F tkV/em].- 257 13O 71
s

E teVl: 1.401 1.420 1.4S4
g

We have monitored the amplitude of FKO and the overall PR sig-

nal shape of our samples. The energy spectra showed oscillat-

ions related to spin orbit splitting. These oscillations

interfere with the high energy peak of FKO, therefore the posi-

tion of the highest FKO extremum was not determined with high

accuracy.The data gained from the PR spectra are summarized in

Table 1. Band gap width has been calculated from the two larg-

est extrema by the Aspnes* 3-point fitting procedure C61.

The experimental PR spectra from substrates exposed to Ar IC

discharge for S minutes at O.I Pa and Ar ion beam of 200 eV e-

nergy for the same time, are presented in Fig.1.
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a-GaAs-ref.
b-Ar-5min of ICP .
c-Af-6minof 200 tV

beam

1.7 1.8 1.9
PHOTON ENERGY teV]

Fig.X

i s appropriate to the reference sam-The curve labelled as

ple.
3.3 Raman spectra

The Raman spectra CFig.23 of the samples show two peaks with
respective frequency shifts 267 cm and 290.5 cm .
These Raman lines correspond to the scattering on mixed plas-
mon-LO-phonons CL_P and LO-phonons 171. The spectra have been
measured on the longitudinal optical phonons z'Cxy^z'. In Ta-
ble 2 we l i s t the results of the Raman measurements and the
corresponding changes in the intensities of L_ and LO modes.
The ratio of intensities i s given for two excitation radiat-
ions: 514.5 nm and 488 nm, respectively.

sample

Table 2

ICLOD/ICLJ)

514.5 nm 488 nm
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ref . sample:

AT* fc**m 200 eV:

Ar+5S«a beam 300 «V:

0.8

2.8

1.0

1.4

S. 7

2.1

S. S

s.s
6.9

The most right column of Table 2 shows the value of the full

width at half the maximum r L Q of LO phonon peaks.

260 270
RAMAN SHIFT IN

Fig. 3

3. 3 Photoluminescence

Low-temperature photoluminescence results on Ar ion beam ex-

posed samples are shown in Fig.3. The intensity ratia of the

main two peaks are listed in Table 3.

sample: ref. sample

2.5

Table 3

Ar exposure

S.75

CAr +H_ } exposure

1.86

The energies of the peaks are ascribed as follows:

1.324 eV - recombination radiation through the defects of

semiconductor surface
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1.348 «V

1.477 «V

1.486 ©V

1.408 eV

0.20

i
10.15 -

0.10

0.05

electrori-acceptor-pai f photolumi n«sc«nc«

r«con«bination radiation through th» d»f«cts of

the semiconductor surface

electron-acceptorCSi 3-pai r photolumi nescence

donor-acceptor-pai r photolumi nescwnc*

electron-acceptorCSi3-pair photoluminescenee COJ

o- rof
• -Ar-5min of ICP
o-Hj- 20min of ICP

Fig. 3
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3.4 Acoustoelectric Methods

First of them used the transverse acoustic effect CTAE3. Fig.4

shows the form of TAE signals obtained on our samples before

and after exposing the GaAs surface to Ar beam.

log VK '

a-GaAs-ref.
b- Ar-beam

10
CONCENTRATION OF DONORS t c m 3 l

Fig. 4

The value of V increased after the exposure. One of i t s com-

ponents V. , attributed to donor concentration, increased, too.

If we use the theoretical dependence of log Vfc on the donor

concentration n, cf. Fig. 5. so we have to conclude that the
id —3original n value Ĉ  10 cm 3 has been lowered to the value of

4. 45xl0l7cm"3.

Ratia of the trapping- and concentration-related peaks V./V.

for both the reference and the exposed samples are listed in

Table 4:

Table 4

sample: ref. sample Ar beam 2OO eV

V. /V. 4.1 1. 3
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In general, both the V and Vfc values can increase i f the sur-

face band bending changes aprroprlately. S t i l l , the relatively

lower value of V^ after exposure excluded this possibility

£103. This result has been confirmed by s t i l l another acousto-

electric method that gave a donor concentration of 4.4SxlO

cm
- 3

a - Ar beam
b-(Ar+H2) beam
c - ref.

1.3 U 1.5
ENERGY [eV]

Fig.S

3.5 QDLTS spectra analysis

A typical set of QDL.TS spectra belonging to different reverse

biases U i s reproduced in Fig.6, one deals with an Al/SaAs

diode prepared after the Ar plasma exposure. The shift of the

peak towards elevated temperatures with increasing reverse ta-

ts i s indicative of the presence of an energy distribution of

interface traps. No discernable DLTS peaks could be registered

with reference CunexposedD samples.
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As expected, thermal activation enthalpies of individual peaks

from Fig.6 changed with the bias, see Table 5.
Table 5

U CV3:

TJK3*
AEteV]

O.S

332.8

0.414

O

333. 4

0.434

-O.S
343.5
0.450

- l .O

253.4

C.S03

t. = 1 BS, U = 2 «s
1 =

Interval of observable activation enthalpies was limited, of
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f
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
1
I
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course, by excess leakage of the diode outside the Ug range

from 0. S V to -l.O V.

One of the goals of the QDLTS experiments was a comparison

of radiation- ar plasma-induced defects encountered in struc-

tures treated by either Ar+ ion beams or Ar plasma discharge.

For the sake of the comparison, Fig.7 is added.

250 T(K)

In contrast to the Ar plasma, the monoenergetic CBOO eV3 Ar
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ion beam induced two categories of defects:

1. An energy spectrum of interface states that manifested it-

self by the dominant peak located at T = 184 K Ct, = 1 ms, t_ =
Hi 1 2

2 msD under zero bias U . We are dealing likely with the same

distributed traps as in the case of the Ar plasma treatment,

still, with the Ar+ ion beam the Fermi level at the Al/GaAs

interface lies only about O.2 eV below the conduction band mi-

nimum under a zero applied bias.

2. A discrete trap level at 1 = 15O K, characterized by AE =

O.28 eV, that has not been identified as yet.

4. Discussion and conclusions

All the methods used in the experiment confirmed that during

exposure to Ar plasma or Ar"beams the GaAs surface properties

are dramatically changed. Acoustoelectric measurements have

marked directly lowering of th® concentration of donors from

3: 2x10 cm to ~ 5x10 cm . Analysis of the photoluminescen-

ce measurements revealed that addition of 5% of H_ to Ar res-

ulted in increasing photoluminoscence intensity of the donor-

acceptor CD -A D transition and decresing photol umi nesonca

signal from the transition at 1.477 eV, attributed to the exi-

stence of surface states. It means that: 1. the ratio of the

donor concentration to that one of acceptors changed,

2. the surface states are partly passivated.

Exposure of surfaces to Ar beams leads to the formation of

surface states, mainly. Increasing photoluminescence signal

intensity has been observed after short-time exposures to Hg

plasma til]. Raman spectra of exposed GaAs surfaces show bro-

adening of the peak halfwidth CFWHMD - see Table 2 that in

turn indicates creating of different types of defects in the

surface layer of the semiconductor, in dependence on the type

of the ion flux interaction. This result could be confirmed

independently by the photoreflectance measurements C123. Ac-

cording to the latter data, H_ and Ar impacts on the result—

ing optical properties of .he damaged layer are apparently

different. The same conclusion could be sustained by photolu—

minescence at 300 K [123. The exposure-related change in the

I
t
I
f
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
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phbtoreflectance signal phase indicated formation of a

tinct layer in the surface area of GaAs via the surface bom-

bardment by Ar and Ar + Hg beams and Ar plasma ions.

It has been found in our laboratories C133 that Ar ion beams

with energies below about 100 eV do not modify the surface si-

gnificantly. Judging from the photoreflectance measurement, a

qualitatively similar surface damage is caused by the partic-

les from our Ar plasma discharge compared to the damage indu-

ced by sc SOO eV Ar ion beam. From this point of view, coupl-

ing the power of 75O W to Ar at i 0.1 Pa seems to produce par-

ticles with similar kinetic energies and densities.

From the QDLTS results one can draw the conclusion that Ar

ion beams C2OO+5OO eVO introduce an additional O.28 eV discre-

te trap, compared to to the Ar plasma discharge. A continuum

of interface states is generated in either case, while in the

case of Ar plasma exposure the deeper Cin energy!) components

tend to pin the surface Fermi level under biases not exceed-

ing U si -1 V. Under biases in excess of the latter value the

QDLTS spectra almost completely vanished, yet a full restorat-

ion of the electrical activity of. all the traps took place af-

ter a subsequent reduction of the reverse bias.
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1. Introduction

Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) is one of useful

sources in a variety of plasma related techniques, because of

the electrode absence in the discharge region. By that way co-

taaination of samples is minimized. Itowdays, aodifications of

materials,in general, is at the frontiers of science and tech-

nology. ICP has, at low pressures, one disadvantage - the re-

; latively high kinetic energy of all plasmaparticles. The bom-

'L: bardaent of a solid by ions of higher kinetic energy induces

| formation of damage in the target and emission of backscatte-

| red ions, sputtered atoas and clusters, secondary electrons,

!: light. The particles can be implanted at depth depending on
f
: their energy. Other forms of radiation daaage are the selec-
t

I tive displaceaents of species during the collision cascade
t i • • •

! according to their masses and binding energies, and enhanced
ii :

diffusion due to residual defects. All these foras of daaage

contribute to changes in the composition and structure of the

target [1], [2], [3].

We have performed an experiment with exposure of heavily doped

GaAs crystals to particles from H_ ICP discharge. Modification



of apparent dopant density is measured by photoluainescence,

pbotoreflectance and charge DLTS aethods.

2. Sample preparation

The saaples used in our experiments were cut f roa GaAs

crystals grown in (ldO) orientation. The original Si dopirg
24 -3

level was 2.8 x 10 • .Typical arrangement used for the ex-

posure in H.and Ar plasmas is shown in Fig.1.The saaples were

localized at distances of 5 c» or 20 ca ,respectively, apart

froa the end of the induction coil and held at floating

potential. The discharge is Maintained under a H_ pressure of
-1

5 x 10 Pa. The boabardaent of the exposed surface by

energetic ions is enabled by the relatively low frequency of

the rf generator of = 350 kHz. Ho heater or teaperature cont-

roller has been used.The teaperature rised to = 200 °C during

20 ainute exposition in 5 ca localization. Input power of the

rf generator was = 750 M.

O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O

•sample

t
H 2 inlet

Fig.l



3. Sample analysis

Photoreflectance at 300 K, photoluminescences at 4,2 K and

300K and small-signal charge transient spectroscopy (QDLTS)

were used to study the samples 1

3.1 Photorefiectance

The spectral position of the Franz-Keldysn oscillation

(FRO's) extreaa is given by the relation:

«h U j - lg |

wheire j is index number of j-th extremum above band-gap, B

is band gap width, hO is the characteristic energy of a

quantum mechanical particle of an interband reduced mass /u

being accelerated by the electric field F , hco is the photon

energy, $ is the phase of PR signal.
3 / 2 ' •' • • •• . •

The slope of j vs. (hco - £ ) dependence is a aeasure of the
9 . • . . .

surface electric field of the semiconductor F .Results of the

photoreflectance Method are shown in Fig.2 and 3 and in Tab.l

Measurements were made on samples from the 20 cm distance,on-

ly, because the second ones had very destroyed surface.

Table 1

sample ref. sampla H' plasma exposed

F CkV/cm] 257 52
8

S [eV] 1.401 1.418
g

The photoreflectance experiments reproducibly lead to the

next conclusions:

1/ Lowering of the electric field intensity in the surface

layer of = 100 nm thickness of semiconductor approximately

5-times relative to the reference sample.

2/ Formation of a discrete layer in the semiconductor surface

from its modified material(change of signal phase).

3/ Differences in the influence of argon and hydrogen plasmas

are reflected in different photoreflectence properties of the

modified surface region (see Fig.3).
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i

3.2 Photolumlnescence at 4.2 K and 300 K

Photoluainescence spectra are presented in Fig.4 and

Fig.5. Saaples used in the aeasureaents differed in their

position with respect to the end of the induction coil.

Structures froa Fig.4. and Fig.5 were localized 5ca and 20

ca,respectively, froa the end of the coil. The surface of the

first one was heavily destroyed and ,probably, therefore the

photoluainescence signal-Was adequately saaller.lt has been

concluded froa the aeasureaents:

1/ Broadening of the band gap of hydrogenated seaiconductor

(localization of 5 ca) by about = 0.02 eV.Behaviour has

been obtained at 4.2 K.

2/ Harrowing of the band gap of the second saaple- see Fig.5

- aeasured at 300 K (localization of 20 ca).

Broadening of the band gap of high doped seaiconductors due to

lowering of donor concentration is described in e.g.Sze [4].

The photoluainescence spectra of a virgin saaple shows peaks

with the energies listed in Tab. 2.

Table 2

supposed originenergy [eV]

0.77

0.95

1.02

AS
oxygen including coaplex

electron to deep acceptor level (B =

v-i
'-'• J:

0.30-0.45 eV transition) [5]

1.20 donor to V_ transition (published

range:1.17-1.23)

1.32 donor-acceptor transition

After hydrogenation the luainescence intensity is reduced by

factor of about 3.5. The photoluainescence spectrua can be

interpreted in two ways: a/ Due to lowering the doping level

via passivation of GaAs donors, the spectrua aoved toward

higher energies [6]. b/ Unlike the virgin saaple, the

spectrua of a strongly aodified GaAs surface is observed. The
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next two transitions are dominant:

1.21 eV - originating due to lowering the free charge

concentration,

1.44 eV - recombination radiation through the surface

defects as a consequence of argon surface

boabardaent [7].

The peak at 1.02 eV has, probably,the saae origin as in case

of the virgin saaple.

3.3 Q D L T S

Deep defects levels due to the hydrogen plasaa exposure

were aonitored by charge DITS (QDLTS). Unlike the routinely

applied DLTS, the charge DLTS spectra resulted froa

saall-aaplitude excitation pulses (AU = 5 0 aV) superiaposed

on a quiescent bias U . The bias was applied to Al gates of
. . g 2

Al/GaAs Schottky diodes with an area of 0.34 aa . Durations

of both the filling and reverse bias pulses were set equally

to 12.5 as, thereby operating with a repetition frequency f =

40 Hz. Output voltage Au(t) of the charge-to voltage

converter was saapled during each excitation cycle at

respective points in tiae t., t related to the trailing edge

of the filling pulse. In this way the output signal AQ =

C [Au(t1)-Au(t.)] could be obtained. Here, C_ is the feedback

capacitor of the Q-V converter. Considering exponential decay

of the released charge, one can write
AQ = AQ^ [oxp(-t,/T} - exp(-t_/T)]Ox 2

for a discrete trap level. Density of the traps is contained.

in general, in the quantity AQ , while ionixation enthalpy AK

follows froa the standard Arrhenius' plot ln(T T___)

versus T~ . Here, T stands for the teaperature at the

aaxiaua of AQ, T is the rate window ( t ^ t ^ ^ ^

A representative AQ-T plot of a diode prepared on the

heavily doped GaAs treated by hydrogen (20 Bin of exposition.
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localized 5 CM from the end of coil) is depicted in Fig.6.

I
I
I

250 300 T(K1

Fig.6.

Apart froa the poorly resolved peak at about T = 130 K,

there is a dominant DLTS peak positioned at I = 240 R.

According to the results of the standard evaluation procedure

the dominant trapping level is characterized by AB = 0.13 ev
—20 2and capture cross section a = 4x10 cm .

If an estimate of the density of the dominant trap is

required, complementary C-U aeasureaents are requisite. Then

one has to take measures which prevent the traps froa

contributing to the device capacitance. The C-U experiaents

Here performed at T= 100 K, using the feedback charge method

[8J. A surprising behaviour has been observed: in the range

froa U = -IV to U = 0.6V there is a perfect capacitance pla-

teau C = 320 pF irrespective of bias. It may be evident that
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under such circumstances it is not feasible to attempt any

estimate of the dominant trap density. For the moment one has ~\

to consider at least two possibilities: --

1. The Fermi level at the Al/GaAs interface is pinned about

0.1 eV below the conduction band minimum B by the dominant •
c

trapping level.

2. The overall low-temperature capacitance is preset by an

intermediate high-resistivity layer between the Al gate and

the undisturbed bulk of the semiconductor.
The first hypothesis is difficult to discuss as long as the , '

j f
density remains unknown. Hereafter we will discuss the item 1

2 that relies on the existence of the intarlayer. Taking

relative permittivity 12.9 of GaAs for the interlayer and C =

320 pF, a simple calculation yields a thickness of the inter-

layer of = 120 nm. This is a value that falls in L the range

where an efficient charge carrier removal via hydrogenation _:

is expected. A complementary study of the current transport

mechanism through the Al/GaAs interface may help to clear

. this issue. An interpretation of the origin of the dominant

I peak from Fig.6 in terms of dielectric relaxation in the

I interlayer is likely, mainly with regard to the extremely low
-20 2; capture cross section on the order of 10 cm .

? 4. Conclusions li

• Photoluminescence, photoreflectance and QDLTS methods have
1 been carried out for H, inductively coupled plasma exposed

I GaAs. The surface of the sample located nearer to the end of

I the discharge region were hardly destroyed and only _

I photoluminescence measurements were possible performed. Wi

| Moving of the PL spectra at 4.2 K towards higher energies can

be interpreted as a consequence of GaAs band gap broadening. F\\

All methods were performed on samples exposed in outside II

region of IC discharge. PL spectra at 300 K do not confirmed
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the precedent result and, on the contrary, display unexpected

narrowing of the dominant PL peak and its Moving towards

lower energies - froa 1.437 eV to 1.420 eV.

Photoreflectance and QDLTS Methods have confirmed the

possibility of band gap broadening (lowering of the electric

field intensity in the subsurface layer). Proa the QDLTS re-

sults can be concluded, that the hydrogenation introduces

0.13 eV discrete trap level with extremely low capture cross
-20 2

section on the order of 10 em .
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I. INTRODUCTION

A multi-frequency discharge reactor [1] made by combining

radio frequency (rf) system and low frequency (If) system

provides semiindependetly control of radical production and ion

bombardment energy.A better understanding of reaction mechanisms

in this plasma is needed to improve process reproducibility and

control of etching processes. The actinometric'method can be

useful for these purposes 12-3].In brief a small amount of

a chemically inert actinometric gas is admixed to a plasma which

does not significantly affect the electronic plasma' properties.

The emission intensity X" of the species of interest' is then

divided by the intensity A* of the actinometric gas of known

partial pressure p and the ratio paXVA" allows to determined

the relative concetration of ground-state of species X. The

specific requirements for the validity of this technique are as

follows[4]: 1) The excited species X* and A* must be produced by

electron impact excitation of the ground state species; 2) The

excited species must be decay exclusively by photon emission ;

and )3 the electron impact excitation cross section for X and

A must have similar tresholds and shapes as a function of

electron energy In this paper the dependence of the relative

concentration of flourine and chlorine in CClsFa multlfrequency

discharge was investigated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The present experiments were caried out in a commercial

'i parallel plate reactor XPLO1. fy XENNON. reported previously

^ [4j.modifloated in a multifrequency system.Fig.i shows a block
% 320
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diagram of the reactor approach used to apply two frequencies at

the same time. Rf 13.56 MFfe voltage is applied to the upper

Figl A block diagram of multifrequency discharge reactor

electrode and coupled to the lower electrode via high frequency

21uns,apt>rl.

plasma) j & | mouoclt ruinator

lifting table
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PC/AT

Fig.2 Experimental arrangement for act.inometric measurements
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ground . Additionaiy .If ( 20.35,45.10GkH2' voltage is applied

t.o'the lower electrode and coupled via a low frequency ground.

Two lenses optical system mounted on table constructed for lift

together witn a 0.3 m monochromator BENTHAM M300 EA and

a photomultiplier Hamamatsu R 955 selected light from chosen

axis gap position and collected it onto an entrance slit of the

monochromator (fig.,2). Measurements were performed at pressure

10 Pa with sccrn of CClaF-i and 4% Ar for actinometry. The rf

(13.56 MHs) power was nominally 100 W. The If (45 Wiz) power was

varied from 0 €o" 100 W. The Ci 837.6.,nm line and Ar 826.4 nm

line- were used for determining of relative ground concentration

of Cl [2] and the F 68-5:6 nm line and Ar 706.7 line for P[3] .

III. RESULTS

The relative concentration of ground state Cl and F in the

mult I frequency CCl2Fa discharge power is shown in fig.3 At

35
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o
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Fig.3 Dependence of the rel.con. of Cl and F on the If power
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the constant rf power • an the Cl . relative concentration Is

relatively Independence, on the lowfrequency power The relative

concentration of F increases aproxlm4,telY linearly with the

power. Fig.4 shows the dependence of the self bias voltage of

the If and rf" powered electrode on the lowfrequency power.

300

0 20 40 60 80 100

Loir frequency power [IT]
Fig.4 Self bias voltage as a function of lowfrequency power
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X. Introduction

In recent tine, a great attention is devoted to electron

cyclotron resonance (ECU) plasaa sources with the goal to

develop new low pressure plasaa thin fila technologies. Many

researchers have been investigating the plasaa parameters of

the ECR discharge [1-3]. These studies are, however, usually

Halted to a certain pressure p and the absorbed microwave

power Pa. On the contrary, we investigated the BCB discharge

generated by Microwaves (2.375 GHz) in a wide range of argon

pressure p and Pa .

2. Experimental

The ECS device used in the experiment is sketched in

Fig. 1. The ion saturated current density i+aa* at the probe

voltage u * -70 V and the floating potential Ufi were measured

along the chamber axis (z-axis) in wide ranges of p from

0.02 Pa to 90 Pa and Pa froa SO W to 400 W using two types of

plane probes. The first one with the area of 210 am* , denoted

as the thick probe (TKP), is placed on the surface of the

substrate holder (50 m in diameter). The second probe, denoted

as the thin probe (TOP), Is created by the tip of the 200 am

long No wire (active area 1.54 mm2), covered with the glass

except for the probe surface and fastened at the substrate

holder.

3. Results

The plasaa along the chamber axis can be divided, according

to the measurements of Ufi , into two regions:(i) the region I,

which includes ECS zone (z*180*300 mm), and (11) the region II
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Fig.l Schematic diagram of experimental device.

outaide the ECR zone (z>300 aa). In the region I there are

great changes of Ufi with p, Pa and the position z as compared

with the region II. In the region II for p<9 Pa Ufi decreases

with z for all Pa . This behaviour of Ufi disappears for

p = 90 Pa. Both probes show that Ufi is within ±6 V in the

pressure range from p«0.9 Pa to p~90 Pa for Pa ranging from

50 1 to 400 W. Main results are given in Figs.2 to S.
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Fig.3 Ion saturated current density i on the chamber axis as
a function of z for three values of argon pressure
P - 0.9 Pa, 3 Pa and 90 Pa and different values of
absorbed Microwave power P. aeasured by the thin and
thick Langauir plane probes.

4. Discussion

Measured distribution of i*««t(z) at p*90 Pa (see Fig.3)

Indicates that the microwave energy is absorbed by collisional

mechanism near the entrance window. On the contrary, the maxima

in i*,.t at pressure pS0.9 Pa for « P (see Fig.3) points to the

domination of ECR absorption.

The magnitude of Ufi strongly depends on p, p, , z and type

of probe (TKP or TKP) in the case when the probe is located in

the ECR region at pressures below 0.3 Pa. The value of Ufi can

vary in wide range from about + 60 V to about - 20 V and
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Fig.5 Floating potential Vti on the charter axis as a function
of argon pressure
a) for the thin Langaulr plane probe at z - 245 •• and

two values of P« = 100 f and 200 I,
b) for the thick Langsulr plane probe at P« - 400 f and

three values of z « 220 ••, 330 •• and 520 •«.

strongly depends on the position of the substrate holder.

At p < 0.05 Pa Ufi achieves large positive values above

+40 V (see Fig.5). It results in a sputtering of the charter
wall.
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In the region II (z > ZEC*) the electron temperature T«

undergoes only small changes along z. Hence, the decrease of

Ufi (aeasured with respect to ground) along s (see Fig.2)

characterize, according to the theory [4,5,6,7], the plasaa

acceleration.

For more details see [8].

5. Conclusions

The experiment shows that:

- The plasaa parameters in presence of thick probe are

coapletly different from that ones aeasured by the thin probe

only. Therefore, measurement of plasaa sicroparaaeters by

thin probe does not give the correct values of plasaa

aicroparaaeters in the presence of the substrate holder in

a given point z, particulary when it is placed near ECR

position.

- A correct position of the substrate holder is crucial for

good reproducibility of thin film processing.

- At low pressures p < 0.05 Pa the sputtering of the chamber

walls due to high values of Ufi can occur (see also 19]).

- The ECR absorption doainates at pressures below 1 Pa, while

at pressures above 90 Pa aainly collisional absorption

contributes to the plasaa generation.

- In an agreement with the aodel of plasaa acceleration in

decreasing aagnetic field it was found, that at p < 3 Pa Ufi

decreases with decreasing aagnetic field out of BCR region.
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PLASMA ENHANCED CVD OF HFC FILMS USING AN ORGANOMETALLIC
PRECURSOR

Petr Spatenka, Harald Suhr

University of TUbingen, Department of Organic Chemistry,
AufderMorgenstelle 18, 7400 Tubingen, Germany

Abstract:

Thin films of hafnium carbide have been deposited by plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition using dicyklopentadienyl-

dimethyl-hafnium - CpjHf(CH3)2 - as precursor. The experiments

were performed in a parallel plate reactor. The substrate

electrode was capacitively coupled to a 13.56 MHz generator and
i.

could be heated up to 500*C.

The influence of the various experimental parameters on

film properties has been studied. The composition of deposited

films depends strongly on the deposition conditions. The carbon

content ranged from 11% to 40% and increased with the deposition

rate. The film hardness varied between 1300 and 2000 HK depending

on the carbon content and power delivered to the discharge.

The plasma parameters were measured fay a Langmuir probe. The

electron density ranged from 7,4.1015 to 3,2.1016 depending on

deposition condition's, the electron temperature was about 4 eV.
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Introduction

Hafnium carbide is an interesting material for various

applications. Because of its high melting point, electrical and

magnetic properties and high hardness, hafnium carbide films find

applications as high temperature resistors [1], heads of thermal

pen recorders [2], thin protective films for magnetic heads [3]

or as a wear resistance films on cutting tools [4}. Hafnium

carbide films were prepared by activated reactive evaporation

[2,4], chemical vapor deposition [5] or by evaporation initiated

with laser beam pulses [6]. We report here some physical

properties of HfC films deposited by Plasma Enhanced Chemical

Vapor Deposition from an organomctallic precursor (MO PECVD).

Experimental

The experiments were performed in a MOCVD parallel plate

reactor which is described in more detail in Ref.17,8]. The lower

electrode was attached via a matching unit to an rf-generator of

13.56 MHz and could be heated up to 500*C. The working gas

entered the reactor through a showerhead-type grounded upper

electrode after passing through the thermostated evaporation

vessel with dicyklopentadienyl-dimethyl-hafnium -CpjHfCCHj^. The

precursor is a white crystalline solid which hydrolyses when

exposed to moisture. It sublimates in vacuo readily at

temperatures 70-110*C [9J.

The films were deposited on glass, silicium and metal

substrates and were characterized by weight, thickness (Tencor

Instruments, Alpha-step-200), electrical resistivity (four point



probe method) and Knoop hardness (Leitz Miniload 2). The full

analyses of the films were carried out by electron probe

•icroanalysis (EFMA). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

investigation were performed with selected samples.

The depositing plasma was characterized by a Langmuir probe

placed approx. 2 cm above the rf electrode in the center of the

reactor. The data acquisition system as well as the measuring

method has been described in detail elsewhere [10,11].

Experimental results

In a first set of experiments the influence of substrate

temperature and discharge power has been studied (Tab.l). The

argon as well as hydrogen flows were 30 seem, the sublimation

temperature of the precursor was kept at 366 K. The: power ranged

Power
[W]

0
50
100
100
150
200

Substr.T
[K]

673
673
673
673
673
673

Dep.rate
[A/min]

no dep.
53
63
62
61
67

C
[wt%]

n.d.
29.2
28.8
33.6
34.8

Hf
[wt*]

n.d.
n.d.
68.8
61.6
61.2

Hardness
HK

n.d.
1290
1360
1320
1580

200
200
200
200
200
200

673
623
573
523
473
473

86
89
86
109
73
108

41.4
41.9
40.9
39.0
32.5
38.6

52.5
51.6
52.8
54.9
61.6
n.d.

1660
1670
1250
1290
1120
1220

Tab.l: Variations of power and substrate temperature.

Pressure 30 Pa, gas flows 30 seem of Ar and H^

temperature of the evaporator 366K.
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from 50 to 200 W. The film deposited at 50 W was brown and

peeledoff thus making the film analyses impossible. The other

films were metallic grey with good adhesion. An increase in the

power caused an almost linear increase of the deposition rate and

also an enhancement of the Knoop hardness from 1300 HK at 100W

to 1600 HK at 200 W. The cvarbon content varied between 35 - 40

% and indicated a small increase with discharge power. The film

resistivities were > 104 uQcm.

Surprisingly variation of substrate temperature influenced

the deposition rate and film composition only insignificantly

and the carbon remained higher than that of stochinometric HfC.

The Knopp hardness increased with substrate temperature and

reached 1600 HK at Tsu(|Str higher than 623 K. The film resistivity

remained > 104 uQcm which is far above the resistivity of HfC

(109 uQcm).

Argon
[seem]
20
30
60
100
120
160

Hydrogen
[seem]

20
30
60
100
120
160

Dep.rate
[A/minJ

80
62
28
26
23
5

C
lwt%]

28.6
28.8
20.9
17.5
17.2
11.9

Hf
lwt%]

64.5
68.8
76.5
81.2
81.2
88.9

Hardness
HK

1480
1360
1710
1910
2030
n.d.

100
80
60
40
20

0
20
40
60
80

64
80
59
55
38

36.9
30.7
26.3
24.0
19.4

57.5
65.6
68.0
73.1
78.0

2330
1680
1620
1756
1610

Tab.2: Variations of gas flows. ; .-..•>

Pressure 30 Pa, power 100 W, substr.temp. 366 K,

temperature of the evaporator 366 K
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In additional experiments the effect of gas flow and gas

composition was studied (Tab.2). The power and substrate

temperature were kept constant at 100 W or 570*C. respectively.

There was a rapid decrease of the deposition rate with gas flow

at a 1:1 Ar/fy ratio. The deposition rate decreased from 80 to 5

A/min, the carbon content decreased from 30 wtX to 11 wt% and

hafnium content rose from 65 wt% to 89 wt% when the total gas

flow changed from 40 to 320 seem. An increased concentration of

hydrogen in the working gas caused a reduction in the. deposition

rate and the carbon content with a simultaneous rise of the

hafnium content.

All deposited films were grey metallic with good adhesion

to the substrates. Some films thicker than 1 urn indicated a

tendency to peel off from the glass substrates. In some films the

EPMA analyses showed an oxygen content of = 4%, probably due to

leaks in the reactor during deposition.

100

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Deposition rate [A/a]

Fig. 1: The dependence of the film composi tion on

deposition rate. (0)-hafnium, (0)-carbon
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Taking the results from all experiments there is a clear

dependence of the film composition and the film density on the

deposition rate (Fig.l). The carbon content decreases and hafnium

content increases with lower deposition rates. Thus the film

composition is controlled by the deposition rate and the value

close to the hafnium carbide is achieved only at very low

deposition rates.

There is no such simple relationship between hardness and

the deposition rate (and consequently the carbon content) The

experiment results fall into two categories - the first including

experiments with constant power, and the second those with the

power variation. Whereas the hardness decreases with the

deposition rate when the power is kept constant, with rising

power the hardness increases simultaneously with the deposition

rate. This phenomenon can be explained by the formation of

metal/hard carbon composite films due to rising bias and ion

bombardment of the growing film [12]. Additional experiments are

in progress to support this suggestion.

Langmuir probe measurements in Ar/H2 and Ar/H2/Cp2Hf(CH3)2

plasmas were used to obtain an estimate of electron energy and

electron concentration and the influence of the precursor on the

plasmas. The dependence of electron density is shown in Fig.2. J

The introduction of the precursor into the plasmas caused an i

enhancement of the electron concentration. As expected the i9

electron density increased with power, but this increase was ."

lower in plasmas with precursor as compared with those of Ar or

Ar/H2 plasmas. These phenomena together with our previous

experiments [11] confirm that the addition of precursors strongly
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100 150 200 250

Power [W]

Fig.2: The electron density measured In plasamas without (M)

and with (A) precursor.

Working gas Ar/H2. 30/30 seem, 30 Pa.

influences the plasma parameters. Thus the assumption made by

some authors [13,14] that precursors change plasma parameters

only in a negligible way, cannot be applied generally and the MO

PACVD systems have to be investigated individually.

Conclusion

Thin HfC films have been prepared by PACVD using

dicyklopentadienyl-dimethyl-hafnium -CpjHf(CHj)2- as precursor.

The deposition rate has. been found the main parameter which

controls the film composition. The carbon content decreases and

the hafnium content increases with falling deposition rate. The
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film hardness increases with decreasing deposition rate when the

power is kept constant. With rising power hardness increases with

deposition rate. This phenomenon intimates a formation of

metal/hard carbon composite layers due to bias and ion

bombardment of the growing film.

Langmuir probe measurements evidence, decrease in electron

density when the precursor is added to Ar/Hj plasmas. The

electron density of Ar/Hj/CpjHf(CH3)2 plasmas varied with power

between 7.4.1015 and 3,2.1016 m"3, the electron temperature was

about 4 eV.
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APPLICATION OF THE EQUIPMENT BASED ON THE KAUFMAN
ION SOURCE FOR ETCHING AND MODIFICATION OF SURFACES

AND DEPOSITION OF THIN FILMS

T.Sikola, L. Dlttrichova, R. Dlabaja and J. Matejka

Department of Physics, Faculty of Engineering,

Technical University Brno
•
Department of Microelectronis, Faculty of Electrical

Engineering, Technical University Brno

1. Introduction

Ion sources have been frequently used for technological and

analytical purposes during the last two decades. The Kaufman

ion source has becone one of the wide spread ion sources in the

field of technological application .

This ion source has been preferentially applied to etching of

semiconductor structures for its better anisotroplc etching

capability in comparison with plasma etching [1]. Although the

deposition rates of thin films prepared by Ion beam sputtering

are lower as those related to other methods (e.g. magnetron

sputtering), the Kaufman ion source has been successfully used

in basic research of thin film preparation [2] and for thin

films with special properties (e.g. magnetic thin layers) [31.

As by using the Kaufman Ion source one can set Independently

ion beam energy, ion beam current density and a direction of

striking ions, which cannot be realized In principle in plasma

reactors, the Kaufman ion source has been a convenient tool for

Investigation of the role of the ions in plasma-target

Interactions (4), [5].

The main advantage of the Kaufman ion source is lower working

pressure (10 mb) in comparison with magnetron sputtering and

plasma technologies and better control of operational

parameters. By using the additional ion source for conterporary

bombardment of growing thin film (dual ion beam technique) we

can modify properties of thin films in wide range [6].

The main disadvantage of this ion source can be characterized

by higher tendency to contaminate the target (substrate) by

elements of grids and cathode filament and by requirement to
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replace the cathode filament (grids) .in relatively short

periods (tens of hours In case of chemically reactive gases).

In the following text we will describe an equipment based on

the Kaufman Ion source developed at the Department of Physics

and some of Its applications as well.

2.Experimental

The schematic view of the designed equipment is shown in

Fig.[1]. The equipment consists of the stainless steel vacuum

chamber with a diameter of 440 mm. Flanges of the chamber are

sealed by copper wires and aluminium gaskets. A Joint of the

vacuum chamber with a diffusion pump is realized by "0" rubber

(viton) ring. The diffusion pump with a pumping speed of 2000

1 /s is equipped with a liquid nitrogen baffle for trapping oil

vapours from the pump, reducing thus the pumping speed of the

whole assembly apprbx. In' 40 per cent. - The minimal pressure

attainable without heating the chamber and without liquid

nitrogen In the trap is about 1 x 10"6 mb.

PRIKARY
ION SOURCE , Z °N SOURCE CHAMBER

UsusuuJ [.SET OF Gil IBS
ION BEAM

SECONDARY
ION SOURCE

| SUBSTRATE
HOLDER

VACUUM CHAMBER

DIFFUSION PUMP

Flg.l. Schematic view of the equipment
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The primary Kaufman ion source with two molybdenum grids with

a diameter of 15 cm is built in. The real beam diameter at the

concave grid arrangement' has reached 6-8 cm. The Ion beam

energy can be changed in the range of 200-1200 eV. The ion beam

current density set up usually for technology application is in

order of hundreds of raicroampers per cm2.

The secondary Kaufman ion source (not constructed yet) can be

placed Into the vacuum chamber and so Dual Ion Beam Deposition

Technique can be realized. The role of this ion source is

partially realized by bombardment of the target by charge

exchange ions extracted from the ion beam due to an electric

field generated by negative potential applied t o * substrate

holder (71.

The target manipulator has three stages of freedom. It can be

moved along the vertical axis of the vacuum chamber, tilted

along its horizontal axis and rotated along the axis

perpendicular to the target surface respectively.

3. Reaultm and Discussion

The described equipment has been used for different

technologies like etching of surfaces' and thin layers,

modification of surfaces and deposition of thin films.Until now

we have been using argon ion beams only. Chemically reactive

ions can also be applied. In this case, however, diffusion pump

oils resisting to reactive ion species are recomended.

Fig.2 demonstrates high resolution of the etching process going

under 1 pirn. The etching was realized by 600 eV ion beams on

silicon covered by negative electron resist with testing

patterns drawn by electron lltograph (the width of testing

bars is given in micrometers).

•" Fig.3 shows the etched profiles in SI covered by positive and

negative electron resist resp. and measured by Talystep. The

etch rate of the Ions of 600 eV energy was approximately

15 nm/min x cm2/mA.... The etch rate of Ni, Al and S102 layers

deposited on Si substrate by magnetron sputtering has been

investigated.

Fig.4. shows dependence of the etch rate of these layers on the

energy of Ar ions. The etch rate was determined by means of
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Fig.Z. Demonstration of etching abilities of the Ion source

—1

n mil

Fig.3. Etched profiles In Si covered by:

a) positive, b) negative resist
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Measurements performed by Talystep on steps created between

protected and unprotected P*rt* of the etched samples.

Protection was realized at lower energies (bellow 800 eV) by

special resist, at higher energies by a silicon mask. Low

energy regions of these curves are loaded by remarkable errors

caused by measurement of lower steps as In the case of higher

ion energies (the etching time was the same for all energies).

«

920 1100

Fig.4. Dependence of the etch rate on Ar Ion energy

One of the potential perspective field of the Ion source

application is etching and modification of ceramic surfaces.

Ceramics generally Is known for its resistence to usual methods

of treatment,both mechanical and chemical. The energy of Ions

sufficiently high In comparison with this classical

technologies can be applied to physical removing surface

layers.

Low energy ion beams (s SkeV) are used e.g. for thinning of

the samples for transmission electron microscopy (8]. Although

this technique usually takes tens of hours in case of ceramic

materials it cannot be replaced by conventional chemical

etching.
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In Fig. 5 the surface of Si3N4-based ceramics Modified by Ar

Ion bean of 600 eV energy for 2 hours Is presented. The surface

of the sample had been polished before Ion bean treatment and

after that it was analysed by SEM. Supposing different

sputtering yield on the surface of grains and along grain

boundaries resp. we could expect bringing out relief of grain

structure. Although the grain structure became visible. It Is

partially suppressed by "defects" caused on the surface by

individual ion beanlets. The similar effect has been observed

by Al2O3-ceramics. (The etch rate of the ceraali surfaces was

approximately S nm/min x cmz/mA).

This ion-induced topography can be used e.g. for modification

of the surfaces of bioactive ceramics for medical implanters or

for increasing the adhesion of metallic layers on ceramics.

Fig.5. Surface of the etched SA3N4-based ceramics (SEM)

Deposition abilities of the equipment are denonstrated in Fig. 6

and 7 where RBS spectra of the thin films prepared by

sputtering of Ti target on SI and Al substrates resp., biased

to - 50 V are depicted. Besides the impurities (Fe. Ar)

incorporated into the substrates from the target (target
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Energy (MeV)
0.5 1.0 1.S

Fig.6. RBS spectrum of Tl deposited on SI

Energy (MeV)
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

100 200 300

Channel
400

Fig. 7. RBS spectrum of Ti deposited on Al
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holder) and ion beam, the spectrum of the thin films shows high jl

Iamount of oxygen. The content of oxygen In Ti x0 y thin films has

been estimated at nearly 50 '/.. The origin of oxygen can be

contributed to the oxid l a y e r o n the target surface not enough

removed before deposition and to a leak in the vacuum chamber

as well. The source of the oxygen presence in the thin films Is

a subject of the present investigation. The thickness of the

films estimated by SEN was approximately 0,3 urn.

The thin' films have been Investigated also by electron

mlcroprobe technique, however it has beenfound the resolution

of this technique was insufficient with respect to the film

thickness (broadening of the electron beam spot in the sample).

Feeding oxygen close to the surface of the growing layer both

by a secondary ion bean and by a nozzle should lead to the

formation of thin films with composition near to T102 , known

for Its good mechanical and optical properties.

4. Conclusion

We have described the equipment based on the Kaufman ion source

designed and constructed in our laboratory. Some of the etching

(modification) and deposition applications performed by this

equipment have been also demonstrated.

Although a spectrum of technologies realized by this equipment

can be wide In principle, for decreasing contamination of the

vacuum chamber it is more convenient to concentrate the effort

to more specific targets.

One of the most perspective field of the application of the

equipment seems to be modification of ceramic material

surfaces and their sputtering for deposition of thin Insulated

films. The first experiments of this kind have been started.
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Ultrasoft multilayer optics has occupied a firm position in plasma
diagnostics. New pairs for multilayers and new original ideas in X-
ray optics finds now a new applications in the soft X-ray plasma
diagnostics. In the beginning of multilayer developing the main
field of application for multilayers was the analytical X-ray
spectrometry. But during last five years the optimal pairs for KoL-
line analysis of light elements from Boron to Aluminium were •

found. They are W - Si. Cr - Sc, Ni - C, Mo - B4C. Actually, only I
plasma diagnostic gives us the new goals and therefore facilitate

1 development and a progress in multilayer optics. _

.• In this paper we presented new "binary" dispersive elements. •
I Those type of multilayers was developed by Seifert-Roentgen
jj Company. In this dispersive element crystal has two functions at V
I the same time: crystal-analysator for hard X-ray and the substrate m
\ for the multilayer. Figure 1 shows two types of such "binary"

dispersive elements. In case 1b we can adjust the splitting
j between hard and soft X-ray lines by the variation of the angle
}. between the atomic planes an^ the crystal surface.

f\ For checking the possibility of making the multilayer onto the I
§| surface of crystal analysators, we carried out superpolishing of Ge *

(111) and quartz (1011) surfaces. As a result, the root-mean-square
surface roughness of Ge was from 5 to 7 A, the surface of quartz, •
3 A. After this, on the surfaces obtained we deposited the most ™
widely used Ni - C multilayer. Polishing of crystal surfaces and
making of multilayers thereon were carried out by Seifert- I

I
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Roentgen. Figure 2 presents theoretical (a) and experimental (b)
curves of dependence of reflectivity on the incident angle on CuKA-
line for the Ni - C multilayer on the surface of Ge (111). Ni - C

o

multilayer consists of 25 pairs of layers with the period d = 49 A
and 15 pairs of layers with the period d = 65 A. Experimental
studies of this type of multilayers were carried out on a 4 axis
diffractometer at the Danish Space Research Institute. This
example shows the ability of effective analysis simultaneously in
two ranges: from 0.1 to 1 keV with a multilayer and from 2 to 10
keV with Ge (111).

On the base of multilayers investigations and a lot of experience of
"module" principle of spectrometer structure developed by loffe
Physical-Technical Institute in St. Petersburg, authors have
developed the new spectral channels for spectrally and time
resolved plasma diagnostics. In this developing we used both the
last achievements in multilayer optics and the experience of the
constructions of modules with the fixed channels. Figure 3
presents the emission of Ti plasma. The measurements was carried
out by the module-type 11 channel polichromator in FOM Institute j
in Holland. Nd-glass laser had the energy about 2,5 J and the
power density about 4 • 1012 W/cm2. P-l-N diode allows to record ;
pulsed plasma with a nanosecond lifetime. '

' " • : • • • • I

New spectral channels developed by Seifert-Roentgen have also j
the "module" principle. But opposite to the first version, new
channel has the possibilities to change the turning of the energy by
the step-motor inside the vacuum chamber. This additional v
possibility makes the whole system for soft X-ray plasma 4
diagnostic much more flexible and gives the chance to make the -|
measurements in the wide spectral range with the few channels ,T|
only. ,R

?
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Figure 1. "Binary" dispersive element
a - multilayer (mt)
b - crystal (cr)
c - atomic planes
& t = 2dcr sin8,3L2 = 2dml
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Figure 2. Theoretical (a) and experimental (b) curves of
dependence of reflectivity on the incident angle on CuKl-
line for tUe Ni - C multilayer on the surface of Ge (111).
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emission of Ti plasma
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Figure 3. Spectrally and time-resolved plasma diagnostics based
on a "module" principle of spectrometer.
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THE CLASSICAL DIMENSIONS OF A PHOTON

Vaclav Trunecek1*

l) Department of Physical Electronics, Faculty of Science T. (?. Masaryk University,
61137 Brno, Kotldfskd 2, Czech Republic

1. Introduction

The feature of an electromagnetic field is determined by vector potential A(r, t) which is

a function of position vector r and time t. This potential must obey Maxwell equations

and wave equation. The suitable solution is the retardet vector potential

W (i)
under the condition that the light velocity c is finite. It is expressed by volume density of
flow J(ry,t ') depending on retardet time t, and on the distance r, of the point of emission
from the middle of emission region

f = l - £ (2)
|ft| = |r'-r|

This formulation is suitable in the case of spherical coordinates.
The vector potential A(r, t) is (in evaluating of intensity of electric field E and mag-

netic one H ) replaced by polarization vector (Hertz vector) according to

(3)

From Maxwell equations and with the aid of (3) it is possible to evaluate the intensity of

electric field E and of a magnetic one H, from [1], [2].

dlP
/ te-^ r (4)„.„**.

2. Vector potential of electromagnetic field of a photon

Photon energy arises from the energy of electron which which circulate around the nucleus
with velocity v. For this reason it arises the electric flow

j = cv (5)
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Vector potential of point charge e (electron) is determined via Lienard-Wiechert potential

Energy of electromagnetic field of photon arises from energy of electron the vector po-
tential A i (6) of which determines its electromagnetic field. It is manifested by velocity
change of electron. This velocity according to Bohr model depends on quantum numbers
n and m denoting the electron state before and after photon emission. This change can
be expressed by function /n(7i,m). The ratio jf is by hydrogen maximal 0,7.10~2 and
therefore the second term in the denominator in eq.(6) can be neglected. The vector
potential of electromagnetic field of a photon is then

^ / « ( n , m ) . (7)

The electromagnetic field of a photon is concentrate in a little volume and it propagates

rectilinear as light ray. Respecting those properties we are forced to express the vector

potential Ap in suitable form. It means that we write Ap in cylindrical coordinate p, cp, z.

The direction of photon field propagation we take along 2-axis and the circular path

of electron lies in the plane perpendicular to this 2-axis. In the plane the spherical

coordinates r are identical with cylindrical coordinates p. Retardet time t', with respect

to z-axis is

t' = t - - andfor r' < r is R-p. (8)

Under these conditions the vector potential of electromagnetic field of photon in cylindrical

coordinates is as follows

(t-^)fn(n,m). (9)

From this the polarization vector II with the aid of (3) is

where the electron velocity v is replaced by path change s = 2rrn regards to time. Further
rn is a diameter of circular path of electron and e r is the unit vector along s-axis.

Integrating this relation during one period T of the circular frequency u>, T = ~c.

and with aid of eq. (8) we obtain the expression of polarization vector II in cylindrical
coordinates

II = ——/nsin(cj< - kz){sh\<p + cos<p)et (11)

where k = ^. This vector determines the components of intensity of electromagnetic field
of photon the validity of which is limited for radius p — pn-^ oo.

s | ET = E0F(sin <p + cos <p), Etf = EoF{cos <p - sin varphi) (12)
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HT = H0F{coa <p - sin y>), Hv = H0F(sin <p + cos <p), (13)

3. Energy a dimensions of an electromagnetic field of photon

The decrease electromagnetic energy of elmg. field dW, it means the photon energy,
(in time interval dt ) which is emmited into space volume V is determined by Poynting
vector S

- ^ = divS, 5 = [E.H] (14)

We get regards to (12) 5 = 2E0H0 cosl(w< - kz)et; divS = 4EoHok cos(w* - kz) sin(wt -
kz). We substitute this volume into equation of continuity (14a) and integrating over V
(dV = pdpdipdz) on time T we obtain the energy

T A

J J^coa{ut-kz)sm{u}t-kz)dzdi (15)
0 0

oo 2* T A

Pn ^ 0 0 0
Aft T- -. «

~ ec pn "

This energy is linear dependent on circular frequency w according to Planck law.
The photon energy hu>n emitted by electron in a transition from state quantum number

n into the state with number m is

•
- i • where AT is Rydberg frequency. When comparing this relation with the relation derived

ia (15b), then

and Planck constant

We take instead h , h = | JJ , we get pn = 2 r n v^ra where » = ^- = ^ is the hyperfine

constant and pn — 0,42rn, rn = ^ ^ ^ .

4. Conclusion

In quantum optics the photon is described as wave packet (one-photon wave packet) or

as quassiclassical wave packet [3j. The experimental study solves then the problem of

photon self-self-interference [4]. Some results concerning these studies were analysed and
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they stimulated various suggestions. The standard probability interpretation cannot say
anything about single events. We want the single particle to be extremely well localized •
and not spreading [5]. l •

These requiiement are fullfiled by classical model photon the electromagnetic field of
which is given in cylindrical coordinates. This model has following properties:

1. In the direction of a rectilinear propagation along z-axis it is concentrated photon £
energy in the length interval A = cT. It is in agreement with Planck law.

2. In the plane perpendicular to the propagation the electromagnetic field is syrhmet- B
rical regard to z-axis in the distance p > pn is here photon radius. V

3. The radius of photon rhon depends on radius of circular path of electron pn = rn.

4. The intensity of electromagnetic field of photon diminishes in the perpendicular

5. The energy of photon is stable for a infinite time in free space in a little volume. It is
caused by induced electric charge and therefore also by induced polarization vector.
By this fact it becomes clear the existence of photon coming from the distance of
millions light years.

I
direction of propagation with the second power of the distance regard to z-axis.

I
I
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